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nth.
Belfast Lodge, No. do. Reg... Tl.MI'I. VU-.
na'.'tinge.
Monday evening at the rniver-: church
e-try.
1
\
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Business meeting evi*ry Saturday
1 uitarian
lunch parlor.
.on at tin
\
It Tii-m t- IL Marshall Post, (d A. IL,
Regular meeting" first and third Thursday
n.- oi each month, at <«. A. R. Hall, Main st.,
!. F. McDonald’-harness st-ore.
!
i»iII
sea-ide Orange, No. 24d.
Regular
saturdav evening at Penobscot
cling everv
a-.-. Brovvir's ( oilier. North port.
I ,'iitv (.range. No. 17o, meets everv saturdav
m.ing at tin- m w budding on the A ugu-ta roa»l,
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Labor room, .lohnsou Hall,

Thursday evenings of each

Pv mi vs. Silvei (
Lodge, No
Regular meeting everv Tuesdav evening, at
Fellow- Hall.
Meet in dolm-m's Hall,
kM'.ms i*» Lvltolt.
il.gli street.
Dingo A-scmhl;. No Hid, regular meeting everv
M iiidav ev riling.
-i-ters of Indnstr;. Assembly, No. 7*201, regular
meeting every Wedm-dav evening.
Meets everv Monday eveL. s. <
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27*. Western mails close at 7.2"
L istirrii closes I p. iii. Local

leave Belfast, standard, at 7.07* a. in., d.47»
p. iii. local, 7.2- a. m., 4.0s p. m.. s.os
Arrive, standard, 7».do a. m., lo.2o a. in 7.00
local, 7*..Td a. m.. lti.455 a. iii., 7.2.5 p. m.
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Ilircotorj of Agricultural Organl/atlonx In Maine.
M
1.

vim.-t .vTi. <.i: vn«h;. P. of II.: Hon. Fred’k
A. Allen, SeereUiry,
•!•■, Master, (lorliam; F.
i-t Y’lbtirn.
Maim; si aii; Achk rtaruvi, sih'iktv: lion.
M- Prince. President, south Turner; A.
L.

It
Dcnuisoii, secreUirv, Portland.
’•! v 1 xi; B«* vlit* iii A'HHi I l.Ti UK .1. M. Deer
la.'. President. Saco;
/.. A. (iilbert, Seeretiiry,
S
I h «ireene.
I. vst'kkv M aink Fair Association ilon.J.P.
BiPresident. Bangor, K/.ra L. Stearns, See1

fciai-v,

secretary, Augusta.
Bi k 'Kia.im.ks Association

i.

M

vim;

President,
•

Mechanic

Falls; Isaac

aclary, Wellington.

.J. 15. Ma

Hutchins,

Wkstkun Muni: Bkk-Ki:i:i*kus' Association:
.1. A Morton. President, Bethel; F. I>. Well.
m c.
Secretary Poland.
M UNI MKUINO SlIKKl* BUKKOKUS’ AS£(M'l.V< ol. S. W Tinkham, President, Anson ; (ieo.
t i* n
1-. Moore, Secretary, North Anson.
M uni: AI-ICI cn itAL S»»ciktv
Rev. (
M.
Herring, President, Brunswick; Mrs. M.W. HinckSc* retarv, Bowdoiuhaiu.
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News.

Hemlock street the Macs arc In bloom,
Tin* band to practice shortly will commence,
The Sipionk House now lias not a vacant room,
\u<l Mr. Martin's painting up his fence.
Miss IMisenbiiry’s visiting, we hear,
Her maiden aunt at Lower Jlelvidere.
»n

The winter-school at last has broken up,
Now young men spin the sentimental yarn;
The can will shortly decorate tiie pump’
New lightning-rods appear oil Moody’s barn.
At Grigg’s Rotunda, 27 Frost,
New ralicoes are being sold at cost.
1 lie dress-shirt's brightly smiling on the sward.
Miss Jones, who broke her arm, is liettcr now;
ilph Wood is offering a big reward
To any one who’ll llnd his dappled cow.
The muskrat for the dowsy ducklct jumps,
I hey’ve put new suckers in the village pumps.
b

The baptist Sunday school its picnic-day
lias promised for the 23d of June;
At Hubbard's llall, ’tis said, Professor Gray
Will shortly lecture on the sun and moon.
Lust week some urchins with a club and hounds
Killed seven skunks that weighed a hundred

pounds.

bluebirds till the air with music now,
on Marlow Street,
11*.met sabre swells the youthful brow,
And mint and pansy make the meadow' sweet.
1 he
carpet now is hanging in the lane,
'•td agents, unlike robins, w on’t refrain.
Miss Johnson, of New York, Is now' at Green’s,
Lac.li ilay her
wins;
beauty adoration
be I Mike of Grafton's
fond of |»ork and beans,
McGregor’* baby swallowed twenty pins.
* be
gaudy Imt effulgent makes the she,

The

.diphtheria’ssupreme

The

**

K.

K.

“Hemnky;»»

«f all

grocers—.f-d r.

Miinktttric in Puck.

thought

Mut the tempter came to Eden,
< Mi a
day in summer fair.
And the serpent trailed his venom
And left hi,s impress there.
*Twa' only the old, old story
of love, and a woman's faith.
Only the downward pathway
That leads to sin and death.
<

Milv

a

pure

wild rosebud

Plucked in it' youthful prime,
only a frail hark 'tranded
And left

on

tin.* shores of time.

Naught hut tin time worn story.
Told over and o\ : again.
For man the freed-*m of passion,
For woman the 'liame and the pain.
I turned from the hillside loin ly
And the grave with it' wild rose sweet.
Wiili a praxer in my heart for the tempted
\\ ho walk with bleeding feet.

>o

!

eight.

Veal Calves—Trade was fair, and the otteringtaken ;it a decline from last week. (Qitot »
( hoieo. 1 ij.1 »• p ft*: ordinary 4<i4 *4e p it,;
common, 2‘a <iJe P fl>. hobs, si 21 n I In each.
St• ire ( attic Heeeipts light, demand dull. The
offerings in lair condition I >i -iauglitering. (.Quota
tions
Yearling-. £.-g!1: 2 ear-olds. £ 11 y 21; -i
■

(

ob. when 'hall Justice triumph.
And n»ere\'> wandering dove
Fold her pinioii' white and snowy.
And rc't in the iio.'om of Love'!
When 'hall the weary ones of earth.
Wandering in sin and diainc.
Me a! lie red into the arms of Love,
baptized with another name.
J1 i.i.r.N X. 1 \\< -i\ \1111.

Tiie

Sailor

Doll.

may call to mind a miserable,
weird-looking little uirl of seven or eight years
\ lw'ay- avoid liar-lt purgativ e pills. Tin
lirst
obi, who, until about a year ago, used to plv
make
ou
-iek and then leave von constipated.
her trade of a professional beggar, under the
Carter’s Little Liver Hills regulate the I towels and
make you well. Iio-c, one pill.
pretence of selling mutdies, in one of the streets
leading from th embankment to the strand.
A piani.-t played an exa-perating piece for more
w as not a pretty child, bn! a good many
>he
than half an hour. “This i- not asloni-hing,'' re
marked on* -: •*he i- leaf, lie cannot hear himself."
pa>sei s-l>\ dropped coppers into her dirty,outstretched hand. mo\cd to compassion b\ the
“All right," rc-ponded another, “give him a sign
that he ha- lini-hed."
sight of her pinched features and ragged garIf inter!* »ga!ed she said her name was
ment'.
Have You a Cough, cold, pain in the ehost. or l«nm
Polly, ami that she had a si< k mother and seveluti-In tart, haw you the prciiioiiitor. symp
eral
star\
ing brother' and 'istors at home, and.
tour
consumption? If so. know that "relief
in fact, told tin old familiar story so glibly as
within your reac h in the* shape-of |*u. Wtsi vi:‘to suggest strong doubt of her veracity.
H.vi v>i «>: Will* < illiuirt u lihli, in many :i~e--.
At all
ha- snatehed tin* \ietim from tin
awniu_ grave*.
events, she evidently preft rred gifts of money
to any other form of sympathy, for she* rather
“Will \<ui l«-t me* >ee-a pair of i"u .-hoes?" said
a lady entering a store*.
••Certainly, ma'am.’' re- pointedly avoided kind-hearted inquirers who
manifested curiosity about her personal histoturned tin- c lerk, who was new at the* business.
•*!>«» y on relVr to the height or the* price?*’
ry.
It was not generally suspected that Polly had
More* « ase*s of -ic-k hc*a«l::« lie.*, biliousness. consti
a young colleague and associate, who, though
pation. A*-., can i"* <• 11r«*«i iu le-s- time1, with l*
he
kept himself modestly in the background,
medicine, and for less money, by Using ( arte
was tiie senior partner and guiding spirit of
l.ittie* I.ivcr 1‘ills, than 1 »y any othe r means.
her enterprise.
This was another little ragged
The Vo ristow n llerahl hoids that a man w ho 1outcast uaim d dim. and the two were brother
right on t!ce- battle-givuml knows less about tin* and sister, or. at
least, they were both owned
battle than the man a tiiotisami miles away. The
b\ a drunken virago whom they called mother
inference* i-, we suppose, that the lirst man has
and
as
their common parent, dim
regarded
been sheet.
was a few
years older than Polly, and almost
t.- ntI haveMessrs. K. \Y. Kinsman A Co.
over shea the} could toddle these small advensohl your Adamson's llotauie < ‘otigli Halsam o\cr
turers had been sent forth daily to beg or steal
my ceuintcr lor nine years, and 1 must .-a> that
in company. The boy bad long ago thumped
during an experience* of tweuity ~i\ years in thehis sister into cheerful submission to his sovre tail «lrug business, I ha\e- newe-r sold any thing
for e-ougbs, e-oi 1-. e tc-., that, lias give’ll sin-h uni\ eu
ereign will, while, in a longhand ready sort of
sal satisfaetion a- your Adamson’s Hotanie Hal
w ax
lie had alxvays acted as her companion
sun. 1 ri‘i‘omme*u<l it abetve all «*tbers. Yoiirstrwi;..
ami protector.
-b Chiebester, .'{.*>7 Myrtle Ave., Hrooklyn, N. 'i
dim also xx:i' provid' d with a box or two of
Trial bottle* lo eents."
matches for the sake of appearances, but lie
rata* lx troubled Itim-i it to attempt to dispose of
A iiog was about to attac k a monkey be-|ongriiig
to an organ grinder.
A- the* clog u-he*d on, 1 be
them. His mi"i"ii w as to direct his sister’s op;iioiike*y iifted bis hat ami gracefully sah.tesl, w he n
eration'. which lie did from some convenient
the1 ejog'- tail and head
pped and he -m*ake ! lurking place on tile opposite side of the street,
away.
Chicago News.
conveying his l.t bests toiler by scarcely perKl)’s Cre am Haltu was re. omim-mic ••! to me by ei ptibh signs ami keepingsharp lookout for
Have
tiie police, whether in uniform or plain clothes.
my driiggi.-t as a preventive to hay fewer
been using it a> directed since* h * nth d August
Kxpericiicc had developed the boy's natural
ami hav e- foumi it a speeitie for that mn h 'Ireade-el
sharpness ami cunning to a point xvliieh enaami loathsome- disease*. For ten years or more I
bled
him, almost by instinct, to distinguish the
have be-en a great iitlerer each ye ar, fr.Mti Augu.-i
kind of persons of xvliom : would be danger‘tn til! frost, and have trie d many aiie*gcd reiuc*.
ous or impolitic to beg; while his judgment
die-- tor its eiire, but lily'- ( ream Halm is the only
detecpiv\enti\e I have-c*ver feumel. Hay fever sulfe-re-is xvas se.ireeix less infallible in scenting
F H. Ainswe.ith.
tive or a school board oilieial.
ought to know of its e• it.
I'uhlisher. Indianapolis, 1ml.
■Jw.'iu
The xoungsters were by no means unhappy,
in 'pile of the brutal mother at home, who beat
We- -ee t hi
item lloatina in the -e-a ot j •tirnalthem rim !!y when the day’s gains were smallism
••.Mark Tw ain passes the contribution l*ei\ at
er than usual.
the* e him h in Hartford which in* attends." We
Life has it' consolations even
have only this to say, that that rhureh in tiartforel
torthe most mi'crubie; tiie half-fro/eii tramp,
is to be- eongrat late I. f I' Ml ( |eme US la el* tllkeU' h< munches a cnM under the lee of a shelliohl of anvthing that hasn't m..ney it.
tering xx all, forget' hi troubles for the moment, and realizes happiness ami contentment,
If you wi-h to re-tore the bloom ;<» eu;r wi te <1
lim and Polly did not di'like their occupation,
cheek. and
improve your health that pliimpnrs.- for
acquisitiveness is inherent to human naaml strength will succeed emaciation ami ilehifily,
] ture. and they derived a pleasurable excitepurify your bloo-l witii Ayer's >.i:-aparilia. This I ment from the risks they ran in preying upon
remedy will beneiit you more surely and speedily j the community. Ity conspiring together, they
than any either.
systematically deceived their parent as to the
exact sums they gained, so that they alxvays
“What an arm' ’t mi must have been an athlete
had mom y to spend in dainty foods ami sweetiu your day. perhaps a pugilist?" “No. I’m a j
meats; and they made little expeditions togethmusician. This muscle all came* I'min practice* on
er on the sly; sneaked sometimes into the galthe- trombone .''
lery of some loxx music hall or penny gall'; and,
N<>t a partirie of
alomel, nor any oil:, dele- in short, found their lot more than tolerable
from their point of viexv. Thcx looked forterious Mil.stance. enters into the composition of
xvard, too. xx itii cheerful confidence to a happy
I*i!ls. (hi the contrary, this medicine is
\>ii
future, when, relieved from domestic tyranny,
carefully compounded from the curative properthey would themselves reap the full benefit of
ties of purely vegetable substances. Tr\ it.
their joint exertions and be entirely free to follow tiieirown devices.
What iask* -1 the profes>or of hiparadox
These aspirations, however, wen* never descollege class, ami the hrighicM student of them all
Mood up ami answered, A woman trvinu to plav
tined to he realized. Last winter Holly coughwhist."
ed a good deal and grew visibly thin. Her
brother noticed the fact, hut so far from causA (.111 for All.
ing him alarm or uneasiness, he was edified by
In or.h r to give all a chance to te-t it, and hus
the attention ami commiseration which the
be convinced of its \\omlerfuleurat'ne power-, l»r.
King s New Discovery for < oiistiinption, < miglis girl’s condition excited. Silver pieces were
bestowed upon her, and for some weeks the
and ('olds, w ill lie, tor a limited time, given aw ay.
children reaped quite a harvest.
This oiler i- not only liberal, but shows unbounded
Hut, at
faith in th< merits of this great remedy. All who
length, one unhappy day, a gentleman was so
sutler from ( ouglis, ( olds. Consumption. A-thma,
shocked al hearing Holly's cough that he carItromhiti-, or any alVeetioiis of Throat. Chest, or ried her off then and then*, in
spite of her proLung-, arc especially re<|tiested to call .it If. II
testations. to a neighboring hospital, where to
Moody’s Drug Store, and get a Trial Lottie I rec. Jim's
she
was
detained
as a patient.
di-may.
Large Lollies SI.
Words would fail to describe dim’s disgust
and perturbation at being deprived of his sisThe Imt weather drive some folks to-uieide and
ter'- valuable services just at a moment when
others to the seaside. Ami some of the latter soon
begin t«» think that 1he\ made a mistake by not trade was >o extraordinarily brisk. It never
the
former
coi:r-e.
taking
occurred to him that there was anything seriously wrong with Holly's health.* and he relie news iler Youth.
garded her abduction a- a piece of unwarrantMr.-, l’hod.e t liesiey. l’ctei'son. Clav Co., Iowa,
ed ollieioii-ncss. lie would have interfered had
tells the following renr:rkalde sb.rv.’the truth ihe dared, but hi- native modesty deterred him
vouched for by tin* residents of the tow n
“I am 7'>
from coming forward.
Mis mother-also for
years old. have been troubled with kidiuw com
plaint and lamcne-- f..r many year-; cou'hl not reason- of her own, preferred not to claim her
dress my sell without help. Now I am free from
daughter, but contented herself with thrashing
all pain and soreness, and am aide t<> do all my
dim brutally for permitting Holly to he taken
own housework.
I owe my thanks to Llcctric Lit*
Tims it came about that the little girl
away.
tees for having renewed my youth, ami removed
remained at the
for several weeks.
completely all disease and pain’.'' Tr\ a bottle, f»ur. Meanwhile, tin* ladhospital
had suffered a good deal of
and .•?!. at If. II. Mo ».|y‘> Drug store.
misery and privation, which made him feel
It i- a Chicago Mip«T>titi<*n tliat “the bride mu-t
very acutely the separation from his constant
keep the pins which fastened her w« <lding dre».'' friend and companion. Me soon found that he
The St. Louis girl does not hrlicw in this. Sincould not make anything like as much by begwants pin money from the start.
ging as Holly had done under Ills directions,
A lew persons

■

-s

-,i

*•

Ucv. (. F. Ilrooks
that his little girl i
troubled with malaria
'cry .--e\civly, and tli.it since he gave her Sttlphnr
Hitters, he never thinks of leaving New York for
his summer resort without a few bottles. for tliev
always cure his family, and are tar superior to
'■■tvs

quinine.

“Well, 1 didn't think much of their essays,"
commented a murh-biistied voting lady, as she*lett
a high school commencement, “but their dresses
were quite as pretty as those seen on the stage last
year.”
Scott'* EmuUion of Fuze
tod Liver Oil, with llypaphaspliltes.
For hunt/ Troubles mill H’u stint/ Discuses. I>r. I
•I. Simon At'!*, New Orleans, La., says: “Scott's
Emulsion is the tinest preparation of the kind. In
a flections of the lungs and other wasting diseases,
we may consider it our most reliable agent.
In a
4will
perfectly clegentaud agreeable form."
Then- has been a drop of ijs.rio in the prie-- of ele
but Itoumlcr, who knows w hat he i- talking about, says it costs as much as ever to see the
animal.

jiliunts,

Ilucklcir* Arnica

Bangor.

Mum. siaii; .Iikski Catti.k Association.
lion. / A. (Hlhert, President, N. R. Pike, Secretary, \\ i nth top.
Maim; statu Pomoi.ooic vi. Sociktv
c. s.
P pc, President, Manchester; Samuel L. Board
a

of tile fair haired maiden
IVttcd and kept from harm.
the
My
doting father and mother
(Mi the dear old hillside farm.

I

<

in

ll.it:,-1
soar-port,

1 thought of the low-browed farm house
Just over the hill to the right.
With its wind swept gable windows
A fair and pleasant sight.

live weight.

in

a.

And 1 thought of the wasted life
Laid here on the hill to rest,
<ilad to lay down the burden
With peace on lip and breast.

Sheep and Lamb- The arrival- were all from
\\ -t and consigned t>> -laughler-hou-e, e.*-t
ing, lamleii sheep. I *« 1«• p tt». lambs. 1 :t.t u♦;«• P ft*,

m

in

1 stood by a grave to-dav
Just up on the little hill.
With the wild rose sweetly clinging.
To the stone so white and chill.

tin*

7 a.", a in.. d. 10 am 1 7.7*0 p. in. Freight
rrivc 7*.2c and 10.20 a. in., 0.27* p. in
1-1. •; !>1 at 7»
n.ui.
-landard time.
15" t1
iiave 1«»r Boston. daily, except Sunda>,
-in
a
2
\i., local time. o*r on arrival from
•.(•(!

[For the Journal.]
The Wasted Life.
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Market.

were

tions

Single

tattle

ItKHillTox, July 20, IsST.
Amount of live stockutt market—Cattle, I4U;
sheep and Lambs. 10,200; swine, 17.JJ0; llorses,
ISJ; Veal ealves, To.
Number from the dilVerent states:
Western
eat tie, 12JS: Canadian cattle, <hm>; Northern and
La-tern
rattle. 120;
Connecticut
cattle
1;
Western sheep and lambs Io.imhi; Maine slieep ami
lambs 200: Western swim*, 17,010; Massachusetts
store pigs J20; ('anadian slieep and lambs, none;
New York -late rattle, 20: Massachusetts cattle 70.
I’rircs of I Serf Cattle P 100 ll> live weight—
Choice quality, £1 uu/il 21; first quality, £4 7<>g
4 so; third quality, £1 JOq4 4."*; poorest, grades of
eonr-c Oxen, Hulls, stags, Texan, Colorado, £2 71
aJib.
Hrighton Hides, 1'2e. Pft.: Hrighton Tallow,:*
*.• *j;’> »e P ft*; » <>untr_\ i 1 ides, <»«(;'.,e. P !b. < 'ountrv
P ft’:
Tallow. 2',«21.le. Pit*; Calf skins,
Lamb skin-, lo<jt..V each : extra heavy wool skins,
£llog 1 71 each ; Cow hides, n* p It*: sheared skins,
2.’* a "He each.
Working (>xen. This branch of the trade at present is at a standstill, and drovers expect no im
provcuieiit until the farmers gi t through haying.
We find on the market every week a fair supply,
brought in by speculators, w ho take the chances oi
finding a customer, but duringfhe past three weeks
they have made no gn at hits. (Quotation- £01 g
I (H»n 121 g IJ1 a 141*511iIa 171.
Milch Cow.- and springers. Trade during tin*
past week lias been more favorable t«> the selling
interest than for several weeks past, both in the
demand and values.
The supply was of good
quality, ami the buyers were numerous. We noted
-ales | new mileh cow, £71; J milch cow s, £c*7 P
head; I new mileh c ow, £71: .1 cows and 2 -pring
or-, £K) each ; 1 mileh cow £:»7: I new milch heifer.
£.'J<>: 2 new mileh cows. £11 each; 12 cows and
springers, from £J1y41 P hea«l: I m*w milch cow,
£07.10, J milch cow-, £7*1 each; 1 new mileh row.
£47 J mileh cows. £42 each 2 new mileh cow-.
t hoirc, £C*0gMt; ordinal;.
each. (Quotation!1
nil. common. £2vuJ7.
svvine. The arrival- from the W'r-t were run
-igned wholly to home slaughterers and were
taken direct !v fr**m tin* ears to the -laughter house.
(Quotations \\e-lcrn fat hog-. .V^ul'^c Pit*, live
weight; country <lre--e*|. r.b n0'ae Pit*, ’-'•ue in
light -apply; the demand -low: those **n *>!b
brought to market from 11;• neighboring citic- and
town-, and disposed in all manner ot wav-fn in
£1.1" t<* £lu P head, and from tie t*» 1 o«- P ii». live

The

Sores,

Salve.

Lest Salve in the world for
Lleers, Salt Kheuin, Fever

Cuts, Lruiscs,
Sores, Tetter,

Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,

money refunded. Price
For sale by Itie.hurd II. Moody.
or

cents

per box.

It is an old story, but worth remembering. The
consideration for his better half: “All
the world is queer, excepting thee and me, and
thee is a little queer.”

Quaker’s

Advice

to

Mothers.

Mks. Wi nslow’s Southin'*; Svurr for children

teethingisthe prescription of oneof the best female
nurses and physicians in the I'nitcd States, and has

been used for forty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. Jt
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery and
diarrhopa, griping in the bowels, and w ind-colic.
JJy giving health to the child it rests the mother.
Price 25c. a bottle.
ly4S
There is a wowan in Connecticut who wears a
No. It shoe. When she sets her foot down, her husband walks around it and says. “Yessum, I will.”
What makes the breath so fragrant, pure?
What makes the rosy gums endure?
What makes the teeth so |»early w hite?
What makes the mouth a
Tis SOZODOXT, that precious boon
Which none can use too late, too soon.

dear‘delight?

It la Never Too Late
to cleanse the teeth, and render the breath odoriferous with Fragrant SOZ< UM>XT, hut it is l»est to
use this wonderful Vegetable Elixir Indore the
teeth ln-gln to fail, and the breath to lose its freshness.

Kor

Protective Tarlft'.

a

The United Labor

following

as one

party of Ohio has adopted the

of the

planks

in its

platform

“We Ixdieve that a protective tariff for the benefit of American manufacturers and manufactures
is the corner-stone of the prosperity of the Nation.”
Having idaccd themselves on the Republican
platform the laboring men of Ohio should unite
with the Republicans in opposing the free trade
Democracy. [Whig and Courier.

Balk

la

a

llarry for Water.

Tlic comments on the lire by the people who witnessed it were rather singular, and the general
opinion seemed to he that they w'ould lx:glad when
the water works were put in. | Hath Times.

and thihim b\

fact

painfully impressed upon
hi- mother'.- increased cruelty. The
public, do not patronize hoy beggars as the}’ do
girls, and especially, such a disreputable, forbidding-looking young imp as dim. He narrowly escaped being given in charge on several occasion-, so that lie deemed it prudent to
disappear for a time from his accustomed
stand. This necessitated Ids absenting himself
from his mother's roof, for he dared not show
his face with empty pockets. He discovered
thut pilfering, as a means of livelihood, is precarious, to say the least, and having an instinctive aversion to honest employment, he frequently found himself on the verge of starvation. To add to his troubles, the weather was
exceptionally severe that winter, and as Jim
could not often afford the luxury of a night's
lodging, he had to seek shelter in disused
buildings, or to coil himself up in the open air
on the steps of sonic public monument, or
upon a seat on the embankment.
In short, lie
experienced all the miseries and hardships of a
was

little London street Arab in their acutest
form, and lie may he excused for sometimes
feeling very bitter and resentful when he
thought of Holly enjoying the warmth and I
creature comforts of an hospital, while he was I
shivering and starving on the outside.
At length an event occurred which seemed
so important to dim that he resolved to face
the terrible ordeal of presenting himself at the
hospital and demanding an interview with
Holly, lie learned one day of the sudden
death of their mother, who had been killed
while intoxicated. Far from being overcome
or depressed by this tragic incident. Jim hailed
it with joy, as the dawn of a new and happy
era
in the existence of Holly and himself.
They wer now free to realize the happiness
which they so often talked of. and dim, in his
elation, felt sure that when Holly heard this
she would not linger another day in the hospital, hut would rejoin him at once*, and start life
afresh under the most encouraging auspices.
He, therefore, without giving himself too
much time for consideration, went straight
away to the institution and tremulously made
his petition to the hall porter.
I lie porter was inclined to be very short and
sharp with Jim, until he had fully explained
his errand, when the man’s manner changed,
and lie invited the lad quite civilly and pleasantly to take a seat by the stove In the great
ball while he sent a message upstairs. Jim
thankfully sat in front of the blaze, reveling ill
the unaccustomed warmth; and inwardly
trembling with pleasurable excitement at the
prospect of seeing l’olly again and of telling
her this wonderful news. After a brief interval, a kind, young woman—one of the nurses
—came up to him, and, after asking his name,
conducted him into a small room on the
ground lloor. Jim looked eagerly around for
Polly as he entered and, not seeing her there,
lie was seized with a sudden alarm and distrust upon
observing that his companion
closed the door lichind her. Jim did not at all
like the sensation of I icing confined within
walls in an unfamiliar building, and his keen
eyes instinctively darted quick glances from
tiic door to the window alternately like a hunted animal at bay.
Hut the nurse's gentle manner and pleasant
smile quicklv reassured him, and at tier invitation lie readily seated himself at the hearth and
licgan to devour eagerly the appetizing piece of
cake which she handed to him. Then, when
she had asked him a few questions about himself which Jim answered truthfully or otherwise as it suited him, the nurse lowered her
voice and took one of the lad’s dirty hands
gently in tier grasp, and told him how poor
little Polly hud died nearly three weeks ago.
poor

Then the kind, young woman, still holding
Jim's hand between her own, went on to speak
of things which tile lad understood hut vaguely. He was ignorant of the most, elementary
religious teaching, and it perplexed rather tliaii
consoled him that Polly was very, very bappy
—somewhere—far away.
lint he realized this much at all events, that
lie should never see Polly alive again—that she
was dead, like mother—and a great lump rose
up in his throat, so that ho had to leave off eating his cake.
“She often used to speak of you, Jim. She
longed to see you, and we did our best to find
you. And I promised her that I would give
you this. Jim, with her best love.”
As she spoke the nurse lifteil up a parcel
which she had phiced upon the table when she
entered. Jim watched lier through his gathering tears, us she undid a paper wrapper and
revealed a beautiful little doll, dressed in a
sailor costume, with movable arms and legs,
and a rosy, smiling wax face.
“She chose this one, and called it Jim, after
her brother,” said the nurse,
holding it up for
the lad’s inspection. “She used to hug it and
talk to it, and pretend it was you. Ami just
before she died she kissed it, Jim, as though
she had been kissing you. She was very fond
of it, Jim, for your sake.”
“Whose doll was it?” inquired Jim huskily,
after a pause.
“It. was Polly’s.”
“Mow did she come by it?” asked Jim.
“It was given to her. All the little patients
here had a doll or toy of some sort given to
them at Christmas time,” explained the nurse.
“Some kind friend sent this to Polly.”
“Somebody sent that there doll to Polly,”exclaimed Jim, incredulously. “Who sent it to
her?"
“Some gentleman or lady, perhaps a little
child,” answered the nurse; “at Christmas
time, friends who are well and strong ami
happy think of the poor little ones in our
hospital wards, and try to do something to
make them happy also.* Some give money to
he spent in toys, and others send the tovs
themselves. Some of the toys sent are bought
in shops, hut others are made by the sender.
Now, tills doll, which has pleased dear Polly
so, has evidently been dressed by smne unknown little friend, and all the clothes arc
beautiful!v made.”
bathes ami gen'lemans sends'em !" said dim.
with wrinkled brow. “Ueal belies and gen'lemans? People as lives iu big anises and drives
in

carriages?"

“All Kinds i>f people; rich and poor, great
and small: but, of course, they are mostly
well-to-do people, for the poor have no money
to spare," explained the nurse, unable to divine
what thought prompted dim's question, yet
glad to divert him for a moment from his grief.
“How I wish,” continued the good nurse, “that
the kind lady or gentleman or child who sent
this pretty doll could know how happy it made
Polly. She had been pining and grieving for
you and felt very lonely, but when l told her
stinc kind friend had sent her
this—somebody
who. without knowing her, sympathized with
her sufferings and wished to cheer her loneliness—Polly brightened up and asked me over
and over again to give her best love and thanks
to the unknown friend if I found out who it
was.
Ami she called the doll after your name,
dim. and never let it be taken from her while
-he lived.”
The problem which occupied dim's mind and
for a moment made him forget his grief, was
tin attempt to understand that some lady or
gentleman—“nob" was the generic epithet lie
mentally employed -had sent that doll to his
sister Poll). This seemed too astonishing to l.e
true,fordimhad been brought up to regard all
well-to-do and well-dressed persons as his
natural enemies, and between rich and poor
there was, according to his creed, a irreat gulf
fixed, which rendered human sympathy and
brotherly love between them absolutely impossible. Chanty, in the sense of almsgiving,
dim bad experience of, but he regarded this as
the levying of blackmail from the wealthy
classes, which was of tin* right and privilege
of the poor.
A copper thrown at his feet had
never inspired the lad with any sense of gratitude as for an ottering of good will. Hut the
“nob” who sent Polly that doll—well, dim felt
lie would like to set eyes upon the person, just
to realize what so kiiidlv an individual could
be like!
A summons for the nurse brought tin* interview to a rather abrupt conclusion before dim
bad time to ask further questions, dim's kind
hostess wrapped the doll up again and handed
it to him, together with a bright shilling from
her own purse. She then kissed him on the
forehead and accompanied him to tin* hall door,
whence dim issued forth, feeling his grief the
more bitterly at parting with such a
gentle

sympathizer.

When once he had recovered from the first
shock of hearing of his sister’s death dim soon
ceased to mourn for her. They had been parted for so long that this filial'and irrevocable
separation atlected him less than it would
otherwise have done, lie bad insensibly become accustomed to being alone iu the world
before lie had learned that Polly could never
rejoin him. Hut in all his future trials and
troubles she remained vividly associated in
his memory with comparative happiness now
passed and gone, and he thought of her with
tender regret. He kept the sailor doll as a
precious memento of her, and even when
months had rolled by he handled it reverently
as though it had been a sacred relic.
The doil
became very ragged and dirty and tumbled,
from being bidden and stowed away in strange
boles and corners, for dim bad* no settled
habitation.and the doll, like himself, frequently had to be satisfied with an alf/wco lodging.
There were moments when poor* Jim felt sorely
tempted to dispose of it for the price of a
•supper; but he never could bring himself to do
<o.
Polly bad kissed it.
In i-oiiiioi-tioii with this iloll Jim had a strange
fancy, which had clung to him ever since his
memorable visit to the hospital, lie never looked at it without wondering who the person was
who had sent it to Polly. For that person, whoever he or she might be, Jim felt a sentimental
attachment which was strangely at variance
with his vicious propensities. At the oddest
moments the idea suddenly came across him
that perhaps this or that passer-by whom he
chanced to meet was the individual'wlio had a
kind thought for poor l’olly. Whenever this
idea entered his mind Jim felt softened and
touched, and once it influenced him in rather
a curious way.
Two richly-dressed ladies stepped out of a carriage and’erossed his path to
look into a shop window in Jtegent street. Jim’s
quick eye noticed that the pocket of one of
them was in a position where he could get at
it with little risk of detection. The next instant he had ranged himself alongside of his
intended victim, but in doing so he caught a
glimpse of her face. It was a pleasant, smiling
face, but Jim hail never seen it before; and
yet, somehow or other, he felt impelled to slink
away without attempting to accomplish his felonious design, for the idea had suddenly Hashed across his mind; "P’r’aps it was her as sent
Polly the doll!"
I tut it was not often, alas! that any generous
impulse interfered to defer Jim from laying
his hands on other people’s property when an
opportunity occurred, and lie soon developed into a promising young thief. There was danger,
indeed, that crime and depravity would, before
long, eradicate the sentimental fancy which
hud taken possession of him, and which might
had any honest acquaintance suspected its existence, have been turned to profitable account
as a means of reforming anil
reclaiming him.
lint, before tile danger was realized, Jim met
with an adventure which a superstitious person liiigli consider more than a coincidence, lie
was one afternoon prowling through a fashionable west-end square, when he paused to Hatten his nose against the window of a stationer's
shop which was situated at one of the angles.
There were some pretty ami valuable things
exposed for sale, which attracted Jim's attention, and as lie gazed at them lie noticed that
the shopkeeper was handing some silver change
to a little girl, who had apparently been mak-

ing purchases.
Jim’s eyes glistened at tile sight, and finding,
from a rapid glance up and down the street,
that it was almost deserted, lie resolved to make
a snatch at the money which the little girl held
in her hand. lie, therefore, stealthily crept be-

side tlie entrance, but his lntentiou was frustrated tty t lie little maid's immediately catching
sight of him ami addressing him from where
she stood upon tile threshold of the shop.
“Kittle hoy, here is a penny for you,” she
cried.
She was a dainty, imperious little maiden,
about 11 years old, with fair hair and blue eyes,
the cliihl evidently of well-to-do parents, to
judge from her tasteful attire, lint she was
not proud, apparently, for as Jim advanced
with rather a hang-dog air to receive the coin
she held out to him, she exclaimed in joyous
and excited tones:
“l)o you know what I’ve been buying, little
boy, all by myself, with my own money,out of
my money-box I1”
“No, 1 don’t, said Jim sullenly.
“I’ve been buying a scrap-book to paste
scraps into, to sen'll to the poor little sick children in the hospital, this Christinas,” she said.
“Oil! Did you send your toys to the hospitals last Christinas?” demanded Jim, with a
start.

“Yes.
some

A scrap hook and

a

Noah’s ark and

dolls,” answered the little girl, eagerly.

“What kind of dolls? Was one of ’em dressed like a sailor, which moved its arms and legs,
and wore a gold anchor on its hat?” cried Jim,
with sudden excitement.
“Why, yes! How did you guess? I dressed
it
added
myself—with nurse’s help,of course,”
tlie little girl,
opening her blue eyes
gravely,
wide
with
astonishment.
very
“My sister Polly had that doll. I have it
now,” exclaimed Jim impressively.
There was a pause after this astounding announcement, durum wbieli the children stood
staring at one another, the little girl scanning
Jim’s forlorn figure with newly awakened
sympathy and interest, while the bid endeavored vainly to give expression to the vague sentiment of gratitude and devotion which filled
liis breast. But before either could speak they
were startled by a shrill ery from a servant
who appeared upon the steps of a large house
opposite. Horrified, no doubt, at seeing her
young mistress talking witli a disreputable beggar lad, the domestic vehemently ordered her
to return immediately. The little girl, with a
hurried request to Jim to wait for her, bounded impulsivelv of! the pavement into the roadway, while Jiin remained rooted to the spot,
staring after her open-mouthed.
For a few seconds only did lie stand thus,
for suddenly lie started and turned white, on
perceiving a heavy van and a hansom cab coining from opposite directions, both simultaneapproaching at a rapid pace the fiortion
ously
of the roadway across which tlio little girl
was speeding.
Had she pursued her way she
would have reached the opposite side in safety;

but she became all at once conscious of her

danger, and stopped short, right in front of the
cab. The driver shouted and endeavored to
pull in the horses; the little girl and the servant shrieked in concert; and Jim, never hesitating an instant and intent upon saving poor
Polly’s friend, rushed wildly across, and presently lav crushed and bleeding beneath the van.
***■#■**

“Oh! we shall do very well! We shall do very
well!” a fashionable doctor said, reassuringly,
in allusion to the little girl, half an hour later.
“A bruise or two and a slight shock, but no
bones broken.”
“And the poor boy?” inquired the child’s
mother.
“Dead, my dear Madam,” said the doctor,
lowering his” voice. "1 did not want to say so
before little missy there, but he died within
live minutes.”
“Poor little fellow. I wonder if lie had any
relations?” said the lady, gently. “Did he say
anything when lie was picked up? I was told
lie spoke.”
“Murmured something about a sailor doll,
and mentioned the name of Polly, but lie was
quite unconscious,” said the doctor. “I will lie
sure and call again early to-morrow to see after
my little patient.”

A 01am

Party

in Waterville.

The Waterville Mail recently published the fola correspondent: Not many moons
ago a party of ladies and gentlemen met at the

lowing from

resilience of that genial gentleman and princely entertainer, Mr. Edward L. Veazie, and any
one whose good fortune has brought him in
with a “Clam-eater, fat and hearty,”
would have no difficulty whatever in at once
making up his mind that the party had met

contact

In

a

NUMBER 30.
Mexican

Diligencia.

INTO THE “1IOT I.AN1IS” ON THE WESTEItN
SLOPE OK THE SIKKIM MADKES.

Correspondence of the Journal.
fc'PEKNAVACA, MliX., July 1st, ’87. The good
old days of the diligenciit, and its picturesque
accompaniment of banditti with masks and
daggers, are fast drawing to a dose in Mexico,
for American engines and enterprise are pushing them farther and farther into the wilderness.
But there arc many places in which the
stage-coach, with all its risks and discomforts,
will be preferred forever by travelers with tin
eye to beauty—and one of these is the route to
Cuernavaca.
Though only sixteen leagues
from Mexico city, just within the borders of
the lierra caliente or “hot lands,” this old city
is separated from the Capital by the lofty walls
of the Sierra Madre range, the scaling of which
is an experience long to lie remembered.
Besides the charm of mountain scenery, the
section is invested with the glamour of historical romance, having been the theatre of Cortez’
most adventurous exploits, and—three hundred
years later—the favorite tramping-ground of
American invaders. The special object of our

journey was to inspect

the

scenes

made famous

by the ancient Npanish and comparatively
recent American occupation of the Valley,
under the respective
ARMIES OF CORTEZ AND SCOTT,

anil to visit the country-seat of the early Conquistador, acquired after he had subjected the
Aztecs and been made “Marquis of the Valley.”
to partake for the last time this season of
Passage by coach from the City of Mexico to
Cuernavaca* costs $4.50, with an arroba (25
The cause of all the trouble and joy
< M this cloudy April dav,
lbs.) of luggage allowed gratis anil fifty cents
'1 ho softly blinking, juiev clam,
charged for each additional arroba. In Mexico
From far off Ikdfnst Hay
the coach never comes t<4you, but you must
and surely a jolly party; and as with joke and come to the coach, bag and baggage, as to a
song and story, the hours pass quickly by, and railway carriage—and although on this route
as ’mid clams and fun and merriment they hold I the advertised time of starting is li \. m. it is
their revel high, the happy clam-eaters, taking well to present yourself at least an hour earlier
no note of time, find that*
at the yawning portal of the Diligencias (Jencrales. In all this lazy country the one exhibiThe merry hours have quickly Ilown,
tion of “taking time by the forelock" is in the
(Onr happiest moments tihcaysjly,)
Old Chanticleer his bugle blows,
matter of stage-starting in the dim twilight of
Reminding us that morn was nigh.
the morning—the drivers being anxious to
And so it was. The first rosy Hush of the reach as soon as possible the long mid-day
morning eame peeping over the‘hills, and the
Fortunately we also seized old Father
fun-loving clam-eaters were brought face to face Tcnipus in the same disrespectful fashion,
with the fact that if the honor and fair fame figuratively speaking,—for fully twenty minutes
of the ancient order to w hich they belong was ahead of time the coach was rattling through
tin? streets to the open plains beyond.
to remain untarnished, they must he quickly
The locomotive power of the Cuernavaca
disappearing, ere the busy day came on.
And of the entertainment this must he said: line consists of. nine mules to each coach, which
The clams never were better, nor better cooked the driver keeps at a constant gallop by crackand served; the genial Edward and his merry ing a very long whip with great enerirv and
little companion were nevermore entertaining, making the wel kin ring at frequent intervals
and, in fact, never was a gathering of the hila- by his musical cry of “Mulas! Ah-h-li-h-h!”
rious clam-eaters better enjoyed. And as the while the tan-colorei assistant mounted beside
doors of the hospitable mansion close upon the him carries a bag op small stones, which be
last waddling clam-eater, the merry host is shies, one by one, at the donkeys’ ears, with an
seen to chuck his little wife under the chin,
accuracy of aim as astonishing as effective.
Far be it from me to administer to you doses
and while his merry feet trip to music sweet,
of history and scenery (id nauseaus,—but who
he sings:
can j‘>" rney through the glorious valley and
Oh! a clam eater hold am 1!
not wax enthusiastic, finding excuse in the fact
Ami terrible when I’m riled,”
Still I’m a friend of the dreamy clam,
| that the great minds of many centuries—poets,
And 1 love him when he’s Idled!”
warriors, historians, scientists,—have been
And, as the glorious days of summer come, similarly quickened here? Who can speed out
with dowering shrub and leafy tree, and as the of these gates and not think of the gallant
life-giving breezes are wafted o’er the hills and Twiggs, who menaced them when the tides of
dales of the “front yard of New* England,” battle surged and ebbed around Cherulmsco,
may each breath of balmy air that blows he whose ruined walls are just beyond? What
laden with health and joy and happiness for American does not feel his pulses stirred by
each and every one of our merry hand of clam- the mere mention of the names of places near
which we are now passing—Chapul tepee,
eaters.
And, as summer wanes, and the cool and Molino del Key, the Hacienda do San Antonio,
San
restful «lays of autumn come, may we not all
Augustin and its dreary Pedregal*—where
hope to meet once again and join once more in Scott, Worth, Pillow, Quitman, Twiggs and
Persifcr F. Smith distinguished themselves at
our merry, laughing scramble **to see who gets
the expense of their Southern neighbors, whose
the biggest clam.”
Verses concerning the same may he found only offence was in gallantly defending their
own?
below, entitled:
Besides these later day transactions, in which
“CLAM TALK.”
Americans should feel no sort of pride, the
IIY CA1T. TOM.
country before us, as well as the city we have
left ainl the hills we are now climbing, witness
On the sylvan shores of Helfast Hay,
the most remarkable exploits of Cortez, AlAt a place called “Puddle Dock,”’
varado, Coronado and a long line of rascally
I, a little blinking Clam was born,
Hard by a moss)' rock.
Spaniards, whose every step in the new world
was marked by the blood of the innocent.
I remember well my first birth-day.
Among these purple foot-hills was the ancient
Near a boulder rough and seamy,
And also a frog, who sat on a log’
Coyoacan, where the Conquons held his headAnd “sang” to “Mother Sweeny.”
quarters during those days of wholesale murder; and over there on*the borders of lake
And just hero let me say, in my innocent way,
Xachimileo is the village of the same name,
As behind us we leave the old log,
where the brave Aztecs came near making an
That the “singing” of some of the “stars” of our
end
of their troubles by capturing the cruel
day,
Much resemble the croak of this frog.
Conquistador. Had they succeeded in taking
him prisoner, bow quickly would they have
Well, as time in his flight left the hours behind,
hustled him up the great stair-case of
As of elam food I heartily ate,
THAT TKltlSIlftLK TEMPLE OF SACKIFH'K
I very fat grew, and little 1 knew,
This would hasten my terrible fate.
where old Iluitzilopotchtli sat aloft on his
terrace with face toward the rising sun, whose
On each sunny day I came out of the mud,
And winked with my little blue eye,
rays reflected upon his golden breast plate!
At l urle Nat lii-ant. as on “number 11.”
Already the lugubrious war-drums of serpentHe flew past like a bolt from the sky.
skin wen; sounding in anticipation, and the
with bared breasts and a lder-anointed
priests,
And, the elams strictly speaking, are supposed to
be blind,
locks, prepared their knives of volcanic glass
I
noticed
for
the
welcome
each sin. ..hiuy da>
task. Fortunate indeed would
Still,
That the Puddle Dock girls with their crimp and
the aborigines have been had their little game
their curls,
succeeded—but the hand of fate was stronger,
Were quite fond of blue-eyed Charlie 1\.
and with the escape of the “Fair God” their
doom
was sealed.
Mother
Says good
Sweeny, as with unerring aim
A brick at a feline sin* burls,
When we set out from the Capital city the
“Had luck to the day when the railroaders gav
air was cool to chilliness, and though the
Clapped their eyes on our rosy checked girls.”
municipal lamps were extinguished, the great
solar lumps had not yet been lighted.
Hut the merry railroader soon left, and it seems
So still that the tick of the clock
But now, like lobster boiled, the morn,
In poor Mother Sweeny’s could almost be heard
From black to red began to turn.”
All over poor Old Piuldle Dock.
At Tlalpam,—the ancient Sail Augustin, we
tarried only long enough to change mules, and
As for me, I grew up a rousing big elam,
Kadi day growing fat. and more jolly,
after leaving that lonely village with its trees
Till a rough old clam-digger tossed me up on bis
and gardens, wound upward among volcanic
fork.
rocks by a toilsome mountain road. At length
And dumped me into liis trolly.
Ajusco Vas reached, cuddled close under the
I was quick introduced and made my debut,
extinct volcano of the same name—a miserable
Joined the clam aristocracy ring,
little village which from time immemorial has
Hut, as 1 mentioned before, *1 bad soon to deplore been famous as a robber’s nest. Above frowned
The hard fate which this action would bring.
the black mountain, clothed from base to summit with dark forests of pine and hemlock—
My brothers and I were soon put aboard
Of the steam cars, and soon with a shock
certainly looking worthy of its brigand haunted
We rush out in the world and whisper goodbye
reputation.
Forever to < >ld Puddle Dock.
Later, at La Guarda—an enterprising hamlet
containing one adobe house, a dozen crane-stalk
With the speed of the wind we fly thro’ the air,
jacalsy and an alleged “hotel” which is a cross
Across river, o’er valley and hill,
between the two—we halted for breakfast. It
Till with scant ceremony the baggage man bold,
was now eleven o'clock, and we had climbed upChucks me out when they call “Waterville.”
ward from the valley well into the tierrn trio,
At the “Old Corner Market” we quickly arrive,
or cold zone, to an altitude of 9,700 feet.
InAnd Captain Tom smilingly bland.
side
the rude hut, with its earthern floor and
Says: “to night we’ll serve lip in our own royal
thatch of dirty straw, we breakfasted sumptustyle,”
A rich disli for

our

dam-eating

ously (thanks'

band.

Now kind friends, we are here, and our fate we
would know,
And tho’ such a fate seems indeed bard,
Iliad rather a dam-eater swallowed me whole.
Than be dropped into boiling hot lard.
Hut

one

favor

grant,

wo

ask, which

we

know

von

KVn we come to the last tiual shock,
’Tis a toast that 1 give, and let us all drink
To the sweet girls of Old Puddle Dock.

will

healthy appetites sharpened
bv mountain air), on the most peppery of
ehifi-cini-cornir, chicken smothered in garlic,
yW'/o/cs* (beans) stewed in grease, tortillas, and

pui<|iie—all

to

of which luxuries

were

furnished

for fifty cents, and cheap enough at that, considering we had the full benefit, to boot, of our
(‘omptnif'ros cigarettes.

At La Guarda

AN AUMI-:i> KSCOUT

is ]»rovi«leil by the government for every tliligeiH'ia, beeausTe “Knights of the ro:ul” an* believtMl to In- lurking still in the lonesome regThe Woman’s Column.
ions beyond, with an eye to business. The
said guard consists of four ragged soldiers in
The Woi-kin^woman warns »v«»rkinmnt*n to
cotton garments, with sandals upon
scanty
“slum sal ooiis and 1m: t»*inpc*rat»*.M <iood ad- I their
feet, straw hats upon their heads, and
vice.
rusty muskets of antiquated pattern in their
Mrs. Ihdeii 'I'. Clarke lias taken a position on hands. As the coach dashes away at the topGood Cheer, when* she will find ample scope most speed of nine-mule power, the gallant
“escort" is obliged to shuffle along on foot at a
for her pen.
lively rate, or be left behind to the tender
Miss Clara Foltz, the lady lawyer of the Pa- mercies of the banditti,—a fate which they apcific coast, is about, to take up journalism. She peared to dread.
will start her own paper.
Just before La (iuarda was reached, we
turned to catch a last glimpse of the distant
M iss Alice Stone Blackwell anil parly arriv- I
capital, whose white walls and adjacent lakes
eil safely ill England on the till inst.,'after a
glittered far below in the valley. We hail
quiet voyage, free from sea-sickness.
passed olive orchards, gnarled and gray, reThe wife of a blacksmith al Beaver Tails, minding one of the Monks who introduced
them into Mexico, vine-yards as flourishing
l*a., works with him at the forge, and is con- as those
on the sunny slopes of the Spanish
sidered as good a smith as her husband.
hills from whence tlicy were transplanted,
Two young gentlewomen are studying elec- plantations of giant cacti for the manufacture
trical engineering, which profession lias not of pulque, and numerous scattered hamlets
yet been overcrowded. Great fortunes have wherein the poor Indians live as nearly the
lives of their ancestors as these degenerate
been made in its pursuit.
days will permit. The natives whom we meet
Miss Hauuaii Ellis Leavitt, of Skowhcgan, in these elevated regions seem to
carry themwon Hie honors in the recent contest for the
selves with an air of greater dignity,'despite
best English essay by the junior class of Maine their extreme
than
their
richer but
poverty,
State College, Orouo, a class consisting of more
completely subjugated brethren of the
and
one
twenty-three gentlemen
lady.
valley. Living "near to Mat lire’s heart" may
Of the lifty-seven clerks in the (Quarter- not lie so conducive to rapid civilization, but it
certainly spares the Indian that hang-dog air
master General’s office, who were examined
for promotion at Washington, O. (., June 2ft, which is the inevitable result of his contact
with the pale-faces. Those whom we meet on
thirty were men and twenty-seven women. their
way to the market in Mexico excite our
Six men and two woiv.en failed to attain the
minimum of 75 per cent. Commissioner Olier- wonder at their power of endurance. They
are
laden with enormous crates of fruit",
ly said the women passed a much more satis- Howls or
vegetables, or fragrant alfalfa in
factory examination than the men, and reach- such bundles
that nothing can lie seen but a
ed higher averages.
mass of moving green with a pair of black
One young lady in the West is following the legs beneath it. One had a score of yellowprofession of civil engineer; a Cincinnati wo- headed parrots, all screaming “Pa! Pa!" at
liiaii has been licensed as stationary
engineer; once, which lie offered for sale at twenty-five
two women are steamboat captains; Mrs. Bond
cents apiece.
and Mrs. Colby manage a real estate addition
SIXTY MILKS UXIIF.K A IIKAVY I.OAI1
ill Lincoln, Neb., and women school superintendents, notary publics and deputy county is not considered a long distance to walk by
officers have ceased to be a novelty. Anna these cheerful though taciturn creatures; anil
Dickinson’s famous epigram was “The world many of them make the entire distance beAcapulco and Cuernavaca—eiylUy leabelongs to those who take it.” [Brooklyn twecn in
When arrived at the
seven days!
gues—
Times.
market they dispose of their burden for a few
Miss Hose Elizabeth Cleveland, in an article
reales, which they immediately proceed to inill Sunshine for July, says that “no American vest in pulque, anil when their skins are tilled
girl call possibly help loving and honoring her with that mild intoxicant they trudge homegrand country'if she knows anything about ward iiappy as kings though no richer thau
it.” This is quoted by all the papers as very before.
About seven leagues from La Guarda we
proper and pretty of Miss Cleveland. Hut she
would have been thought mad or daft if she come to the famous Cruz del Marquis—a great
had said the same to men governed, as women stone cross, set up more than three centuries
and a half ago, to mark the boundary line of
are, without their consent.
“And stand up for America, wherever you Cortez’ possessions, or rather of those Italian
are,” says Miss Cleveland. This, under a gov- possessions which the territied Emperor had
ernimnt which gives mothers no right to their
been forced to turn over to him. The ridge
children, which claims and enforces the right upon which stands La Cruz del Marquis is
to tax, line, and hang women, while it persists
nearly ten thousand feet above the sen, manin denying them nil voice in the law under tled liv a magnificent forest of pine, through
is
which this
done.
which the coach bowls merrily over a carpet
“To lie a truly American girl is to lie a trulv of cones and needles. Mennwhile the pasgirl; that is to be truly patriot- sengers arc on the qui vice tor Knights of the
country-loving
ic; and that is to love ami honor and be rcadv ltoad, having been assured that “the woods
to serve her country at all times and in ail
are full of them,” and expecting to see a black
mask lurking behind every tree. Numerous
places.”
In the marriage ceremony the bride is made crosses, set up ull along the wayside testify to
to promisu to “love and honor.” Hut she
the tricks of these gentlemen, and at every
sometimes finds that neither love nor honor is grim memento the ragged guard cross thempossible. So, too, women who are not hiinded selves amid muttered ace marias and the drivby custom and prejudice find this country, er’s assistant tosses a stone upon the cairn ingreat and rich and powerful, using its power stead of at the donkey’s cars in token that he,
to fasten political degradation upon women,
too. has said a prayer.
and hence keep them at a disadvantage everyWhenever a traveller Is murdered herewhere. Think of an American woman calling abouts and the story of his taking off gets to
upon other women to love and honor the town, the svmpathctie natives are sure to excountry that so wrongs them! Instead, she claim—“Pabracitol (Jar. Desyracia/” (Poor
should' summon all noble men and women to fellow! What u mishap!)—but that is all that
remove the stigma of dislranclhve'.iient and the
is ever done about it. Hut the robbers, with
characteristic politeness, tarry long enough in
helplessness it implies. [Woman’s Journal.

case to bury the remains and set up a
over them, as a nucleus for the pebbles
which gather, year by year, into a mighty pile
—each stone being proof of a prayer said by
some passer-by for the release from purgatory
of the poor unshriven soul.
In making this journey one must come prepared for more

CIIANGKS OK CLIMATIC

than
time.

often experienced within so short a
Where the Cruz del Marquis stands,
ten
thousand feet above the sea, furs
nearly
would be a blessing; but two hours later the
heat is so intense that one longs for the fashion
of Adam’s day. Not far beyond La Cruz the
descent begins into the Cuernavaca valley, and
from the pine-crowned plateau into tin: burning tterra raliente. the slope is much more
abrupt on the western than the eastern coast,
so that we dash at once from one zone to the
other, and while yet among the hemlocks of tin?
mountain top catch glimpses of eane-fieids and
orange-groves.
As we claLter down the hills, crossing stream
after stream, tile heat becomes almost insufferable, growing stronger as tin,* afternoon wanes.
We yearn to tarry at the pretty little Indian
village called lluichilaquc, whose cane cottages, overgrown with creepers and shaded by
flowering trees, look particularly attractiveblit like that cranky individual whose cry was
‘‘Excelsior!” we must sternly reject all such
allurements and move steadily on,—though,
unlike his, our way leads downward. More
and more arid grows the country, until apparently every particle of vegetation is burned
away. Not a tree is in sight, save here and
there a feathery palm or cocoa, which afford
no shade, gorgeous masses of unknown wild
flowers, vivid yellow spotted with crimson,
riot over the hedge rows, and cacti towers to
heights which you would not believe were I
to tell you.
are

I.IZAKIeS

everywhere, from the tiny, bright-eyed
darting over adobe walls, to big,
sluggish, dust-colored fellows—many of them
two or three feet long basking in the sunare

creatures

shine with half-shut eves.
At last,—wearied, dirty, aching and ill-tempered—we dash into Cuernavaea amid a cloud
of dust, and are turned out, sons ceremonu-r,
on the main plaza in front of the hotel do San
Pedro. Immediately every body makes a rush
for the baths, which are* situated one block
north of our hostelrie; and thence direct t<>
supper and slumber in the inn of the good
Saint Peter.
Fair Cuernavaea! The Tlahuieas tribes called it Qiiaulmalmac—meaning “near to the
beautiful hills,” and still earlier Indians named
it Cuanahuae,—“the tlowcr surrounded.” And
well it deserves all the praises which poets and
romancers have been lavishing upon it during
the last, three hundred years; hut we nui*t
leave its manifold attractions until another
week.
Fannik It. \Vaki>.

Literary

News

and

Notes.

The July number of the New Moon brings
its usual quota of short stories and entertaining
miscellany. New Moon Pub. Co.. Lowell, Mass.
$1 a year.
The Forum for August will contain articles
from Governor Forakcr, Lord Bramwell, Dr.
Howard Crosby, Hdward Fggleston, Prof. Fverett, W. II. Mullock. Fdward Fverett Hale.
General Grcely, John 1 >. Champlin, Dr. Deems
and Prof. Fly. The subjects discussed will
cover a wide range.
Gov. Forakcr, of Ohio, is preparing for the
August number of the Forum an article setting
forth at length the reason why in his judgment
the Republican party should* he returned to
power. The argument will touch upon all the
important issues of the coming campaign.
Peterson’s Magazine for August is at hand,
in even better season than usual. This second
number of the new volume i< fully equal to
that of July, and to say so is to bestow very
high praise! The steel-plate is charming, and
tlie fashion and needlework designs are tirstclass. Miss Bowman’s serial, “Along the Bayou,’’ increases in interest, and the number
abounds in capital tales and pretty poems. Fnless the other magazines for the month have
very unusual attractions to oiler, they will have
to he content to see “Peterson’’ hear oil’all the
honors. Terms: Two Dollars a year, with
great reduction to clubs. Address Peterson’s
Magazine, .‘>00 Chestnut, street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Tin* rise of universities by S. S. Lauries, LL.
J>., is published by J. Fitzgerald, lit 1!. Uh st..
New York, in a double number of the Humboldt Library, price JW cents. Every educator and all who take an
interest in the
history of education will find this work to
contain a va*t amount of information of the
highest importance. That nearly all of the
great universities of Europe should have arisen
in the deepest darkness of the middle ages is in
itself a phenomenon worthy of serious study.
Truly the founders of those institutions budded better than they knew, for the universities,
directly or indirectly, have been llie principal
agency for tin* overthrow of all the principles
of science and philosophy that were most prized in niediaval times.
Mrs. Sara Louise Saunders, one of the edithe New York magazine*, “Dress” has
in preparation a compilation of “Fotu*" which
is as unique as it is dainty and artistic. All the
extracts are to be classified and placed in voluincttcs, with Jlexible, hand-painted covers,
and interchangeable like the prayer-book and
hymnal, secured by an ornamental strap of the
same material as the covers, one strap having
on it.
‘‘Flower* from Festus,” the other strap
reading, “Pansies for Thoughts.” Mrs. .Saunders is a lady of excellent literary attainment
ami much ability to select that which is choicest in tin; writing of her favorite author, and it
may safely be predicted that her attractive voluinettes, when published, will at once command popular favor. Lee *V Shepard, Poston,
arc the publishers.
tors of

Ticknor’s paper series is

a

happy

idea of the

publisher and supplies just what is wanted for
Choice book* at a low price
summer reading.

and in a convenient form. The latest issued i*
The Duchess Emilia, by Barrett Wendell, author of the vigorous and successful American
novel, Raukcli’s Remains. It is a vivid picture
of life in old Papal Rome, amid the noble homes
and legend-haunted balls of the old Collonna family, written in a style of exquisite beauty and grace, and unfolding a profound psychological problem with simplicity and dignity.
The narrative is infused with delicate poetical
feeling. The Literary World says: “It is an
original, ingenious, and in some respects a
powerful story; its materials the rich and august elements of Roman life, its presiding spirit a strong and lofty religious fettling that look*
severely on human sinfulm-*, sympathetically
on human sutlering, tenderly oil human love,
and longingly towards the rest and peace that
comes of faith and pardon.”
A portrait of (Jem-ral Guzman Blanco, the
President and autocratic ruler of the I 'nited
States of Venezuela, furnishes the frontispiece
of The American Magazine for August.
A
lively description of a sojourn in Venezuela
(illustrated) i* contributed by Dr. W. F.
Hutchinson. That country is exceedingly attractive, and those who have once visited it,
whether for business or pleasure, are almost
sure to make the trip again. Mo*t of the cotlec
sold in the united States as “Mocha” or“Java”
is raised then;. Mr. Fawcett’s serial grows in
interest. There an* illustrated articles on English Birds and the Justices of the I'nited states
Supreme Court, the latter by Mr. Z. L. Whip*,
formerly a well known Washington eorrrrespondent. Julian Hawthorne contributes
sketches of typical characters, such as almost
every American village can produce. Col. I.
Edwards Clarke, of the IT. S. Bureau of Education, presents an elaborate review of the new
methods adopted during recent years in our
schools and colleges. Maurice Thompson and
“The
Clinton Seollard contribute poetry.
Ghost of Aaron’s Prong,” by Tobe Hodge, and
“A Remarkable Pair of Pantaloons,” by Caleb
Forsythe, arc completed stories. Mrs. Lee C.
Harby describes “A South Carolina Village”1
(Georgetown), and Cyrus Field Willard tells
of the quaint monuments in a cemetery near
Baltimore. The supplement contains the brief
essays of “The American Pulpit,” letters to the
editor on “Timely Topics,” “Suggestions for
August,” by a physician of experience, and a
large collection of anecdotes, illustrated, in
“The Portfolio.”
The August Atlantic, although containing
the usual number of scholarly articles, will
attract the summer reader by two stories, one
called “A Mad Englishman.” by Margaret
Crosby, which tells about the freaks of a young
English gentleman in love with gypsy life; the
other “The (ioophered Grapevine,” a negro
story in dialect by Chas. \V. Chesnutt. Mrs.
Olip’hant's “.Second Son” leaves its humble
heroine in a most thrilling predicament, and
most of the characters in Marion Crawford's
“Paul PatotP’ have betaken themselves to the
East and the story gains thereby in color and
in interest. “The Personal Cba'racteristics of
Charles Reade” forms the subject of a very
interesting article by E. IF. House, who knew
Mr. Reade personally. Another paper about a
noted man is Thomas II. Clay’s “Two Years
with Old Hickory,” made up largely of quotations from the letters of Francis Preston Blair,
editor of the Washington Globe, and giving
an interesting account of the political events
of 1830, and of life in Washington at that
period. “The Spell of the Russian Writers”
forms the subject of an article by Harriet
Waters Preston, marked by her usual critical
skill.
It gives brief accounts of most of
the recent Russian writers, partly biographical and partly critical. Mr. Wni. Cranston
Lawton lias a second paper on “The Alkcstis of Euripides,” and lastly l)r. Oliver Wendell Holmes continues his papers on “Our hundred Days in Europe.” In this instalment Dr.
Holmes gives an account of a visit to Cheync
ltow. Chelsea, London, and also of the National Gallery, the Royal Academy, the Temple,
and the Colonial Exhibition. Tlie poetry of the
nuinlier comprises some verses hv Graham it.
Tomson, on Millet, a poem called' “The Mummy,” and another poem by Alice Williams
Brotherten, addressed to E. M. T. A paper
on “Aline Gilchrist” and the usual literary departments close the number. Houghton, Mifflin & (to., Boston.
The annual expenditures by Europe upon
military and naval purposes, according to a
recent English publication, amount to nearly
#38,(175,000.000, while the total of the national
debts of Europe reaches the astounding amount
of #24.313,057,050. Oil this latter sum nearly
#1,000,000,000 Is paid for interest.

shows who were the members of the company
as mustered into the United States service in
liangor, August *21, lsifcj, ;IS wen as the recruits added in island lst>4. It gives the age
of each man enlisted, resilience, whether marrled or single, and other particulars such as
time when wounded, promoted, mustered out,
died, etc., etc, It will he very interesting to
tin; survivors and their friends to whom It is
dedicated.

Maine Matters.
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INTKli-STATi: EXTKAhlTll

>N\

(iovernor Rodwell lias received a letter from
the Executive department of the State of New
York, of which the following is a very full
abstract:
July 12, 1887.
COMMKMOUA'I ION OF THE CONSTITUTION.
-Silt: The desirability of a uniform system
At tie celebration commemorative of the
of rules and practice in the matter of the inframing and promulgation of the constitution
ter-state extradition of fugitives from justice
of the United States, to he holdeii at Philadelseems to he conceded.
While the regulations and the practice of the phia on .September 15. 1(J and 17 next GovStates in general may he considered substantial- ernor Itodwell has agreed to he present. As a
to represent the State of Maine
ly similar, they are ‘widely divergent in details commissioner
;it the celebration the Governor has tendered
and particular acquirements.
the
to
i>r. William II. Lapham of
position
In consequence of the increase of the criminal class the large additions made to the num- Augusta, who has the matter under advisement.
Two companies of the Maine militia will
ber of crimes at common law by statutory enhe in attendance and take part in the grand
actments resulting from the growth of our
commercial system, and the increased facilities military, industrial and civic processional disof travel between the States in recent years, play, which occurs on the opening day, Thursthe necessity of improving the present inhar- day, September 15th. 'The companies which
monious procedure in this important branch of are to attend have not yet been designated.
criminal law seems clearly to exist.
Generalities.
It can hardly be doubted that in many instances tleeing criminals are afforded an* opof
from
the
portunity
escaping
consequences
'starvation and distress are reported from
of their acts, that vexatious
delays often occur Labrador.
and that unnecessary expense re-'u!ts by reason
of the want of a mutually established* system
Piracy lias become common alonir the coast
I of Bombay.
of extradition regulations.*
With a view of correcting these c\ ils, correIt is said that tin; world's railroads carried 7,spondence has been bad with the (iovernors of
\
tlie States which adjoin New York as to tin- 4<M),0()0 people last ear.
There arc >100,000.000 invented in tin watch
propriety of concerted action by all (Governors
in the adoption of a uniform system of rules
imln-try in thi> countr\.
and practice. As the result of this correspondrhe < hinese arc steadily in< r. a-inu' in numence it. lias been decided to call a conference of
<
representatives of the different. Stales and Ter- ber in British olumhia.
ritories to meet at the Murray Hill Hotel in the
has a lad\ who watches
Hiawatha,
Kan.,
city of New York at noon on the 2:M dav of over 13,000 silk worms.
August, is$7. it is probable that it will be arNebraska su taineil a loss of sg.Oon.ono from
ranged to hold the session at the rooms of iInNew York I Jar Associate n.
Texas rattle b-v«T last year.
You are, therefore, urgently invited to join
I lie bite of a pet d«»g eau-ed tlie death of a
in the proposed conference by sending a delehighly e-fcrmed iti/.en of Detroit.
gate to the same, and it is desirable that you
the
Governor of New York, at the earnotify
I he Fidelit v National Bank of Cincinnati has
liest possible date, of your acceptance or decli- been
placed in tlie hands of a receiver.
nation of the invitation.
Theodore W. Dwight. LL. D., warden of the
'I'Ik teacher-’ Convention at Chicago asks
< (dumbia < 'ollege Law school, and Samuel T.
federal aid for education in the Southern state-.
Spear, the eminent writer on the law of interl eading envelope manufacturers have comnational and interstate extradition, have been
bini d to advance I he price on cum lopes |n per
invited to meet with the representatives.
cent.
Ot.IYKK AMKS.
(iovcrnor of Massachusetts.
Complainant.- Indore the Interstate CommisKltr.XK7.KK I. OISMSKF.K,
sion are neglecting to prosecute their cases pro(iovcrnor of Vermont.
perly.
1*. (.'. Lm xsbfisy,
The Austrian government has issued an or(iovcrnor of < 'onnecticut.
der which again permit- the exportation of
Jam is A Pkavf.u,
hor-cs.
(iovcrnor of Pennsylvania.
Davii» P>. Him.,
Colored South < andina colonists in Liberia
(iovcrnor of New York.
t he (iovcrnor has replied to the letter, and report that they are -tarving. and a-k help to
leave Africa.
will appoint a delegate.
I ll
bur-ting of a soda fountain in BridgeA STB AN (IK CASK VXI> ITS F.NPIXti.
port caused a compound fracture of both legs
Last December an article appeared in the of a drug clerk.
Portland Press with the heading. “A Strange
Cob Lhonia- P. Fierce, of Nashua, N. II., a
Case," and was republished in the Journal.
It gave an account of the sickness of the wife veteran of the Mexican and civil wars, has
been accorded a pension.
of Mr. W. O. Jones, who resides on Forest
Avenue,I)eet ing,of the linn of Jones A HutchThe color line is agitating the brand
Army
ings, machinists, Fore street. It told how Mrs. of tiie
Keptiblie in Louisiana an I the Fpiscopal
Jones had been asutlorcr for live or ten year-,
Church in South Carolina.
and how she was attacked in December and
given up by her doctor, who several times
The people of Falmouth, I ml., blew up a
thought she could survive but a lew hours. building with dynamite to prevent the proposIt also gave a description of her unconscious ed opening of a liquor saloon.
state, lasting from Saturday at '• i>. m., until
Frederick Krupp, the well known Herman
Tuesday at J a. m., a portion of which time she
m.-tal founder and gigantic-tee! gun manufaewas supposed to be dead, and during which time
LK'
1. died duly Itth,
she saw, as she related after returning to conaged To.
sciousness. her mother and many beautiful
Tlie three sou of Hiram Power*, the famsights in the spiritual world. A correspondent ous American sculptor, liv« in three
separate*
of the Press of Saturday last says : “Mrs. Jones
villa-ju-t out-ide of Florence.
lingered through the winter, sullering intense
pain at times, but improving a little in strength.
Winthropt imningham*.-Son-of New York,
During the spring she was able to -it up, ttnd a dealt is a.id importers in general merchandise,
part of the time was quite comfortable. Some have failed for about Ss00,000.
two weeks ago she was worse and her mi tierAnd -o the defaulter Ilarvt y i- a Mugwump
ing more severe, if that was possible, than
-on*
of those men so pure that he could not
last winter, and grew more intense, tin
vote the l.’eptiblican ticket ill l-sf.
pain reaching every part of her body. Monday,
July J 1th. about J o’clock in the morning, -lr
’Mu- eateli of -had along the Hudson Biver
was release ! from her sullering-.
For the las!
the past -pring was 100,000 over la-t year.
ten hours site was wholly imseousrious.
>[,,
" hile the herring catch was enormous.
had gone to sleep, and awoke in tin? light of a
The < tovernors of gg of theds tlit••- are demhigher world. This was a
she had ardently
erats and d 1<»republicans. The Legislatures
desired. Site expressed to me this wish many
times during her siekne.-s and it i- gratifying stand I'd republican and I'd democratic.
to her family that her desire was granted. Th
There are go.Ooo.ono acre- of Hovernment
ease is a remarkable on
li bullied the doctors.
kind in Dakota -till open to settlement. The
It seems that her desire to live and hergrea; wiii
Bismarck
land di-tri'-t has g..V»o,ooo acres.
power dominated tin; fore*of dNeu-e. Put i!
should be said here that she became, ii>. tlie
A ease involving the ipte-tion whether <ienr:i! Bnrn-itle once n.- d improperly tru-t funds
progress of her sickness perfectly reconciled
to go, and during the latter pan of her suffer'■ommilte.l to hi- can- i- >11 trial in V w ^ <»rk.
ing this was the bunk n of lu r prayer; for aHen. ‘-licrmai.'- yachting tour i- by the adshe said, “Tlie way had boon made bright" to
dislikes the*-ea, but
her. Her ease was remarkable again because vice of .ii- physician. 1
of her personal care over her children, even
hi-trip tint-far ha- I n found very beneficial.
while sullering the most intense pain. Put in r
Miss I uigtie. an estimable lady, of Dover, N.
many conversations with them and her tendt r
IL. wa- impeded by the pole of a wagon, drawn
advice, I trust, will be remembered by them
by a run-1 >v y team, ami almost in-tantlv killand heeded. Her two little girl- and her * J. -!
ed.
child, a son, for whom she felt tin- greatest solicitude, will carry with them wherever they
An original 'letter written by Washington, in
!'• 1 ly to an addre-s from the eiti/.elis ot Newgo those sacred scenes when ai her bedside
they received her motherly benediction and her Il,,it. II. i.. in I Tl mi, ha- been discovered in that
loving counsel.”
city.
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Miss Lena Wilson is teacbingai La-!; r.-«»k.
Me.
Janas L. Puckley i- uyagrd at P. P.
ver’s drug store.
Smith ha* recently executed a line \ i. w of tie
Seminary buildings.
Lt. Pol. s. P. La(iros> i- to instruct in military tactics next vear.
A. II. White is announced a- :>d srr_|. <
It., Maine State < o||eg<
It is reported that Oscar l\ali>h will enter a
school of Pharmacy tlii- fall.
( has. ]■]. |P»gei*s is book-keeper at tin
Im ago Peef-paeking establishment, Pangor.
*S1. Miss Jennie Sewall is leaching in the
West side (irammar ."•■hool. Pangor.
Miss Wilson will attend the National IMueational Association, at Chicago, in July
Prof. W. S. McDonald was in town recently.
lie is interested in Yaggy’s Anatomical chart.
Miss Maud Hodgdou is teaching at Sea! < ove.
She visited us at Commencement, and intends
to return to the Seminary next term.
•Mk- W. M. ( raw ton I 'and F. II. Iladloek of
Poston Fniversity, J. L. Purke and II. P.
Hatch of Polity Fniversity. spent romnieite,
ment week at Puck-port.
*s7. -Miss Jennie Sherman. who grad mil ■■! a!
the Seminary in’*7. and her sister, Mi-- May
Sherman, a former student, -pent Commeneement week in Puck-port, They now reside at
Andover, Mass.
INK'S KIKsI ( AITI KK.
W. K. Crockett, in tin- Ib><Uand < ouricrGazettc. lolls ln»w the Fourth .Maine lir_iui. ni
captured the lirst prisoner of war. The men
were new recruits and full of zeal, and w< !
accompanied or followed by fifty or inoii- Fil>worth Zouavo, anxious to avenge the death of
their late commander.
Suddenly two rel.i-1
soldiers were discovered, almly eating hr. i
fast in a pasture. The boys in gray di-<->\• ivd
their enemy at about the same lime, and a lively chase ensued. By heading oil' the Southernerand waiting in ambush In-hind a tree t h« narrator
halted one of the gray-coats, dust then tin
Zouaves came up and insisted on killing tii«
prisoner. The Maine man objected and look
sides, as be saywith the under dog in the
light,and turned hi- gun towards tin- Zouave-,
emerging triumphantly with hi- prisoner unharmed. The latter proved to be a young man.
only three months out of I larvard College. He
was afterwards exchanged, ran the blockade,
went to Kurope.and is now a lawyer in Texas.
ill I'.

Knl Kill

M A

Mx-S,*eretary

Bri-tow i- 1 ported to enjoy an
>:i! income from real ---tat
in\e-tnu iits ot
Hi- live praeti,*i* net- him .sp>,ooo
sgn.ono.
:ilit 11

more.

L. iiu
i
etik iai ei; ,-iv it i- eon-idered that
tl“'
Ml V id compel the aballdolllie ! ! of the
a of
placing Prince Ferdinand on the Bul-

t'ian throne.
I he

next

be.•oming

llejuibiii an National Convention iabsorbing topic already < in< inw ith < iiicago for the honor of

an

uati i- di-puting
1

ntei

taining

it.

Th.* appointment of police matron- in Brooklyn i‘ being commented on favorably by the
L011 i 'ii pr*
a- .1 “I ankee notion” worthy of
mutation in Fnuiand.
failure at < lu v<line ha- involved
the largest >e<>teh land and rattle eonito lie* exit tit of ssoo.ooo, for which it
Las entered -uit in < tiicago.
The Swan

one ot

p.mie-

I'ntt. d Mate11 i«•i: 11
ha\e pr
1, d
! lie alleged iuiportat ion of foreign workunder contract by the American \\ altham
!' 1 ompany of Waitliam.

file
udn-t

a

men

\\

at

allliei. 1 July llth b\ imbug-, which came upon the
ei y wilh the -outhwind in millions, covering
-t ivet light-, t r e- and tie* street-.
St.

Pawl

wa-

uieii-r -warm-

of

l'rof. David I T'.dd, ol' Amlnr-l College.
*i' lie
in' li.tr..a
expedition lo .lapan.
lit- arrived al Yokohama -airly with the outfit
funii>h' 'l him l-\ the Na\y Department.
Norman L. Mimro of New 5 ork. owner of
the -team yaeht "Now Then.** ha- ehalh nged
all *ther crafts of thi> da— to a raec on I..nil-land Sound, allowing a Mart of t• n miles.
The poliee have diseoN en d certain doeilinellts
hieh giv e pro.it of a >oeialist plot to murder
Kmpefor W illiam <>i (iermany while journevin•. tot.a-lieii. .Manx artv.M- have been made.
w

Mr.

(ihuDtone

In-

four

sons

and

three

daughter-. They are all married except the
youngest daughter, who is Principal of the
i o||e.-e for Women at Newnham,

near

Cam-

bridge.
.Jacob Sharp, a millionaire criminal, is tilled
£5000- a mere bagatelle ill hi* ease. But the
four years* imprisonment may he equivalent to
a

life sentence;

and tlii- may be -aid to balance

the account.

MONFMF.NT FOK THK FIFTH M VINK.
The aggregate consumption of hay in New
York city is 400 tons per day. or 1 P>,ooo ton*
At Brown's photograph rooms,21 Jo Middle St.,
Portland. may he seen the design submitted by •per year, and to grow this amount would rethe Ifalloweli Granite Company for the Monu- quire 75.0(H) acre- of land; or more than 117
ment to be erected at Gettysburg by the State
square miles.
of Maine to mark the spot occupied by the
The retd purpose of Mr. Cleveland's long >t.
Fifth Maim- Kcgiment during the battle- on
Louis letter,according to (ieneral II. V. BoynJuly 2, isur». The height of the monument
was to create a split in the lirand Army,
ton,
wilt l»e eleven teet, and it will weigh ten tons.
and get the Democratic veterans to secede from
'I’he tablet, or die, is intended to lie :J feet 10
the
organization.
inches by 1 foot 10 inches. On this is inscribed :
(iov. ilill’s friends are again pushing hi*
Fifth Kkcimkni
on the Democratic nomination for Presiclaims
MaINK Yol.FNTKK.lt INFANTKY.
dent in 1SSS. Thcx base their arguments on
2i» Bt:i(i., 1st Division.
the recent mi-take of Mr. Cleveland and the
Oth Coups.
growing Labor party.
The Maine coat of arms, and trophies, with
the Oth Corps cross, are all shown on the tabThere is -aid to he 2.000,not)native horn Irish
let, with appropriate inscriptions on the other in the Cnited States, besides 4,500,000 native
Americans of Irish parentage, Green Erin has
three sides of the monument. It is intended
but 5,000,000 Irish, about a third of the number
A
to have a base 0 feet 4 inches by 4 feet.
of
battlelicld.
in
the
at
the beginning of tlie century.
the
photograph
possession
of Mr. Brown, shows the exact position the
Corse’s statement of the business
Postmaster
monument will occupy.
of tlie Boston Office for the
dune
year

ANOTHKK 1>KKK PVKK.

The New York gentlemen, who, under the
name of Megan tic Fish A Game C lub, are engaged in establishing a game preserve on a
large scale, bill fair to have numerous imitators.
Certain parties have been endeavoring to purchase a block twelve miles square, on Macliias
ltiver, for a deer park, says the Machias I'nion.
They desire to own the land in common with
the present proprietors, the former to cultivate
deer and fish, the latter to protect and cut off
timber the same as if the land was owned solely for lumbering purposes. The owners of the
deer ranche will employ a force of hands to
build camps or cottages*; to improve streams
and lakes by introduction and cultivation of
lisli and the protection and increase of deer;
all to be done in conformitv to the laws of
Maine. The lumbermen will prosecute their
work in winter all the same, with the exception of not doing injury to deer or to lisli.
WILI. PUOUAItLY

COMfc To POKTLAXD.

It is understood that the contract with the
Uossieres Brothers Company, of Paris, for the
establishment of a line of steamers between
Canada ami France will not go into effect until
next year. The subsidy to be .mid 1>V tlie government will be $30,000 annually. Tile contract
provides for a service to Montreal in the summer and to Halifax in the winter, the steamers
plying direct between Canada and France, excepting a stop at St. Pierre (Miquelon) and
optional stoppages in England on the return
trip. In the winter time tlie vessels will lie
permitted to touch at American ports and will
probably come to Portland. Trips will lie
made fortnightly. The steamers will lie of
2300 tons burden'.
SURVIVORS OK THE FIRST HEAVV ARTII.T.ERV.

Col. Ziinro A. Smith, of the Boston Journal,
has just published the Roster of Co. C. First
Maine Heavy Artillery,organized at Ellsworth,
July 31,1802. It is a pamphlet of Id pages, and

ending

lss7, shoxvs a large increase over tiie previous year. The net revenue to the Government is more than si,000,non.

:»o.

It is noticed that ex-Gov. St. John is making
third party speeches in Ohio, a Republican
State, xx here prohibition is not an issue, hut
keeps clear of Texas, where the pending movement may hurt the Democratic party.
Baltimore has sent seven members of the
Democratic ring to the penitentiary for conspiracy t«» defraud elections, and now it has reformer Higgins on the list—the same who rut
a big swath in the treasury department.
(iovernor Gordon, in his recent message to
the (ieorgia Legislature, condemns the eo-edueation of the two races as in violation of the
law appropriating money to the Atlanta Cniversity ami the general policy of the State.
(ieneral Simon Cameron left New York for
Europe on the -tcamship Brittanie recently.
He is nearly ninety years old. He is going for
pleasure and knowledge, and will give considerable time to the study of European polities.
The New Hampshire Legislature is petitioned
to charter the A ermont and New Hampshire
Railway Company, which proposes to build a
line to connect with the Central A'ermont Road,
running through portions of Sullivan, ( Iieshire
and Hillsboro’ counties.
Judge Barrett, in sentencing Sharp, called attention to the fact that while the friends of the
great briber were imploring that a light sentence be inflicted, not one of them had suggested the restitution of a cent of the millions Siiaip
had stolen from the city.
The Now York Commercial Advertiser says
that the Knights of Labor have lost 400,040
inem!*ers the past 14 months, and that the dissolution of the order is imminent. The American Federation of Labor now numbers over
500,000 men, or as many as the Knights, and is

rapidly growing.
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tuakkic.

i.njroit
liodwi !1 lias forwarded letters of
advice and instruction t«* the County Attorneys
of flic State, of which the following is a copy:
t.o\.

lioDWia.i.

ini:

The Law and the Liquor Traffic.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

\l.l. OVElt TIIE STATE.

To the Editor ok the Joi rxai. : The
Legislature of 188" added more strength to the
prohibitory law than any dozen before it. It
is the lirst prohibitory law we ever had in this
State. The most effective of all the amend*
meats, and the one that carried the greatest

ISS7.

Governor

rUKLlSIIKi)

KYKKI

I’ll! KSDAV

MOUSING
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THE

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

|

Northport tamp Ground
John

and

Ylrlnlty.

Base

tage ait Temple Heights.
Mr. Ralph II. Howes is entertaining
Hazel Rank, North Shore.

a

party of

friends at

c

& Co., under the Waverly, will have single
copies of the Republican Journal on sale.
Conant

K\i:i n i\r. 1>i:i*aim.mi:nt.
CHARLES A. P1LSIU.TRY.EDITOR. terror into the ranks of the enemy, is that
The camp meeting at Temple Heights will begin
\ugusta, July is, 1SS7. j
Sir The people of Maine are fully commit- RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor. making payment of the liquor dealers special this year on J^turday, Aug. 13, and continue ten
tax prima facie evidence that the person pay- days.
pal to a rigid and impartial enforcement of the
suppression of tippling shops and drinking
ing it is a common seller and his place a eomA Belfast party composed of Mr. T. N. Winslow
Impure Water.
houses, and as tin* prosecution, conviction and
I mon nuisance.
and wife, Miss Mary Johnson and Miss Maud
liual sentence of all olfenees in your county
N.
lssT.
The
water
Exeter,
11., July *21,
I They were in sore distress. They were he- Barkcrand friends are at the Bailey cottage, South
rests, iu a great measure, w ith you, I would
most respectfully invite your attention to sec- furnished by the Exeter water works for this tween two
stones, cither of which would grind Shore.
tion <51, chapter *27, lJovised Statutes, touching town, which company was established here by
a syndicate about eight months ago. has
The Lincolnville Methodist church society has
given them line. Their only hope was that llie Unityour duties in this class of oll'cnees.
anything but satisfaction to the consumers. ed States officials would refuse to testify, and all decided to build a cottage in “the circle” on the
X on will note that its provisions are explicit
and mandatory. 1 cannot, therefore, too early They have supplied impure water from their remember that this was the ease.
The first site of their present tent. Work will be started
pond to such an extent, that the board of
impress upon you the importance of a strict health
Immediately.
cases under the new law were in
deemed
it
advisable
an
to
make
investiAugusta.
law
enforcement of every pro\ision of
0
against
Mr. Rurkmar has named his new hotel in Norththe illegal side of intoxicating liquors and es- gation. Samples of the water were sent to The Deputy Collector was summoned to give a
Prof.
of
Angell,
Deny, to be anulvzed, and. in list of those who had
the Broadway House. With its new paint
port,
pecially to the speedy conviction and linal sen- bi>
paid a special tax. This
report to the board yesterday, he proThere has been hitht< net of every offender.
and other improvements it now presents anattracnounced its impurity to be of the worst type, hi' refused to do and was committed for conerto much cause for complaint in the slow
time appearance. Mr. B. is now building a large
for
any purpose, full of animal and vege- tempt. The collector was summoned for a like
and tardy manner which these ascs have been until
stable.
matter, also tl; ii the water from the
disposed of throughout the State. I trust that table
and
likewise
The
rumsellcrs
purpose
refused.
I can rely upon you to see that there shall he wells was impure. At a hearing held yesterThe Mary Morgan did not make a trip to Northwere
in
at
the
high spirits
day, the hoard of health ordered that no more
result, but their joy
no just cause of complaint in this respect in
port last Saturday, as announced, hut is adverwater Idrawn from the pond, the pipes to he
was short lived, for as the
Please acknowledge the receipt
record
><*iir county.
original
tised to leave Bangor next Saturday at 1 p. m. for
Hushed and, hereafter, that the water he supof this letter ami oblige.
could not be had, a list was admitted ill eviplied from the wells, it is understood that the
Northport, landing at the river landings to Fort
lie has al>o sent the following to sheri.V>:
j
which
was made by a citizen who went
dence,
will
a
to
company
tillering process
try
purify
Point, and returning at an early hour.
Si mi <*r Maim:.
the pond water, in order, if it is possible, to to Kllsworth for that
)
Then
purpose.
again
The steamer Rockland will leave Bangor every
I »i:i ai:tm!:.\t. >
Kxi cri in
supply the public- with pure water.
consternation seized them, for if a private
Augusta, Jply I". 1*S7. j
Saturday at i p. in., for Northport, touching at
This press despatch to the daily papers i- of citizen
could see the records and use them in
Sir The people of Maim* are fully commitHampden, Winterport, Bucksport and Fort Point.
t * d to a rigid and impartial enf4>reement of the local interest as the same parties who built the evidence, then the refusal of the U. S. officials
Returning leave Northport every Monday at 5 a.
laws against tippling simps and drinking Exeter water works are now building works
was of no account, and
m.
The Rockland made her first trip of the seaseemed
driven
to
they
houses, ami as the initial preceding against
and with indications that like results will the dire
all otfemlers in \our count;, rests, iu a great here,
necessity of going out of the business. son on Saturday ami Monday last.
follow. A member of the company recently
mcasuiv, w ith you ami \a>ur 4U*»niti«*s. 1 would
Just at this crisis in their atl'airs, entirely unThe Sea Bree/.e refers to the farming operations
most respectfully imite >our attentmn t<* scc- referred in conversation to the obstacles ensolicited by them, of course, and purely in the on the North Shore, and we
may add that they
tion (in, 4*hapt<*r 27. Revised st-ituto. touching countered in
which
were
similar
to
Exeter,
interest of reform and economy, the President have proved very successful. The products thus
A ..n will lmtc that
>4)ur duties ip lliesi* eases.
those at the site selected on Little River for a
its provisions are explicit am! mamlatory. I.* t
put Maine, Xew Hampshire and Vermont in far have been green peas, string beans and lettuce;
this law he :i' thoroughly 4 11f• »r»***41 as all oth- reservoir, but claimed that they had been su**and when Dr. Lombard’s cucumber vines begin to
one collection district and the records were re4 is.
Can 1 not. then-ion re!> upon you to inj ccssfully overcome there, and would be here. moved to
yield there is likely to be an overstocked market.
aiiguratc sm h nmasuivs forthwith as will most ]
Portsmouth, X. II., tr/iere they are
Tie above despatch shows that they wore not
An excursion from Waterville and points al nig
"at ii[I this State ami beyoml the jurisdiction
4*tleett,;,ll> suppress the iihgai sale <»f intoxicating li<|iiors in your county■? 1 <hall regain 1 it overcome: lid that the water supplied to Exeter of its courts.
the main line and Belfast branch to Northport,
(>[
course this was a mere coin:t' a gn at favor it you wid advise me, at an \
Camden and Rockland, advertised for
has bccu pronoun* ed, on competent authority,
Tuesday
cidence. lint it operated just as well for the
4*arl> day. as t<» what action, if any. you make to be
last, was deferred by the washoutson the railroad.
“unlit for any purpose.”
in this matter.
rumsellcrs protection as though it had been
The excursionists were to have embarked on die
>'• expert was needed to tell our people that done
Sheritf Wdnlsworlh and County Attorney j
designedly. The Revised Statutes of the Mary Morgan at this port for Camden and Rockhunt**!!, of XVahlo count;., naeiyed their re-| the water whirl* ilows from the Shaw and United States read as follows:
land.
Kdg« eomb springs i- pure and wholesome, and
sec. :I24». Kach collector of internal revenue
sj*4*4*1 ive missives lasj week.
One of the earnest and sanguine friends of Nort h
w
think it has been proved that these sources shall, under regulations of the Commissioner
w:» i! anl> si t/i in: a r mu ki.a.m*.
port’s capacities, capabilities and successful futalone wiil furnish an abundant supply, if tak- of Internal Revenue, place and keep conspicu- ure is L. T. Bootliby, of Waterville, who spends
Tin lb" klattd i Tee lTe-sof l.i-l week sa\s: j
ously in his office for public inspection, an al- his annual vacation at his “Buckeye" cottage on
Mondav niirlii Ollha rs Spi?ar and Meservev en near the fountain head before it i- absorbed phabetical list of the names of all
the
What he don’t know about our cosy
persons who littleOrounds.
entered tile l.indse) House :•?.*! sei/.ed J»lllt •*! j !*> the -"ii and evaporated by the summer's shall have paid
summer resort isn't worth
knowing, and a
special taxes within his dis- score
of
such
rum
interested, pushing advocates as he
la-^er beer and a small quantity «>l
trict, and shall state thereon the time, place
sun a-it trickle- over a long stretch of
rocky and
would give a boom to )fcorthport which would soon
T. li. Severance, the proprietor of the house.
business
for
which
such
taxes
j
have place it in the from rack of seaside resorts. ! Sea
special
Nor does it need an expert to tell tis
was tried yesterday and -ciitemed to a tine of I bottom.
been paid.
Breeze.
shut and e<*st- ami six months in jail. front
what this water will become when mingles!
*' nday, July 13, J. W.
State
ConMitchell,
which .sentence he appealed.<itx Marshal with
The Methodist society of Kcllust is
and
the
wash
from
soil
alluvial
drainage
building a
< roidvett searehetl <
siaide, went to Portsmouth for the purpose of
S. < numbs* saloon Tuesand then stored in a stagnant pool with a botsociety
cottage on the Camp Cround on tin* left of
of
a
small
and
iiioruinu
quantity
this
captured
list
day
ami using it in evidence. Mr.
seeing
the
circle on the site where the society has tented
it mi.
Two vc>s‘•!> contain bn;- rum were broken tom rouipo-rd of “river silt and vegetable
Page, Collector, upon learning his errand ut- for
hell he entered.
and the contents spilled
many years. The building will be 11 by 55
growth," and in which then* were several
« oombs was tried
refused
to
t"
sent«*n<
ed
exhibit
id
terly
sueli
a
list.
He
dexcstcnl;..
feet on tiie ground and two stories
high. The first
pool- “nearly tilled with a strong ill-smelling clared that lie should
lie
sioo and cost- ami six month' in jail,
‘‘protect h/s' cesPonrrs,'" Jloor will be used as a chapel, and lor cooking and
appealed.\ d. Smail's saloon ."as searched material euninion to hraeki-h water deposits." • hat no one had.seen or should see
it; that the dining rooms, and the second lloor will contain
Monday evening but no liquors wej found. lTof. < armiehael. from whom we ha\o quoted,
records were out of the jurisdiction of this thirteen moms owned by indi\iduals. The buildLast ••vetiiuL < Mlieer spear and .M« •«. rvex went
“Tbs*
small
areas
x»f
brackish
water
-ay
dethrough Stephen < ’Mil ieu's salooi on Main
Slate and it would take more than one State ing will cost *50o, and will be as good a one as
< Mie
street and seized the follow inpackages
posits may be dispose 1 of by excavation or by officer to get
them; that it were better that he there is in the circle, dolin A IJriggs ot Kcllust,
u'aHoii eherrx rum: two one-quart bottles burial beneath a eourtng of elear. sand or
should go to jail than they if he exhibited the is the master workman.
eheiT\ rum: one pint bottle cherry rum: two
gravel." Hut tin; “several acre-" estimated at
list, as it was
mean business to collect a
two-q’uart bottles clear run:: two two-quart i:
The Maine Central lias shown
every disposition
to s a<*r**- ol mer -ill and vegetable growth,
bottles dear rum. partial!) tilled: one quarter
tax from a man one day and the next
give it in to boom North port and ISelfast, and could and
barrel stock ale.
three to four feet in depth, will remain, a- the cvidenee
against him. When Ids attention was would do more for the latter place if there were
;• *iuoving tin m would be too great,
ta
m N\
i: 1 .imtt \t
xp. use
called to tla- statute quoted above, he refused additional and modern hotel accommodations.
I In- Twelfth Annual lb -union ot the A"o.*i- j and from -:;«*!» a -oinw purs* and wholesome to allow Mr. Mitchell to
The present train arrangements an* such that our
see a copy of the lieof
of
th»*
sixat ion composed
tin Veterans
j \\ ..!.*!• i not !o be Xpeete'i.
up country friends can spend a day, or more, on the
vised Statutes of Hie I idled Slates
V "Itaileer Infantry.!
tenth lteuimeiit. Maindeclaring
i In* o-Jeetion of tl.'i- -its i*«r a re-er\oir, the
that -hnr ar «<> hm-" h,. would never show shore, auil return at night. The M. ('. It. It. is now
U|! U cdllesda) j
will be held at < .ardiiler. Mselling tickets to ltd fast and return at t in* follow
and Thursday. August lotli and !!t!i. 1->7. orgauizati•-»u «»f tin eompany. ami tin; choice of those records until he was
compelled to. and ing special rates From Oakland, *2.05; skow
Hiisiitess n.<M iinp of the Association will b.
a ioeal p pre-eiii.;Jiw are alike*
and tiiat lie would be backed
mysterious,
in
his position and began, *2.75; Watorville and
up
I*. .M.
held on Wednesday- at in A. M. an !
Kenton, *2.25; ( iiu
nlike ills* reverse «* I reassuring t*> tho.-e who would
The evening of tin* Will wid !•< dexotrd to a
light before he would exhibit the rec- ton, *2.00; Kurnham, *1.75; Fnity, *l,lo; Thorn
have
••s hall *>l
labor*-!
i;i
\
comrades
of
direction
ot
the
under
the
-upply
pure ords. Mr. Prink. P. s
banquet.
District Attorney, dike, *1.2.»; Krooks, 7.. ets.; Pittsfield, *2.00; New
of (i an liner, to In? followed i.y mitsieand speak- water for tin; <
ily of lb lfa-t. The Js.urnal crisply declared that Mr.
port, *2..'hi, 1 »c\tcr, *5.0o. These special tickets
must lie a fool
iiu:. Arrangements will be made for an ex- "as one s.i
Page
the earlie-t and ha- ims ii one of the it lie
on the lith. for *ueh com.lid show tlie list and would give no fur- an* good until Sept. 15. The steamer Mary Morcursion to
luss-t persistent advos*ats*s of a water supply
\ full
rades as wish to avail them-e!\e» of it.
ther attention to the ease. This in view of the gan also offers special and low rates from points
attendance oil the pari of ilu member- is for tire ami <|oMu--lic purpose-, and has earnest- 1
on the river to North
port and return. From Kel
law is rather cool. Although the collector reseveral
of
solicited,
as
matters
imearnestly
fast, round trip, 50 cts., 10 or more at onetime,
ly eonibaltesl propositions i<n»king to one of fused to show the
portance w ill be brought before the A-soeiaiioti
the
list
was
records,
pro- round trip 20 cts.; special lower rale.- for schools,
thess* ends without tin; other, such as a -alt
at this session, prominent amona which is that
cured in spite of him, and it shows that excursion
in relation to the ilettysbm*” .Monument.
Ar- wats*r
parties, etc.
i.! ami utilizing the muck liole.
It
two..t our druggists and several others hate
ramremenls have been made with railway and
had m pivh rs iis'e- a- 1 <> win) should d«» the
Tk-MI'Kiiam
k Camp Mkktisi;. The following Is
steamboat lines tor one fan-for 1 he : Mind’trip.
paid the tax and are liable to prosecution.
the programme for the Temperance (amp Meeting:
it properly perlie annual n*imiot: of iheoih .Maim Ib ai- work, but only wantesl to
Sueli tiat footed defiance of the law' for tile
ineiit was held on Leak'- Island. Lotah
harto be held at North port August 2, 5, 1 and 5. Kev.
formed ai d on equitable terms to the parties in
undisguised purpose of shielding a notorious I>. \\ LcLadieur of Portland will
bor. Thur-day.
ie i'l
Sexa-uty-tive X
iulen»i. Pur, and wholesome water tor doopen the week’s
attendance. Llan- for a monument to
ej. j
ela» of criminals can hardly be
paralleled. campaign on Tuesday forenoon at 10-50, with his
e l
It
llie battl- lield of toil) 1 ur_■ x* -;
-u!-| ms-tis* purposes it has regarded as m• is*ss There is no pretence that the
famous
is
sermon
on
the “ox that was a
purpose
temperance
anynutted.
s "s iitia! than a
-upply fs»r lirs» purpose-, while thing else, and the
object of the removal of the Hooker.” In the afternoon he will deliver a tem• III.
a bu-uie-- proposition then- could U- no
\\!»
si \
i:» -.'
i.
\l;«.i s
i;i
address.
records
perance
becomes very evident. Very interesting
Wednesday forenoon, Kev.
!: < 11.
iii< 'ti-.;i .i- to the ;nhisahility of 'i»ii*l'iiiinir
developments will doubtless come out of this Hugh Montgomery, I>. I>., State Temperance l.cet
Tin* I’Tilan.| Argu- i.uMi-le. <1 s.ilurlav tin t wo. The inalth of the
and it' desir- ea-e as
urer ol Mass., will speak.
city
Subject to be aunounc
it will be vigorously pushed. If the
morning tile following editorial concerning tin*
a- a place of residence would i>c
ed. In the afternoon In*. ,1. W. Hamilton,
ureally 1 nited States proposes to throw its
formerly
aspersion east on state Trca-uror Burleigh's ability
protection
ol
a
the
of
conduct in the matter of proem in .- l!:. <-ngr:«\
promoted by supply
People's Church, Host on, will deliver an adpure water, and aside
around the liquor traffic; if the
liquor power dress. Subject “The coni|Uering Hero ( onics.”
t roin tiie sanitary bat are we are* not sure
ing of the new State bond- :
has become so strong and gained such
With reference i the i:e\v state i• :el-. eom- tlia; I roin the
thorough Thursday, Mr. Volnoy 1J. Cushing of Jlangor, will
dollars and cents view these concontrol of our government that the laws are
plaint in regard to the procurement »! which
sideration- would ouiweiuh the money loss j
occupy the day, speaking twice. Subject in the
was made in a communication !•>
the Argus
delie.1 in its interest, and that
openly and forenoon, “Prohihiton a Political Issue.” Altcrh\ an ir.- ulUeie;:; water
-nine time since, we have m»\v to -a\ : that we
supply in time
the
moment
has
come for the people
avowedly.
have looked into the matter ran-full'v. and are of lire's.
noon, “Temperance Movements of To-day ." Fri
to demand that the national
satisfied that tin eour-e pursued by State
platforms of all day, the \\ omen's Christian Temperance t nion
Vv led i' to !».- the outcome of the
Treasurer Burleigh \va> wise and for {lie l.e-t
present parties declare on this
question, and that this will “Hold the Fort.” Airs. L. M. X. Stevens,
interests of the state.
We are gratified to operation* remains to In* seen. It i* said that
crime ot crimes, this curse of curses be ban- President of the W. C. T. I'., of Maine, will prewe have |..ng
-ay Jliis all tin- more brrau
those biiildinu tlie works will float bonds
siile. Mrs. Mary. A.
known Mr. Burleigh, and alway-regarded him
ished from our land.
Woodbridge will tell 'J’he
enomdi to reemburse them for the money exreason why the \\
as honest and straightforward’in his dealing-.
C. T. I’., is interested in poliam! that opinion of him remain-- un- hang-;." pended. and uiw them a handsome
tics.” Mrs. E. I.. McLaughlin of Mass., will also
protit, and
!n linnet. The heaviest rainfall known for
that then their interest will coast* and the
speak. Subject to be announced. Music by a large
in ci.Nr.n.u..
twenty
years lias visited some portions of New
Chorus Choir, Kev. A. A. Lewis of Krcwer. LeadI’atri' k Koderick, of Augusta, \va- -truck work' will In- handle i by a local company,
and the Middle States during the past er; C. K.
l»\ a swing at Maratmcook Thu;\-da\ and died
wlmse membership is open to surmise. Mean- Kngland
Lougcc, Cornetist, Miss Alice Kiekncll
few
-oon after.
days. In the vicinity of Boston the rain- and Mrs. A. W. Swett, Organists, assisted by
w hih- we can
only hope for the best, and it re- fall was
A cavalry compant i to be organized from
especially heavy, the greatest rainfall “Apollo (juartett,” [male) of Kaugor, aim promithe cities of (birdiner. Augusta and Hallowed. Uinm b.-r the city government, in the interest
occurring Friday forenoon, when a little more nent soloists. The usual fee of lo cts. w ill he colI. \ Major John W. Berry o! < inrdiner.
(-d ad cm ci.i.:e!.', to see that the contract i*
lected at the gate. Kedueed rates on railroads amt
than an inch of water fell in a brief
Lillian Norton (Nord'ica) i- expected to arperiod. On
faithfully carried out; and that calls for a
steamboats will be made.
ri\e from Europe. August 10. for a vacation
and Sunday showers
Saturday,
Saturday
night
w afer
that
“shall
at
all
times
be pure
supply
\ i-il of six or eight weeks.
were numerous, but
Fki;k Exclusions. The publisher of the
up to 10 p. M. Sunday the
and wliole-ome.”
W ith the exception of Togus. i: :- -aid that
l'p
Biddcford ha- more cripple- than any other
precipitation was only a little less than an inch, Liver News has arrange*! with the proprietors of
the steamer Mary Morgan to run twenty grand ex
I'he Uockiuud Opinion irives an aceount of in New Hampshire
place of it- -i/.e in New England.
storm
was
verv
Saturday’s
Mr. Ed. King, postal clerk «;
Bangor
cursions lr«uu llangor to Northport, beginning
ar<di ■•.:<! seizures in that
place under the se', ere, -i.\ inches falling at Concord in less
uid \ a lice boro route, lias been
-;e Led to
than twenty-four hours.
In Western Massa- Monday. Aug. 1st. .“subscribers to the News who
the position of head clerk.
1 •'uiiibiiojy law. and say-: “There are some
chusetts and on the borders of New York have paid one
year in advance will lie presented
A large number of line Imr.-c- wiii cm-.- to luirtyor lort\
place- in the city where Ii«jnor State, notably at Hillsdale, and in New
Jersey with a ticket, good for either of these excursions,
Bangor from tin .Maritime pn
k-i
; > be evis hahitually sold.
sad stories come of the rush of the llood’.
Mu-t
of
tiu-se
have
very
been
bibited at 1 lie La.-t- ru Maine State f air August
free of expense, from Bangor to Northport and reOn the Fitchburg
nmniui' durinu the past month, some with
Bead, near Miller's Falls, it
;;i and September i and J..
is reported that one landslide and a dozen turn. In describing the route the News says
it is not at all probable that, a mu-;.. 1 will he ureat care and .-uiee •juilc
openly. Whether washouts occurred within a distance of two
We now cast oil’ for the citv of Belfast, the next
held this year, the proposition being to expend the tiaflie has now'
been suppressed, and miles. At Hillsdale, N. Y., a cloud burst, largest place on the river to Bangor. Belfast is
the money in clothing, the !o\> being in great
noted
for its pretty girls, wideawake merchants,
whether the appointment of State constables raising Urecti liiver in feet in half an hour, it handsome residences
need of new suit-.
and beautiful shade trees.
is reported,
sweeping away tell bridges, heayv Leaving Belfast, Northport campground
I*. <
Johnson, ot Skowbegan. committed i- needed, the uovernor and council will de- dams,
is soon in
and drowning one person. Near Jlelvi-uieide by -hooting himself Thursday. Family eid<
sight witii its rows of cosy cottages and white tents
I pun tli< < Opinion's showing a decision
dcrc. N. .1., a landslide occurred which wreck- nestling
trouble- had unselth -1 hi- mind, lie
among the trees. Waverlv Hotel stands
attempted should he
ed a portion of a house and killed two women
prominently in the foreground, hut upon a nearer
to -hoot two olliers before shooting linn-elf.
promptly arrived at.
while at work in the dining room. The llood view it is found to he well up on the hillside, a
Tie* L'tlai- Time- sa\s that the hay crop in
,,|tcI,,JUrn Kail wav in the vicinity of large park being in front ami open to the water’s
Lobsters are very small ami >e. a lb. Since V.11-,.
Wa-hington county-, a- will as in New Brun—
Miller's Falls was very heavy. There were 2d edge. Thousands of people can lie accommodated
wick, will be below tlie average*, notwithstand- tin- repeal b\ the last Legislature of the law
at Northport. Hundreds of
and tents arc
washouts and land slides in that neighborhood, located on the campgroundcottages
ing all the hopes borrowed from the wet J prohibitin'.; tin-be of lobsters measuring less and
and along tin* shore
w. aLlier during the first half of dum
I Ilian in 1-2 inches in length, tlie market is glut- less ii is said that the repairs cannot be made in for a mile. Nothing is so invigorating as a stroll
than
two
weeks.The Kennebec Journal upon the beach, catching long breaths of the best
Hereafter the Sunday law will be enforced f'l with little specimens, tin; largest portion
Mr. T. J.
>:iy>:
asserts that the State oi Neptune’s sea breezes, the. odor of the sea weed
m Waterville.
ltruggists have been notified Ik in- taken in this vicinity; the result will be will be unable toMurphy
gain any information from and kelp, picking up shells ami prettv rocks, catchMire
that nothing but medicines mu-t be sold and
destruction to this delicious crustacean.
tin; books of Collector Page, of Portsmouth, ing tinker mackerel, sculping, etc., etc. l»en fails
the .-ale- of Sunday papers will be limited to
[New York Kvenini; Sun.
to describe the luscious and toothsome clam bake,
relative to the
two hours. < igar stores must be closed for
payment of a Fnited States that any one can have for the labor *>l
This statement is of interest in view of the special tax of retail
digging
liquor dealers. Jle savs with a stick a lew of these sportin' creatures
the day.
from
Mr.
cllorts to protect lobsters in .Maim* waters.
Page will not show his books and the the mud, heating some rocks red-hot,
Mr. Abijali Twitch. II. of Hixmont. died a
putting vour
State courts cannot summon him before them
iota
clams, i
toes, green corn, etc., on them'and
lew days ago, aged S2.
Mr. Calvin Osgood, a This shell li>h lias been very scarce of late all
as ne is a citizen of another
State.The Ca- burying them up with seaweed to cook, while vou
native of I*.xtrier, and the second white child aloii- our coast. and those
taken have been nadians have seized three t.loucester
a plunge in the serf, the children in ‘the
fishing enjoy
lu^ru in that town, died la-1 week in < .arlaud small. Close' time begins next Mondav.
meantime, wailing out into the shallow water,
two charged with fishing within the
schooners,
iT s*. Mrs. Mary Jlunnew. II, ol South Solon,
their
timid
efforts bringing forth cries «it my and
limit, and one with purchasing bait at Sheldied a few .lays ago at WT.
fear mingled with shouts of
How shall
The spectacle of Smith tleein- from tin* of- burne.H. X. Darling, of Patten, was robbed we try to portray the beautieslaughter.
It i- stated that Empire Joseph 11. Manley
of the view from the
ot *l,ooi) lust week, the
taken campground. Long Island just opposite, Castine
• mist pay a
money
being
tine of s."» which lie imposed ..h licerson
last,
as
elsewhere reported, troin his safe.
Saturday
Suspicion points to a young and Fort Point lights in the distance and the
lirst Baseman (attorney-general) Baker. I Ti- was
not unlike, in some respects, the famous
man named Frank Howe.
broad bosom of the Penobscot Hay stretched beller the rules of the late game, played in Aufore you. it has titly been compared to the Bax
gusta, the umpire i- required to notify the ride of John (iilpin. Like (iilpin “lie little
of Naples and must be seen to be
appreciated.
president ol the association of the lining with- dreamt when he set out of running: such a rig.”
The Rain and ils Results on Ihe Railroads.
in 21 hours or pay the fine.
Mr. Manley gave W lien
Puts iiom tin: Ska Bkkkzk. The first iimiihard
bis
pressed by
pursuers “the bottles
Wlien Conductor Mace left Itelfast, Manias »f
no notification.
lier of Xorthport’s vacation journal, the welcome
The Maine dental association, in ses-ion at twain behind his back were shattered at a ternunii for Ituriiliaiii, the sun was
shining I wight Sea Breeze, made its appearance last
Waterville last week, elected the following • •low.' One feels like saying, in the
Saturday.
iy and it eniitiniied pleasant all the afternoon. A
language
officers: President. B. M. JIardy. Waterville; of the poem, “and when lie next doth rule lii'iii \ liank oi Idaek elouds in tint noetliwest in We glean from its well tilled columns as follows:
N ice President, o. It. Braun, Portland; ScereThe new proprietors of the
House
have
Waverly
dil ated a shower, but no rain fell in flits
vicinity. leased the store to Conant & Co., of
re-tary, C. C. Bryant, Pittsfield: Treasurer. E. abroad may i be there to see."
Belfast,, who
It proved, however, to have been one of the most
J. Bryant, Augusta: Librarian.! J. NY.
Curtis,
are so well and
favorably known as having occuBrunswick. It was voted to hold the next
i'lie
Thistle sailed from (Jiasgow for severe tempests and rainfalls experienced in the
pied it for several years, and in it they will keep
meeting in Portland.
New ^ ork Monday, with a crew of 10 men. interior oi the Stale this season. Washouts were the
post office as usual. ('. ii. (Hidden has tin*
The Eish Commissioners have been engaged
miinei'oiis, trains 'lelii’ie l and much damage done.
in placing fishways in the st. Croix river! The A cablegram says: “Her owner and her capnorth room in the basement and has fitted it
\\ lien Mr. Mare relinked Thorndike lie entered
up
the
Kennebec will receive a share of the salmon tain are sanguine that she will win the Amerifor fruit, confectionery, ice cream,
rain cloud, and wise* lie reached I
pastry, etc.
hatched at Orland the coming season. Tinnity the rain W. B. Downs, of
c.r< cup." That of course, remains to ho seen.
the
south
end
Bangor, occupies
value down. Ji torrents,
from one o’clock to six
eggs from something like fifty ti-li will he
hatched. The parent salmon will shortly be In this connection we notice that our new cup- the rainfall was six inelies on a level. The train as a barber’s shop. Ed. Mahoney lias leased the
do
to
the
and
in
right
the
A.
trueking on the grounds, etc.
purchased
stream at Orland. defender, tien. Paine's
placed
yacht Volunteer, hud a. reaelied liurniiain all light, ami Condiiitwr SulliAn old Maine sea captain, who is now in the
ttobinsou, of Bangor, is clerking in the Waverly
an willi the freight train came in all
successful
trial
very
last
week.
;
It
Mr.
was
trip
right.
f reight commission business in New York, told
Mari' left for the down trip and at about dark was office. The livery stable is to be run as usual by
tin* reporter the other day. as an illustration of perfectly satisfactory ill every respect.
the Twombly Bros., of Monroe. Wheelden & Joss
III till' vicinity of I nity I’ond. At Ames
the way the ocean carrying trade is being lost
Crossing,
t<» American vessels, that the banana trade
It will be remembered that the govtr1.4ih.11t one hall mile west of the I’ond, about loo feet of are agents for the boats and expresses_There is
more building in operation and projected at Northw ith Haracoa. which a few
years ago employed
suit against Samuel J. Tikfen to re- the track was submerged, the water being one
about fifty American sailing vessels, is now all brought
port tills season than for several years past, which
loot over tlie rails in some
cover
a
Tlie
lielils
in
places.
done by seventeen English iron steam vessels, j
large amount of income fey* in setis adding much to the value of our little seaside
The town of Belgrade in Kennebec i*. a poor, tling Mr. Tilden's state it is foil'd that he had the vicinity resembled |s>nds and tlie heavy body
resort ...The t'niou St. M. E. Society, of Bangor,
of water washed away the
sandy town, but from it have gone remarkable L’hlo.nno (about S(J7,»,<100) inve.£*:d in
gravel and earth be- are
Kngland. neath the rails
building a large society cottage at the upper
men. among them being three governors, viz:
an extensive washout. Mr.
making
side of the “circle” between the Bockland cottage
Lot M. Morrill, Anson P. Morrill and (iov. We believe Mr. Tilden wax the “poor man's Maee
says he probably would have run into (Ids
Austin, of Minnesota: secretary of the treas- candidate" for the l*residV«< .V.
the Bangor chapel.The old “Pioneer cotwashout, lint for tile forethought and timely as- and
ury and a I’nited States Senator,'E<* M. Mortage*” the oldest on the ground, on Merithew
sistance
id
Mr.
Paul
Ames
and
liis
rill; a member of Congress, A. P. Morrill; an
A hot wave recently,swept over the
daughter, who
country, signalled the train a short
has been moved back and a tine twodistance above. Mr. Square,
Episcopal bishop. Bisfipp Spaulding; a judge numbering its victims
by hundreds, to he fol- Ames bad a handkerchief tied lo
storied front added, making a line addition to the
of the supreme court of Wisconsin. Jud*'e
a pole which lie
lowed
one
Milton Morrill.
week, later by lioods and freshets, waved
vigorously, and the daughter swung a light- square....Mr. Elias Howe, his son Will. II. Howe,
Mr. It. <i. Condon of Friendship is now at causing loss of life :uuI destruction of
proper- ed lantern which attracted the attention of tlie en- Mrs. Win. II. Howe and Miss Annuli May Howe
Portland on board a novel craft which he has
are occupying Eauterbrunneu cottage.
From With visitations our State was ex- gineer. Mr. Maee was
Mr. Elias
built for cruising along lhe coast and photo- ty.
unable to cross over and
Howe returned in May from an eight month's trip
graphing points of interest. If b a catamaran empt. Maine is becoming the ark of refuge returned to Burnham and reported. He also wrote
in Europe. Shortly after his return lie had a
with two long narrow hulls carrying a boat be- for siil’c-ring
to Superintendent Tucker
humanity.
concerning Mr. Ames’
tween them, which contains a roumv cabin. In
shock of paralysis and is now stopping with his
commendable conduct and doubtless that gen lie
this Mr. < ondon is to fit up a dark room for his
son to obtain the full benefit of the curative
Tin; lieiineliec .iuuriial
powsays Air. .Mortimer man will hear from Mr. Tucker. Conductor Sulli
photography, lie built the boathimself. doing
ers of the glorious
Northport climate and sea
all except the iron work and rigging.
Wlutelicad, Slate Lecturer Patrons of Hus- I tan left Belfast Monday evening, lull at Brooks
•»aths—We hear the veterans of the 14th Maine
• apt. Frank II. liartlctl who died last
week in bandry, is to lecture August Iglli for Knox and was ordered to return to Belfast. Karly Tuesday
Vols. will again hold their annual reunion at
New Yo'k was buried Friday afternoon at < M- Lincoln
counties at ‘•Onion Common." If morning tlie washout on the branch was repaired.
in August, and will probably locate
rington. The funeral services were held at t be
The main line suffered much
damage. There Northport,
residence of < apt. Horace Fierce. < apt. Bart- there is anything in a name the lecture should
permanently, and build a regimental barracks, as
were two la-ge washouts lietween
Vassal boro and
lett Pas been an invalid for the last two years, cause commingled tears and
the Methodist Association has generously placed a
peals -of laugh- \V inslow, and at tlie latter
lie was for many years master of some of tin: ter.
place there was a large
I "test ships ever built in Maine, 'file funeral
landslide which completely covered the rails for fine lot at their disposal to lie used by them for a
local habitation and a home—One of our go-ahead
was largely attended by citizens of tbe town
some distance.
Between Clinton and Burnham,
t he Hatchet (Hem.)
and prominent people front other places.
says: ‘’The more that ami lietween
Kendall’s Mills and Fulrlleld there residents says lie could rent ."*0 more cottages here
is
die of t|ie new features of the first
learned
concerning the ease of. Forger Har- were small washouts.
this season if lie had them. Here’s an opening for
report of
Between Oakland and
the Bureau of lz»hor Statistics, will 'lie
ligures vey, Hie deeper does the Administration sink " aterville there
ftomchody to make a good investment building
on the
was a large washout and another
pauper's of the State, their number, con- in the mire." Tlut Hatchet
some nice, tasty, stylish and not
is published at the on tlie Skowhegan branch at Somerset Mills.
costly cottages
dition, and cost of support being given. Blanks
Mr.
for rent.Old Pioneer cottage on Merithew
National Capitol and ought to know.
arc now being sent out for this
Mare left Burnham at KUO,
purpose. Inarriving in Belfast at
has
been
so
quiries from different sources about the panSquare
about noon, lip to that time no western mails hud
thoroughly Elizabcthiunizcd,
Much joy is expressed in Hancock
pels of the State have frequently lieen receivthe old residents will hardly recognize it. it is
county leached Burnham.
ed, and no definite answer could lie returned as over (■overnor Itodwcll's
J.
owned
A.
of .Scarsport, and 1. J.
by
Clement,
instructions to cxeThe main line was cleared sometime
there was no way of obtaining the informaTuesday Johnson, of Bucksport, and will be
cutive olliccrs. Sheriff Fields
tion.
occupied by
promptly closed cvening, and at midnight a special train arrived at
the latter....The seats in the auditorium arc
It is not a very common occurrence for one all drinking places. Hood results are
being
apparent. Belfast bringing In Monday's delayed mail. Wedman to have three sons in college at the same
and put in thorough condition to accomrepaired
nesday morning everything was running smoothly
time, hut this happened to Hon. A. A. Bur“JsC Figaro,” of Paris, refers to
modate
the
camp
meetings....Bert
McDonald, of
(trover again.
leigh of Iloiilton. Two of his brothers, Kvcrclt Cleveland as -‘a
Belfast, runs the bowling alley on So. Shore Avegray-haired statesman”!! He
K., and Preston X., were graduates from Colnue, and with the Shaw Bros., has charge of the
The Proposed Casllnc Railroad.
by in tlie class of ’87, while one Parker 1\, is a may lie gray-haired; buttec business....Ellis Freeman runs a
menilier of the class of "Stl. State Treasurer
stage from
Mr. A. M. Ilcvcrcux, wlm has been
The Powderly element
Burleigh lias one son graduate from Bowdoin
nttemCiag Uncolnvillc to Belfast, via. Northport and is an
prevailed in the
tlys year and another enters the Freshman Knights of Labor convention
in the interest of tills
enterprise in towns obliging public carrier-Mr. Hudson, of Boston,
Held in Fall meetings
class. The Burleigh* do their part for the supiijong the proposed line, Informs the llangor Whig has bought (ieo. O. Bailey’s lower cottage and lot
port of Maihc colleges. [Somerset lteportcr Kiver, Mass., last week.
that the disposition Is so favorable that Brookson So. Shore, raised it, added a cook
room, etc.,
villc, l’enobscot and Orland will In all prolwMtlty and made a pretty cottage, which they have chrisThe hebastaeook and Moosrbrad
Railroad.
A Cleveland Campaign Yarn Airs Young.
vote live ]icr cent., and that
tened
“Fern
has
built
an add!
capitalists at Castlne
Villa.”.Mayo
The 1’ittsticld Advertiser of last week
The ohl yarn about Mr. Cleveland
will contribute at least *12,000 In addition to the
says: *‘A
tton to his store on So. Shore.Silas Storer, of
staying home town meeting was held at
Hartland Tuesday to town’s live per
from the war to rare for a widowed mother is do.
cent., making a total of some *<Ki,. Morrill, and I. 11. Jackson, of Knox, are building
consider railroad matters. It was voted to sell
000 that may lie expected from the towns named. a -cottage on Broadway.
ing great service in Mugwump papers just now.
half the town’s stock In the Sehastieook
A Moose
The Hon. Lewis F. Allen, of Buffalo, Mr. CleveA recent editorial In the Boston Advertiser
on
land's uncle, who eared for him when lie came to head at par. and to bund the remainder. The an- “The Short Line” from the
West, referring to tlie
If* AbMIIons Letter-Writers.
nual meeting of the railroad
Buffalo, puantureil tint yarn long ago. He is
eor|ioratlon was also Megantlc, says.
Two of the most enterprising and long-wiiulcd
authority for the statement that Mr. Cleveland’s held the same day, ami the same olllccrs were re“Its o|idling will bring Montreal within 14 or li
elected throughout. Manager Mitchell is hard at hours’ travel from St. John and St.
two brothers who served in the
Andrews, In •correspondents of the newspapers just now are
anny eared foi the
hew Brunswick, and even nearer
mother, Instead of Crover, who remained at home. work to secure the necessary funds to
push the Maine, whose line harbor will almost to Castlne, lYcshlcnt tirover Cleveland and ex-l’rcsldcnt .Jef(New York Tribune.
assuredly lie •esson Davis. Kacli has a grievance. [Chicago
road through to the l.ake
utilized to n largo extent."
I Uer-Oeean.
..
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LAWYERS

Stewart, of JSelfast, is enlarging his cot-

Ball.

News of Belfast and

vs. BUSINESS MEN.

Monday afternoon, on the North port avenue
grounds, opposing nines composed of local lawyers and business men played an interesting

A reunion of the Jones
of event in South China.

game. The bills distributed before the contest
announced that it would be an exhibition of “base
ball as it should be played,” and that, “all who
wish to see base ball in its perfection should wit-

first page, has
put out

Dr. S. W.

Johnson,

c.

f.

“Me Dasher”

Morrison, the mute of the Belfast
base ball club, officiated as umpire, and to ensure
I
I harmony and a compliance with Ids decisions lie
was armed with a large horse-pistol, which lie presented on several occasions.
It

was

tie trick that dazed their

A

party of seventeen took

a

drive

Camden

to

letter

An Italian organ grinder was playing in front of
a ter man’s clothing store last
week, with only the
two lay figures used to display clothing for an auHe

of Morrill.

Mrs. Greer.
Morrill.

Richmond lice

unitedly tipped

interred at

of the four

says

pounds :
stepping

their

s.”

on

Mrs. Durliam

eek and received a bad wound from an ice pick.
The pick entered the back near the lower portion
of the backbone.

ering the weak points of their opponents, and at
every opportunity they knocked the ball into LitA s.w.vliT Oi.i» La i> v. Mrs. Catherine >herman,
tlefield’s territory and he never failed to mull' it. ! of
Islesboro, was SC. years old on Thursday last,
Dr. Lombard played brilliantly at short stop, and | and to celebrate the event she
got up, churned,
also excelled at the bat. The features of the game j dressed her butter and w as all cleared
away before
were the strikeouts by Harriman, the mtillsof Litsix o'clock in the morning.
ami
the
of
a
tlefield,
tireer, who occupied
lidding
A Law'll Tenuis Club has been organized in this
position outside the foul line. Bob Chase lost his city, consisting of Will Castle, Joseph Williamson,
effectiveness as a pitcher and was batted out of the
Jr., Joseph Pendleton and Adrian Tuttle. The
box. He redeemed himself, however, at the bat.
grounds are on School House common. A series
Wadsworth hurt his ankle in making a slide at of
games w ill be played with a dub at Searsport.
McDonald would make

second base.

splendid

a

taking orders for next winter’s
fuel. Coal will be about seventy live cents per ton
higher than last season, stove coal, hand screened, delivered and put in, will be about q'a.So per ton.
Ollier grades will vary somewhat from these
lig ures.

batter and the out-lield braced themselves w hen he
w ent to bat. A fair crowd witnessed the game and

they

kept in good humor by the attempts to
umpire, whose pistol in every instance
sufficient to keep good order. Thirty-live dolwere

bulldoze the
was

lars

Mrs.

taken at the gate, w hich goes to the Bel
fast base ball club. The following is the score
i 2 :i 4 :» <; 7 *
3 4 -2a
Lawyers.I :t 4 :i 0
a
Men.2
1 o o 3 2 2—IS
Business

|

maim: stati.

The\ died

Waijki

Mr. Frank A.

(iilkey

Bangui's, resulting in an easy
Bangor presented a new second baseman in the person of Frank Larrabee,
who played lust season on the Helfasts. Doyle of
the home team was ill, but his place in right Held
MU' well filled by.Joseph Williamson, Jr.
Belfast
pla\cd its usual good game, but the Hangors were
way oil ; in tact played a very loose game. The
catcher could not hold the balls and a goodly number of errors were, placed to Ids credit. The home

to Dorchester, Max.,
Friday morning with tin*

went

Funeral

held in the afternoon and the

ietory for Belfast.

services

body taken

for burial. Mrs. fiilkev died of
ill but a few hours.

t«>

apoplexy

were

Fnity

and

ion

was

l*mvi»hu Mll.b Plows

N

t*.

The

mill

'aim*

wa-

Association

!*c held

will

days.

of the catcher's passBelfast’s third baseman,

hi-eolt

SCOUK lit

27

n

2:i

in

Belfast and notified the proprietors that the
law will l»c enforced. The shorin'has also written ! !

2.7

sin

t

INMMiS.

l
I’.cl Iasi.i

Bangor.n

2

:{

4

o
n

:»
«•

0

r.

i;

(»

o

7
l
2

l

ii

s
ii

I'lli;(»xx
from
I

linns earned—Belfast, I;
Time of game, iM.’).
l ir t ba*e «»n errors—Belfast, ti; Banon
:i.
base
Kir.-1
I; Bangor I.
balls—Belfast,
gor,
Left on bases
Struck out—by Day, (i; Bean Ion, I.
Uella-t,
Bangor, 7. Two base hits—Belfast,
Double plays—Belfast, 2: Bangor,
2: Bangor, I.
Passed balls—Bangor. 7. Wild pitches—Bangor, 2. t’mpire—Fessenden.

Bangor I.

A horse

the Winterport nine and a picked nine from Frankfort with help from Bangor and Belfast, which resulted in a victory for the home team. The contest was a close one, being well played by both
nines. The battery for the Frank forts*, which was
an excellent one, consisted of Messrs. Arthur
Hamlin and II. M. Plummer, of Bangor, as pitcher
and catcher, with Mr. Fred D. Cutler, of Bangor, as
1st base and Joseph Williamson, Jr.,of Belfast, s. s.
The general playing of the Wiuterports was excellent considering the limited amount of practice
they have hail. Fernald did good work pitching
ami was well supported by Carleton behind the
bat. The lidding was exceptionally good, especially that ol Colson and Thaver, who accepted all
the chances otiered and took care of everything
that came their way. Mr. U. S. Kundlctt, of Boston, ailed as umpire to the entire satisfaction of
all concerned. A goodly number of visitors from
Frankfort came up, fully expecting a rousing victory and brought a (ptantity of Hags with them
with which to celebrate on their return, hut the
fates were against them and they did not display
their colors, although advised by one of our impressible urchins to “string them up union down."
The following is the score in detail
P.O.
!•
n

A.H. It. 15.II.
I
Carleton, o. a 4
n
41*.
I

Hardy,

I
|

i‘.
Colson,
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4
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league umpire,
“Wally** Fesssenden,
signed and another man will la* appointed.
come

olV

on

has

re

and Rock

account of the weather.

Hanger Saturday and both
the Held, but tin* rain prevented a

The Re 1 fasts went to
dubs went

to

game.

Capt. Morrison, of the Belfasts, umpired the
Wednesday’s game at Bangor between the Bangors and Rockland*.
After this week tins Belfast will play
grounds every Tuesday with the

home
and

Friday

on

their

Bangors

with the Koeklamls.

Bangor has engaged two new men—McDermott
from the Manchester*, and Lovely from the Lowells. Rockland has got one of the late Haverhill
batteries—Madden and Rvan.

Belfast is still

se-

W. K.

Dilwortli, of this city, has received an offer to pitch for a club in Oshkosh, Wis., and
goes to-day. He has also received an offer from
a Charleston, s. c., club.
Maine .State League will obtain
pennant to be given to the winning club at the
dose of the season. It will liy from the Hag staff
on the North port avenue grounds at Belfast.
The clubs of the

a

The games

arranged for the remainder of this

Thursday in Belfast, l»etween the Belfasts and Rockland; Friday, between the Belfasts
and Bangors at Bangor; Saturday, between the
week

about

Court

room

rows

Judge, jury

are

are:

Rockland*, at Rockland.
^
The managers of the Maine State league met at
Rockland last week and made a schedule of games
for the month of August. The games will be as
Belfasts and

Monday, August 1. Belfasts at Uocklantl.
Tuesday, August 2. Bangors at Belfast. Wednesday, August 3. Bangors at Rockland. Thursday,
August *!. Koeklamls at Bangor. Friday August 5.
Rockland* at Belfast. Saturday, August0. Belfollows:

fasts at

Bangor. The remaining weeks will lie
rc|>ctitioii of the Hrst week.
k
CLUR8.

Belfast....

Bangor.
kneklaml.
(jinnies
(jaincs

Lost.

IMaycil.
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radiators in each of the

each of the Clerk of Courts and

Register of Deeds
Register of Probate,

each in the

Treasurer and Grand
Commissioners
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The

rooms.

a

County
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lie

Mr. Mitchell obtained

also
a

were

Tucker

was

warrant to search

out.

rear

Mr. Tucker

Mitchell

precisely

six o'clock Mr.

enter at the front door and Mr.

to

Mitchell at the

found

door.
with

met

the

rear

This
no

plan

was

carried

obstruction hut Mr.

door

fastened.

cellar,

j

liquor.

there
lire

in

steamer

Pmoh.-rot

Head of the Tide. With
Mr. Tucker the constable
When near the Head of the Tide the
in his.

!

j

»

©

3
or
-4

<

^
I

?
«i
t;

5
s

13

had

©'

a

basketful of

t

walls, while a jug w as thrown Into a strcai n.
got out and picked up the jug. The

stone

Mr. Tucker
race

Ur.

continued until Smith reached the house of
at the Head of the Tide, when

Kllingwood,

he

jumped out and ran across the Helds. Mr.
Mitchell pursued and arrested him. The officers
with the prisoner then drove to Mr. J, Frank
Smith's house where the premises were searched. !
While Mitchell was searching the house he left- [

prisoner outside

When

a

in the custody of Mr. Tucker.
favorable opportunity presented itself

Smith seized the

liquor

threw it Into the well. The prisoner

:

liberty

7«!>2
.4*21)
.;W5

until

Smith

fact*we

was

[
j

I
given his- 1

from tl»c officers team and

b
r

Wednesday.

came

to trial

on

Wednesday,

and the--

j

above stated. The charge w as trims- i
porting liquors with intent to sell. Smith made nodefence, and was lined $50 ami costs, which lie j
e as

j

paid.
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I. P. .iii I 'll Monday lor hiin, Mo... lion. >. I. M.lliken

Par Harbor last week... Mr- .1. II. Chad

wick and

daughter,of

New

House... .Mr. William

s.

York, meat the Pn.oks
Frost, of Lynn, Mas-.,

wa- in Pel fast la-t w eek on husine--.
He is a
prt aiineiit <>dd Fellow ranking in the Militant de
give as Col.me! .and Adjutant <>eueral on the stall
of the Lieut, tieneral. lie visited Waldo Lodge

Knight,
Friday evening-Mr. and Mr-, s.
M r. >evval! t alter,
Pridgton, are in ! hi la-t
...

oi
ol

-lolirttr. 111., arrived in Pel fast la.-t week mi tvi-it
to friends and relative.-.
Twenty -i\ war- ago

Durham, of

t-.

Samm-l l.oeke-Mr. ( harles

s. I’earl, oi Pangor,
joined his famih in this eity, win* are at the
lvsidenee ol his father in-law P. P. Field, L,-i|_
the Pueksport < Upper-ays
Dr. Mooreand wife.
•f mii Franeiseo, Cal., and Mrs. K..1.1.in-, Mr-.
Moore’s si-ter from Washington, D r., are v 1 -iting
friends in Pel I'a-t, Pueksport, Casline and Penob

They have been

The beautiful little fanning town of
Northport,
settled more than a century ago, has recenth been
visited by the Bible Society of Maine, in cornier
tfion with the work they are’now carrying forward
Mi Waldo county. There is only one church build
fr»g in this town. This lias not been opened for
two years, save for two funeral services.
There is
preaching occasionally in one of the schoollmuses.
The
superintendent opened the way for
tke men who were to visit the town by presenting
the cause in this church. At the close of the ad(Irss the superintendent urged the importance of
sustaining a Sunday school. Nearly everv person
anwHc pledging themselves to attend if a school
could be organized.
This was done.
A lew
prayer meetings were held l»y the societv’s work
mm, and eight commenced the Christian life. The
little church organization has I men revived and a
paotor engaged to supply the pulpit a portion of
the time.
•One hundred and sixty-six families were visited;
UO were not accustomed to attend any religious
service, 105 children were found not* attending
Sunday school, and 32 Protestant homes were
found to be destitute of the Bible. These were all
supplied, seventy-seven copies were sold, to the
value of 4>2H. 10, and forty-six copies were given,
amounting to $10.72.
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an animal,
it is about three inches ho-.
Tin
im| h
been broken nil", a bo tin earMany |o..b ha**
been found

at Ihb pic-, but thi~ i- ti.• lir-t arliele
resembling animated nature that ha-item obtain
e*l
It is a gmai mrio-ity, showing uiueh -ki
bo;h in design and vv m kman-hip
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tauiotis ramping ground
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apt. spring wa obliged to kill his lit..Imi-r, mmtioued last week a hav ing
get a nail bhi- loot.
I'lie nail had fructund the end «•! the
leg bone and caused an absciss to form at that

point

summer visitor- are
having grand
going a lishing" in our outly ing ponds and
.streams.
Tlu-y get sn interested that they ti-h
nearly all night. (Mir town is not excelled for itgunning and -hooting... Mrs. V T. Uhl ivn
mindful for the pleasure and eomfort of her main
friend- la-', week arrang«*d an
outing for a few
from I tango i. Thev rame down on the Mary Mur
-mu last Thursday
and landed at \ cron.a l\urk.
where they were e-corted t » "Table Kork" "ttage
which had been engaged for the occasion.
\t pi
o’clock they with other invited friend- partook of
a sumptuous lunch, after which their time was or
eupied for an hour ot so by a stroll through the
beautiful grove and visiting other cottage\t 1
...eiir

sport

o'clock the party were taken in carriages to the
residence oi lion. N. T. llillal i'utckspori, wheie
at :t o’clock dinner was serv cl. The afb*ruoon vvaoceupietl in d*dug our village and making all-.

Passett, and Mrs. F. Hoogin-, j Vt '..to the I tail.-or party took tin “Mary again
for their homes, apparently much plea-ed with
their sister.*'-Mr. W. C. Crawford, of till- eity,
has been eleeted Principal of the new (•rnmniar tin ir day down river. The following named comMrs. I»r. Morrison, Mrs,
School at Waterville-I >r. ( ah in Moore, and wifi* posed the company
Kussel Morrison, Mrs. Silas Match, Master l.otii
■ti.d Mrs. Kobbins, the latter's .-i.-ter, of San Fran
Match, Mrs. by sunder Strickland, Mr, -l r. Nichols
eisco, Cal., arrived Monday and will remain In
He Past a few days. Dr. Moore moved from hen- of ’searsport, Mr*. .Julia Phase and daughters
Mariam and lively n, Mrs. s. t
\\ ehbei and da ugh
in lsTl and now revisits Pel fast for the tir-t time.
..(apt. Krnest D. Patterson left yesterday for ter Marcia, Mr. and Mrs. t'arkei spotbud, Mr. and
Philadelphia, to take command of .-teanur ML Mrs. dames Kmery-On the same day a party
Irom Id Is worth composed of tin* following were
Waldo....Miss Lillian, daughter of ( apt. tieo. 1.
Ryan, of this city, is home from Washington \\ here ent( rtained at batch string cottage by the owners,
I.. I-. Tapley anil wife: A. W. Creeley and wife,
she has been on a visii. She was accompanied by
K. I\. Hopkins and wife,.). 1*. Kldiidgcatid wife.
a friend, Mrs. Robinson ...Mr. Kdward M. Par
tridge, «>4 Corhituate, Mass., lias lately made a This party did not return home until Sunday after
noon.
I Miring their stay many other friends of
brief visit at hi** former home in this city_Mrs.
the entertainers joined in their recreations, tin
A. (.. Small.y and children, of Boston, are sum
mering in Belfast-Mr. ami Mrs. Charles l>. Saturday evening they closed their festivities by a
Merrill, of Portland, are visiting friends in this presentation of an art each from the famous plays,
city.Miss Florence llawkins, of Worcester, “The Two Orphans” and “I’nclo Tom's Cabin.”
Mass., and Miss Bell stockham, of Philadelphia, Me •ssrs. Hopkins and Taidey were immense in the
characters of Marks, and as regards the orphans,
are in the city, guests of Miss Maud Barker_I)r.
till how the tears did llow. The Penobscot was
(ieorge (iannett, of Boston, founder of tlie (.an
perceptibly raised by the addition of so inueh
moisture—or by the late deluge-Tin* tloor of the
nett School, Is in town
Mrs. W. II. Thayer, of
new pavilion at Verona Park is being laid, size :»o
this city, is visiting at her former home in Scars\f*0 ft....Then. Wilev of Boston i< visiting relamont-Mr. .John II. Cooper and daughter Klla, of tives here-Charles ll. Sleeper, \n ife and child of
Mass, and Miss Anna s. Fling of
Winchester,
New York, arrived in Belfast Wednesday on their
Bristol, X. If. are at O. F. Fellows, Kso_Miss
annual vacation ...Mr. Charles R. Harrison, of Mary S. Bolton of Brewer is visiting Miss Alice
tins city, who has been at work at Bluchill.is now (iardner at her father’s ...Miss Lizzie Snowman
in Belfast-Mr. Paul Kalisli, of New York, ar- is visiting at Camden-Mrs. Isaac It. Itieh and
rived in Belfast Wednesday, and will
pass his va- daughter are at the Boldiisnn house with Mr. Kieh.
cation with his parents ...Rev. Clifford B. Abbott,
Mrs. li. expresses herself much pleased will: the
arrived in Belfast last week on a short vacation. scenery In tills locality....Maurice
Hcrvcy of Bel..Rev. T. II. Murphy, of 1 lover, is in town.
fast spent Sunday at James Linen 's.
mother, Mrs. F.
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carriage driving towards the city. When Smith
quarantined since .Ian. on account of cholera at
saw Mitchell he wheeled his horse about, and
put- j Valparaiso. Capt. Chase writes that then? ua- at
ting the braid to him drove rapidly away. Mitchell ; one time twelve tons of mail hold at Callao, bound
went in pursuit and having the better horse gained.
South. The quarantine has now been removed as
on the fugitive.
It was a race of several miles, j the cholera has abated, (
apt. Chase has again
To lighten Smith's load one after the other of the
been promoted, this time to the tinest steamer in
men jumped out and took headers by the road- ,!
the company’s service, the “Cachapoal.” .she is
side, until Smith was left alone. Mitchell gained
2200 tons; was ImiU in lssl by Laird of llirkenhead,
on him and when a favorable chance presented itand will steam la miles an hour. ( apt. Chase’s
self drove past for the purpose of heading him off- !;
route will be from Valparaiso to Callao and Panama
Smith again wheeled his horse and drove back- i
and lie will carry freight, passengers and the mails.
the officers doing the same. Here a chase ensued.
Capt. Chase has been In the service of this com
that reminded one oE an armed vessel chasing a. |
pany for seven years, and may well feel proud at
blockade runner with contraband goods during the: |j
having in that time been promoted to the Hnest
war. The writer once w itnessed such a scene, and.
steamer on the line.
when the cruiser gained on the blockade runner
Bihi.k Work in North I'okt. Mr. K. B. still
the latter threw' overboard Ids contraband goods.
son, of the Maine Bible Society, writes to the
When Mitchell overhauled Smith, the latter, whow
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Judge Hoard man. He |
ed and honored by his townsmen and had served
was defended by Mr. tieo. K. Johnson, but the
|
as selectman and member of the Legislature,
lie
evidence produced was sufficient to convict and he
was married Mar. 21st, 1 s’k'J, to < ,’aroline Houston,«• t
was lined $100 and costs from which he
appealed.
llelfast, who survives, with the following children
Smith’s place was ingeniously lifted
up. By a
Capt. K. I). Illanebard, of .ship Henrietta, now at
secret spring the doors could be closed and bolted.
Singapore; Frank A., and Ccorgc \V. Illanehard.
anil this is also the ease with other
shops in town.
New York City; ( apt. II. li. Illanehard, llelfast;
Saturday afternoon Mr. Mitchell was informed
Mrs. Lieorge li. Smith, Celia M. Hlam-havd. l-.a-i
that liquor had come by express for Smith and

drove away.
olticcrs met

of tin*

one

Mr.
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N<vv |oi.. I lie, Ma
Ii’.- -isters. .Mi-

.min-
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gaged in foreign trade. About :iu year- ag" l.<
purchased a farm at Last Corinth and urried into
farming the same energy and faithfulness that
characterized him on shipboard, lie was respect-
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-Inamed, is being taken out. Far. f-o the round
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dump of rocks and broken bottles were found,
and also the freshly spilled liquor. Smith was ar-
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summer, returned home I.a-l week
accompanied
lu r triend Mi.-- Katharine rare. <.|

into pr uninenee as a summer re
'ort.
\t (arver’- ila: l. or the
company will v i it
the granite .plan h -, vv hi.-h are among the lini-st in
the Wo; id. At .-iie o. the-e a -haft of
granite, inn
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heard the crash and Mr.
performance. Mr. Mitchell
attempted to open the rear door with a jimmy, but.
after Smith dumped his liquor he let the officer in.
The scuttle in the lloor was pried open and from
the fumes of

Steanc‘1

illage

v

At

Tlio

passenger and

those of Mr.

llnth officers

arose

the

and i-

by tin- cottagers along the shore, old an*l

discovered

also lost

When

•Smith saw officer Tucker he knew that a raid was
to be made on him, and down through the hole in
the floor went tin* liquor bottles to the dump in the

light... >ehr. Farku

partially burned and the stable entirely destroyed.
A barn in which a large quantity' ot hay and farm
ing implements were stored belonging to W M.
True was burned. Mrs. Mary Watson, who oecupied the upper half of the house, had her furni
lure badly damaged by being thrown from the
windows, and also -idle red heavy loss by lire. A
box of books and valuable paintings belonging to
Mr. .John Keith was burned. Mi~- Vina Ilii/./y

captured the

premises of Mr. Maitland Smith near the foot
of Main street, and assisted by Policeman J. 1 >.
Tucker planned an early attack. Their watches
set alike and at

la-f week ...Miss
from Mt. Hope

next

Island-, i-

correspondent writes
About four o’clock Friday morning, the buildings
owned by Mrs. Kli/.a stedman, on (A litre street,
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Thursday morning.
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Ml*. .). W.
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Mitchell, state constable, believes that the early
bird catches the worm and acted on that principle
AFTKK
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Sunday, to North Haven and Y-.naihaven from M-ar-p- ri, Ib-ifa-i end Northport. leaving Heifa.-t at a. m. If tin day
pleasant the -ail
down the bay will be a line om
I'lu-e two islands
titl'ord excellent: jil.-oe- lor an excursion party.
North Haven 'rie.voiighfare, between tin* two I ,.\
-ton,

Lucy J*. Miller sails from liangor for
New York duly 2:),and from N« u York ho I’.aa o
and bay and river landings Tuesday i.> o, ,\ug.

making other needed repairs t«>
A new ceiling lias been put into the
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n
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-Pip'd the mast eighteen indie*
laiitier forward and lengthened the
bow-prit to
give the c raft more head -ail, and it i- thought -lie
will work better, but -lie ha- not .-ail enough, tin*
.'I'he Ito-ton Herald of
spar-all hi iug too-hort
Friday la-t -ay- “Tin-y aeht spot t, w Idle in I»r.»ad
-oiiii'l ye-ter'lay afternoon, parti*'l her j l.-tay and
• •arried both masts
away.” This is no doubt the
lamoiis old Sport In which our Huek-porf friends
had so muc h sport in former seasons.. .The .Jeannette take- daily -pins on the bay w hen the weatiier is favorable, and i- meeting the expectations of

plying between llelfast and the wc-tcrn shore of
Long Island was oil' the route last week, owing t>>
the breakiugdown of some part of her machinery.
but ('apt. I >eeker is on deck again_li is said that
another steamer will soon be put on the liangor
and New York Line. The Lucy I’. Miller is doing-

and witness rooms, and three in the
are two large radiators in

one

sta|
apt.iii.

Mr.

young joining in the horn blowing and handkcr
• bief
waving, and gallant ('apt. Ingraham never
Tails to respond... .The steamer Little llultercup,
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of
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a score

following vessels hav loaded hen
s. ii. /. >.
Wallingford -tone for Philadelphia. and
"Henry 1 >. May. paving for New Vork.

vi inMi. Wm-ter gave hi- ih h -i-•• >|»
Iria! trip last week, but it was not satisfae
how, tbe eral't carrying to., nmcli weather helm.
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victorious in

were

week... The

mmie,

a

dockland last week

went t-.

'Minday-Tin subject of Rev m.P-i:
nySunday sermon will be The Window- „i th«

Clerk, is homeward bound from No. n, 1‘ho nix iYu nw I.ed by M r- M M. I la/.cli-c t1' lie, of this
C’openhegan, and expects to make the
city. was .-old at a at ion «.n Mai:.i day.

that the work lias been well done. The boiler is
of twenty horse power capacity, ami has a double
action. The upper section of the apparatus which

Six

slow |\
in«i

w

linger

a

l.ane died

Tin: ’i

B. Foss,id'sell. .John < Smith, w rites from < ha: !-•ton, S. ('., that he was twentv -e\ -n days 17. an
Belfast. The wind was ahead all the lime ami la*

bark -John

Ward, of Augusta, will finish putting in the
heating apparatus in the Court House in this
city tliis week, and a brief inspection indicates

work.

Belfast to st. Simons

tin*

Hank- ha- lost

played the High school Huh there.

lands

KUOMCI, *,
st',\. Hie follow ing,
Honolulu paper, was -cut hy'('apt .Melvin
iIe.-, I'o' incvly .-t H
city (o relatives here

a

y.ielit

beat every mile of the way from P.-lla-t to ( liar
lesion with the exception »»f a .-tight stun lie ---t
oil Cape Hatteras.Capt. J». W.
onant, in

.Mr.

the cellar

Rangors

Main street in front of F. A. Jones’

Tucker witnessed the

:*

school base hall club

liarle- Ncil.-cn ,.i the ,-teamer dohn
• urnmin-, brought w ith him mi
>aturdny duly 2d,
a -mall tour page
paper called the “• »cean • hroni
cle," w liic.h bad Ueeu I. mid in a bottle on tin* beach
at Waimanalo I •. -om,* natives. <>u one side of the
paper is the follow ihg w rittmi in ink
"This was
tlirown overboard n.mi ship Frank I Vndletoii.’
•lime .7. lss'7. Honolulu, hearing c m a— M 2.*>
miles, p; days from Newcastle, V
\\
All well
on board."
The ••( 'lironiele," w liieh i- well print
ed, contains a number of advertisements and tile
logoi the vc.-.-il. The I’cndietoii left .Melbourne,
April 2.th for Newea-th* to load ceai. Arrived at
the latter place, May I-t.aud -ailed again -m the
I'-Mt for Sau I'iego, with a !•»;*• I of coal.
•

wanna, of Searsport, arrived at Bangor Satm-lav
with a cargo of h,out) bushels of «*orn.Capt. N.

steam
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stranger made a daring but successful
jump at the running horse and catching hold of the
harness stopped it. The crossbar chafing against
the hind legs of the animal made a bad wound.
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itself and with the shafts and crossbar attached
w ent across the
bridge on a run. The horse was
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from

Herbert Boardinan started
Saturday forenoon and ran
a\\a>. Smashing up the carriage the horse cleared

BASIC 15A 1.1, AT AVINTKKIMKT.
A large crowd assembled at the ball grounds on
Thursday afternoon to witness a game between

belonging

from the east side

;r.mi

street-.

relief

comes to our

to each of his deputies notifying them that they
Slums,; l'lKMS. Si'lir. Nelli.1 s. ri.-kerlnjr, iv
must enforce the law in their respective localities.
eently repaired at this port, has chartered to load
It looks as though there is trouble ahead for the !
lumber at st. Simons, Ha., for Ho-ton ;st su per M.
liquor sellers.
free of commission, she will make the pa—age
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ie
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lights

t

Philips last

and

closed at the opera I. ut-c, or sen ice arc comiml
c*l at the churches, or the people making call- ha\ c
•ti I •‘••ood
night." * In* liglit- have bin n put out.
and pel -m have
aided by the dim

Troup,•

capsized, but fortunately the men were ic-emd by
a boat near by.
Me did not learn w hether or not
the insurance men were insured.The
High

be trotted.

to

-non

Minstrel

:•

liere horn Massachusetts on a aeatioii..
we. k took two friemls, insurance
agent-, out in the harbor fora sail. The boat wa
I*i\
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Tursduv

weeks, and he went to the P.lulls on >n!mday.
companicd by Mrs. Field, for that purpose.

the .Mainecolt -take-
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The All

occurred... Leo.
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ll

made.

ever

some

caught in a block while discharging |,.
Harvester, of I'oston... .T. I.. Robert- and daugh

Many complaints have been made by our ciii/cuof late owing to the inconvenience experienced in
lisc.pictic ,.f the lights being cxtii.gm-h. d at
'.n liaii
early hour. Itefor** entertainments have

*F«*liti II. ami Geo. A. ijuiiiihy lost their valuable
ed balls.
McLaughlin,
mare “Jennie” Thursday night of nolle.
She was I the Association there will be on exhibition a bean
made three bases on poor throws by the visitors. j sick but a few hours. “Jennie”
was a well known
tifu 1 and valuable collection of some twelve or
In the third inning Bert Knowlton struck a foul,
animal on the street ami has been in the possession
thirteen linely mounted birds, which are to he
the ball landing plump in his left eye and nearly of her
present owners eleven years. She was spoken of and presented to the Association by Mr.
it.
lie
the
liowe\er.
Knowl
<‘iosing
played
game,
buried in the trotting park near the famous Geo. o.
William I*. Castle, of this city, others w ill al-o
ton made two handsome catches of foul balls and
make contributions of specimens.
The excursion to Swan Lake by the North Church
batted well, as did Morrison. The playing of Mepeople last week was a very enjoyable occasion.
Curta il Noti.s. Mr. F. r. Hanson, of thi- eii
A ml less and McLaughlin was particularly line.
Giic hundred and twenty-live were taken out in
hurch on
occupied the pulpit of the Methodist
There was a lair attendance. <; nod win failed to
teams. Headquarters were at the cottage of Mr.
Sunday last and delivered an able sermon-In
make a base hit oil' Reardon, it being the fourth
1L J*. Thompson, and a picnic dinner was served.
tercsting exercises will be held in tlu Baptist
game in which he has not made a safe hit. At the The children
and their elders alike spent a plea.'- i church next
Sunday evening, consisting chieih of
close of tin- game Belfast let up on their old rivals
ant day.
anthems and responsive readings. The choir will
and allow* d them to make a few runs. The followThe Maine Press excursionists last week run on j be aided by some Boston talent; and Prof. Ma/a 1
ing is the score
Georges. There were in the party George W. the efficient instructor in modern language-, will
IIKI.FAST.
Drisko, George L. Brackett, George II. Gilman,
George s. Rowell and George 11. Watkins. By sing a Sacred Song in;'French, The Palm Tree-.’
\.15. U. its. s. It. !'.<». a. I..
u
n
George, “Our George,” what do you think of the ....The subject of liev. .1. A. stvii^eN mtiiiou ,!i
u
Know linn, c.
i
2
1
combination?
o
n
o
u
12
j Lincoln County News.
1
<hatterlon, lb.
the Cnitarian church next smulav morning w ill be,
:i
3
I
Me A ndlcss, s. s.h
17
1
Our George lias nothing to say; but Mr. Brackett ! “The
iMialityof Fife and Being.”_!{e\.( ho. I
I
I
:t
Morrison. 2 b.
I
1
did not go and so there were only four Georges
Tufts will preach at Morrill next Sundav forenoon.
-i
I
ii
u
2
4
McLaughlin, •'» b.h
I
I
I
0
0
Met■ inn, c. t. I
I after all. Still, it must have been a Georgius time.
A Mrm Nkki>ki> Bust. The Hanger Whig or
u
o
1
|
4
2
Reardon, p. I
llim.i.Ain
The store of Baker & shales, Main
on
o
Burns, I. f. lull
Monday says: The many friends of Be-. Dr.
u
I
u
u
I
u
street, was entered last Friday evening. An enWilliamson, e.f. 1
(jleorge W. Field w ill regret to learn that his protrance was made through a rear window
by break- tracted vigils by the bedside of his brother, who
S
11
li
11
27 20
ing out a large pane of glass and crawlingthrougli. has been in a critical condition for some
f.ANOOU.
mouths
The money drawer was forced open blit it containhave resulted in overstraining his endurance to
a.b. i:. Ir». s.n. !•.<>. a. i'..
ed
a
lew
of
value
was
n
only
pennies.
1.
o
::
Nothing
1
l
I
such a degree that will necessitate hi- talking an
(ioodwir., ;>
ii
n
u
2
i
o
taken. The thieves are thought to have been hoodI,vncli. <•. t..
interval of complete rest. For nearly two months
II
1
Piggolt, I Ii.;» o 1 II
whose only object was to go through the
lums,
Dr. Field has been in attendance almost night and
n
2
II
I
I
2
I.caliy, r. I.
n
o
u
f»
2
.'i money drawer.
Purringhm, s. s. I
day upon his sick brother, under very distressing
0
«»
n
u
I
I
Nearv, 1.1. 1
SheriIV Wadsworth of this city received last I circumstances, and the overtaxing of his ncr\"iu
I
2
I
2
.*!
1
Larval»ci‘, 2 h
i»
<»
i*
ii
•!
•'{ week the Governor’s letter in regard to enforcing I system has resulted in a slight fa-la 1 paralysi-.
Dav, p. I
n
n
ii
.1
•'{
c.
1«»
Lang,
the prohibitory law, and has visited every saloon
which will reptile him to take a v- -' • -l
•.
:•

record

past week has been
hay makers. There

which got

a

year- old

two

the

to

bay out,

ylhavkn.

a ease

Kim wood is after I Iambic ton lan • bid out *f a dam
l)\ < Albert Kno\, and is a half brother of the celebrated trotter *«. eorge o." Mr. Kllis lue entered

Mown up in

on

owner

subscipieni ly repeated the performance in 2.

>

■■

one

:>s

j

city,

•best

te... U' -tmlio. i:
evening next in Mr. II I.. M
will he a meeting for the formal pri-eolation a■■
description of specimens; and it i.- hope-! thcrc
will he a good attendance of members of the Soci
ety with their invited friends. At thi- meeting of

Priscilla and is of the same si/.e. The Priscilla is
sailing belter, making the last voyage from Rio

tlii-

of

riu* War

regular monthL meeting of the Belfa-t

next

Seientilh*

The

b. Idli-,

big time.

a

heard in Kockkaud. Thoin.iston and

was

rounding towns.
February last.

The barkentine building in
W. Cottrell’s yard
i» well advanced, and w ill be launched in
September. The vessel is modeled after the barkentine

Janeiro to lialtimore in 20

wa-

morning at eight
kernelling mill,
in which wen* thirty kegs of powder, three min
utes previous to the explosion.
Ocorge Shepherd,
aged thirty years, who was at work in the mill,
was killed, being literally torn to pice.--.
II
be
The e.xplolonged in 1‘nioii and wa- ttumarric

i.kaoi i:.

last week and returned
remains of his mother.

excursion, is that it

Mr.

( ni

of

very promi-ing two year- old
c.>lt called Klniw ood, that trotted a mile Friday mi
the lhd last I rack In‘2.41 K, which is said to be the

pow der mill blew up Monday
o'clock. They had started up the

ithin two hours of each

w

the

on

I'iM.wi-iM,

A

i- lie

fen

other.

home clubs and the

oil*

family.

same

only league game for the past week was
played in Belfast Tuesday afternoon between tin*

runs

tasters

and bad been intimate friends for more than twenty years. For eight or ten years they lived in the

The

team made two

(iilkcy and Mrs. Avery, who died last week
Dorchester, Mass., both belonged in this city,

in

w ere

detrimental

Mrs. F. A. Manslield.

weatherof the

They lost one of their
trained dogs while here. Iteforetheir arrlv al
•,»lit
a number of dog- had been killed
by poisoneu
meat, which had been thrown about, and ii i-up
posed the dog in question found am! ate some ot
this meat. The people regret vcrv much tn.d *m

j

to go to the dictionary bn* words t«> r\
press myself.” A very natural itdcrencc from
this remark, with the testimony of the other Pc!

somewhat

Yin

kill

shall have

visiting

rainy

played here last week.

j

are

staple.- and daughter, of North

are

.T,lt*

handsome specimen

..

foal dealers

second baseman if lie could only catch the ball and
tag out the runner. Thompson proved a heavy

I.

was considerable
total loss.

them, which under the circumstance i- a ver\
gencroi:- request. The law is severe on those who
freight brought from Poston in >chr. lame- keep vicious sheep-killing
dogs, and they can he
Holmes, included i:»,ouo pro-ed brick for the < w- ; tm-do to pay for the full value of the
sheep de
tom House, the colored slate for the
-Moved.
Library bi.dd
and
two
itig
spars for the baikeutitie m»w building
l e regular meeting of the Waldo
County Med
in Cottrell's yard. The slicks arc Oregon nine,
‘cal Association w ill be held at the club of
Thirty
two of them ninety feet long and twenty.six and a
in this
city, Tuesday, Aug. 2d at In a. m.
half inches in diameter. The three lower mast ■»,
Papers will be read by Drs. .1. M. Fletcher and
unmade,cost g'.tno delivered in Pclfa-t.
kliner Small of Belfast, M. T Dodge of
Troy, Deo.
Monday night some malicious person with a dia j A Libby of Brook.-, and .1. W. IVar.-ons of
Mor
mond. lile, or something of that character, marked j r‘d
Alternates, Dr-. >. W. Johnson, Belfast, F.
1
and spoiled four large pane-ol glass in tin* front
A. Portei Liberty and J
<
Wldtncy, Thorndike.
t
of Calvin llervey's jewclrv -t- re on High ~ti
Mr 11 i a m I.. I*, ire llella.-t. ha\x >»i«i to -ay
A cut was made across oik* light in front •-! the |
atiotlu
I'i'lmim, < onceniing lit- water power
•Johnson block adjoining, on tin* side occupied
on the ea-t -ale
Here is a valuable mill privilege
Thayer A: Adams. It was a contemptible trick and j
that ought to In* utili/c<| and eould lie made
the ofl'ender ought to be severely punished.
valuable property it purchased by the right per
As Col. Hiram Chase came up Main sired s itur
a.
See
notice of ih'orgcs Ifiver Trotting
day carrying his grip, on Ids return from the I’at k ALiberty.I. ( Cates, ta\collector,
pilgrimage to Moosehead Lake with >t. Xlban
has a word to .-ay to those who wish to save the
Counnandery of Portland, lie was asked it In* had discount
ta xes.
had a good time. “Well,” was n't- ic.-poii--, I

w

s.

Adams, Mass.,

society.

l.uly and leu

The

Ar< ii»km'. Mr. Almarin Dickey, employed at
Mr. l’ierce’s ice wharf, fell backward one
day last

from Cottrell up in the left garden, which Little
tieid handsomely mufled. Williamson made the
lirst score. The Lawcrs were not slow in discov-

excellent

of

.Mrs.

of the taxidermist's art
may be seen in the window of Woodcock A Son’s,
in this city, it is a red-tailed hawk with
outspread
wings killing a smaller bird, and is the work of
"ill 1*. Castle. This specimen
with others, has
been presented to the Belfast M ientilie

circle of friends.

wide

scales, in order to increase

the

was an

Shiite, who nas been
French Bros, for more than a

the

guests of Capt. A. Black.Mr Uthur
Hyde Park, Mass., is at 1 L. French's.

Piper,

Agent Haney is having tlic cellars of the

Mr. Harrison Hayford, of this
oily, ha.- reeontlv
lo-i ten sheep and has iiad live more
injured by
dogs. AH lie asks of the owners of the dog- i- to

Mr. A. A.

employ ol

the

are

Court street.

A

charge of the
on Tuesday.

hennery.X. s. French, of Mattapan, Mass.,
with his family, came to his
father’s, It. Freud..
Friday.Mrs. Ashley Sanborn and children,
of Indianapolis, hid., are
visiting friends here.
...Mr. and Mrs. James Baxter, of
(Juiney. Mass..

plank walk has been laid in front ol the buildingon

now

and took

year, has gone to Camden where lie has obtained
work. Mr. M. S. Uieluirds takes his
place at the

popular driver between

school house- cleared out and will
complete the
grading ol the school house common A new

red

The remains arrived Tuesday and were huried
from fier late residence on the cast side, Wednesday

who

men

School

Mrs. su sail, wife of .Jonathan Durham, ol this
eity, died at Pridgton, on Sunday, aged 77 years.
She was visiting her daughter Mrs. S. (
Knight.

the mother

was

were

the scales in Owen White’s market
“They must have S a hearty meal

before
w

Mrs. W.

The remains

Saniiy Point.
in tlie

(L L. Black has received from Mrs. McDonald,
of Belfast, a handsome seal
ring in aeknowledg
ment of his
honesty in finding and returning the
valuable ring which site lost in Farwcll Hall.
| dockland Courier < ia/.ette.

Kdward Simonton, formerly of Searsporl.
and for some years past an active and
prosperous real estate and loan agent in >t. Paul,
Minn., has our thanks for a copy of tin- si. Paul
•Journal of Commerce.

Mr. James K. Greer, of Taunton, Mass., arrived
here Saturday with the remains of Mrs. E. H.

Weymouth,

a

city, fainted in
grounds Monday. He
illness was brought on

Ik*Hast and Senrsport, will extend Ids trips to
Stockton, leaving Stockton, daily, at s a. in., and
returning leave Belfast at 2 p. in.

Mr.

l>ut

“caught on” when he passed the hat.

of

was

the

Saturday

vessel, and Capt. Jonas arrived home

in this

grand stand, at the ball
feeling well ami the

by the heat.
“.Johnny" Lancaster,

will be

opening sendee. Saturday
day for the Salvationists.

went to Boston

Daughtry, visiting

was not

At the Sulvatinji Army campinccting at old
Orchard on Saturday, Capt. Hu line, of this city,

U

sss

the

well

year’.-

neighborhood."

lead the

captain stepped from the wharf to the vessel’s
rail, a distance of four feet, fracturing the leg between the knee and ankle.
Capt. J. W. Ferguson

born’s Mills.

Pensions have been granted to Willis P. Hast
ings, North Searsport; Amasa J. Jackson, Belfast
John T. Frost, Belfast: Freeman II. Hall, Pros
pect.

Thursday, dining at the Hay View, and returning
by the way of the Turnpike, where they partook of
a picnic lunch,
arriving home in the evening.

at

are

pushed.

petition has been sent to Washington for the
establishment of a new post office in Waldo, to be
called Waldo Centre, and to he located near San-

Partridge family
held at the Grange llall, Prospect, Me. on the 24th
J.
IHS7.
|[.
Aug.
Partridge, Sec., Bucksport.

Saturday, Sunday and Monday was
heavy in this vicinity and was much needed,
although it caught a good many farmers with hay
down, and will delay the haymakers.

The

writes: “We

and it is well up to last

be

now

A

of

The rain fall

Wyman, an old ball player, and

haying

with

Broke His Leo. Capt. Jonas B. Ferguson, of
this city, of sehr. Geo. B. Ferguson, broke his
leg
on board that vessel at Boston on
Friday. The

pressed brick and iron for the Custom House
office extension have arrived and the

Dr.

The reunion of the

the roof.

dience.

The

engine.

Searsmout subscriber

crop in my

very

opponents. Sweetscr and

the steam lire

auction

and Post

McDonald has received the new
ordered, but nothing has been heard concern

along

A

of this

Citv Marshal
hose

They are repairing their mill.
The walls of the public
library building have
been completed, and the derrick used for
hoisting
stone taken down. The structure is now
ready

At

Boardman did not show up, and Mr. Arthur
Kd. A. Wadsworth,
a member of one of the junior clubs of this city,
were substituted.
The Business Men at the same
time were weakened bv the withdrawal of L\Mayor Charles Baker and Dr. S. W. Johnson, two
brilliant players whose places could not be Idled.
However, Policeman Prisbee and Henry Shiite
were substituted and the game proceeded. The
game opened with tiro Lawyers at bat. Williamson struck safe and was followed by a two bagger

work will

tubs.

the
lit

A letter passed through the Belfast I*, o. recent
ly directed to Queen Victoria, London, Kng. It
was sent from Knox.

ing

for

l)og days began Monday, according to die almawe had had dog day weather for a week

previous.

on

Auction Sale. The lots formerly mi mix'red
•> l'luenix
How, Belfast, will lie sold at public
Aug. 3. These are desirable lots and it is
some
one
will buy them and erect a block of
hoped
buildings. See advertisement.

and

nac, but

George
Burkett,
city, will put in
heating apparatus into his dwelling house
Church street.
W.

steam

Main street.

on

|

the

on

Mr.

•Sherman A Co. at tlicir leather board mill on the
east side have put in some new and improved
pulp

supposed the Business Men had the best

players, but when it came to arguing with
umpire the belt was conceded to the Lawyers.
the opening of the game the Lawyers played a
ball

the

local flavor.

a

Maitland Smith has agreed to close up Ills saloon
Main street, and the room is now deserted.

on

Masonic Temple extension began
Monday in removing the earth for the foundation.

Fred L. ISauks, Esq. of this city, who was admitted to the bar last term of Court, will
hang out
his shingle in Waterville.

plays

s.; Joseph Williamson, Jr., p.; A. F. Swectser, 2d
b.; 1. M. Cottrell, c.; Emery Board man, lb; W. 1*.
Thompson, c. f.; V. A. Circer, r. f.; A. Wadsworth,
1. f. For the Business Men—II. E. McDonald, 2b;
Charles Baker, r. f.; Dr. E. Small, :ib; It. II.
Moody, c.; I)r. C. 1*. Lombard, s. s.; W. L. Little
lield, 1. f.; It. I*. Chase, p.; T. B. Dinsmore, lb;

on

Work

A Co., bakers and lnarketmen, have
now and handsome sign at their place of

a

business

this great contest, as errors will be few and
far between and the game will abound in brilliant
such as were never before seen in Belfast,
Both teams are in great condition, and a great battle: for supremacy may be looked for.”
The rival teams were made up as follows: For
the Lawyers—J. s. Ilarriman, :1b; It. F. 1 Minton, s.

much talked

a

indebted to A. L. Dennison, secretary,
Fair premium list.

are

for the Maine State

F. A. Jones

ness

j

family is

Clam Tarty at Waterville,” printed

“A

We

Vicinity.

—

I

Loral*.

Ncarsporl

Seausmont. Mrs. \V. M. Thayer of Itelfast is
on a visit....Mr. Oriii W. Small of Mass.

Maine

in town

Ships In

Ken

York.

That Tired

Feeling

Howard, in tin* .Saturday ISoston Daily Hlobe, lias
hay remains uncut. Very lit
I
is
j spending a few weeks in town.The village the following to say of tin* Maine ships now in
tie was damaged here by the late rains.
I schools closed last Friday. In the primary school,
The warm weather has a debilitating effect,
Ilex. .1. K. Uiehardson, of Hroekton, Mass., will
j Miss Kdith W. Farrar teacher, the following scliolespecially upon those who are within doors
seldom of late years given berth
preach at the Cong., ehureh next Sunday morning. ! ars were not tardy: Maliel Simmons, Alice M. 10 a nner class
of*ships than arc now at rest here. most of the time. The peculiar, yet common,
j
l’oor, Maud (i. Stilphen, dosie M. ltrvant, Merrick A journey along the water front on the Fast .Side
liev. II.
llurbutt takes a part *>f his vacation
complaint known as “that tired feeling/'
will Ik* found very instructive to those who take an
K.
Poor, Parkie Skinner, Henry Finmons and
in \ugust, and no services will he held the 7th and
is the result. This feeling can be entirely
interest in the square-rigged vessel, and also to
(ieorge Stilphen.
those who believe that the American llag on the
1 fill.
overcome by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
merchant
marine is a tiling of the past. At pier Ji»
which gives new life and strength to all
Fkeeiiom. Farmers are nearly'all done haying. the
( apt
Ira Ik staples has purchased the line resiship Commodore T. H. Allen of Richmond, the functions of the
...The recent rain was very much needed—The
body.
Me., is loading for San Francisco. The vessel
lence «>t ( apt. It. b Pendleton at the harbor, and
“I could not sleep; had no appetite. I
will at once take possession.
Mr. II. Klder is falling registers --71 tons, and her three shapely masts
apple crop is very light
I loom up many feet above the highest stationery
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and soon began to
fast... .Mrs. (has. 1 tel lows is gaining very slowly. structure in the
Tne washouts on the Maine Central deprived us
neighborhood. On the other side
sleep soundly; could get up without that
...Hryant's pant factory seems to have n ine to a of the wharf is tlu* majestic clipper ship Robert
•t our mails for 4s hours, and take all in all we
of Camden, Me., of the same size as
tired and languid feeling; and my appetite
stop....Mrs (in*, (jouen is again aide to ride out. the lSelktmp
have been great sufferers.
Allen. She has double gallant yards and three
improved.” It. A. Sanfoud, Kent, Ohio.
IMrigo (.range held its regular meeting duly
handsome sky sails, and is also loading for the
Henry I*, ltl.u k, ot Houlton, general ilgent of •-’4, after it* haying vacation.Mr.
Kphraim Keen, Hidden Hate. At pier ir> is the ship John R. Kellev,
a
brand
new
tin Indurated Fibre Co. ol New York, spent sevthe
production from the great shipyards
from the west, is visiting his brother T. s. Keen.
; oi isatn, Me., aim almost a counterpart of the
eral day s here the past week.
...( has. dohnson is spending his vacation with ! liclknap. Tons of valuable merchandise are
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is ch::::icterized by
being
hoisted into her hold for transportation around
Tt.e Melmse Journal of Saturday, July 23.I,
his brother 1>. It. dohnson.
three peeuliarities : 1st, t!.e combination of
Cape Horn to San Francisco. The Kelley registers
Horn in Melrose, July 21st, twin girls to
remedial agents; 2d, the proport ion; 3d, tlio
■2-lir* tons and cost over $lou,ono. .Just across the
Isi.Ksunito. ('apt. Freeman Coombs lust a vers
Mi and Mrs. Kdvvard l>. ltlaek.
river
at Congress stores, ltrooklyn, is the threevaluable liorse last week, from the t*fleet3 of a
jtroccss of securing the active medicinal
master Henry It. Hyde, owned in this city. She
Mr. \Y. \. Young, who is employed iu the gymsore oil her leg.Although the hotel is closed
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
registers‘.Mm tons, and in a fortnight will be put on
there is a large company of slimmer tourists the berth for San Francisco, off the statue of
nasium of the ^ M. <
strength, effecting euros hitherto unknown.
A. ItostiMi, has presented us
for
is
the
sea,
Walter
Liberty,
11.
Send
for book containing additional evidence.
ship
with the .>tith annual report of that institution.
here, occupying cottages, tenting along the shores Wilson ofpreparing
Itelfast, Me., with a full cargo of refined
Hood's Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
and stopping at private hoarding houses_Mr.
to
an
American
petroleum,
house
in
consigned
Judg'iug from the interest manifested a large
purities iny blood, sharpens my appetite, and
Calcutta. The Wilson claims a tonnage of 24(>l
Brackett has a large company at his summer rosi
seems to make me over.”
J. l\ Thompson
.iit
w ill go on the Cong, society’s excursion to
tons.
At the union stores in ltrooklyn is moored
deuce. Ilis new yu< lit is reported to he very fast.
Register < f Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
the
outlie
American ship llenrv Falling, 1JU« tons, which
Vnihport
Mary Morgan to-day.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
.•••The hay crop will he above the average.
ha- been chartered t>> load cargo at Philadelphia
I n «■
is worth its weight in gold.”
A. II
Post will hike their annual evatr
1. Rauiijnoton,
Lu Liverpool. She will be towed around to the
Neli. M. I Pearson.- discharged part of a cargo of
130 Rank Street, New York City.
d"W n the harbor on steamer
The Abner Coburn of Itatli, Me.,
tjuaker
City.
at
Mary Morgan
goods here for P n. Pendleton A Co last week. isTiibms,and the A. Mot iillum of
Thomaston, Me.,
in
early day. and w ill prohahly visit ( 'aindcii.
...sells. |{. F. Hart, Haven and Nightingale are
Ifd tons, complete the list of line vessels that help
b‘ keep the stars and
Fit- \\ big reports the tarni barn .»u ned
here loaded waiting for the fog to sc.de up.
stripes aloft. The former is
by I. A
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Mado
at the Kric basin, chart, red
* load for San Fran
totally ilesiroyet' by lire at U ..tensile. Mr.
( vstink. The Curtis, A\ ileo\ Dramatic ( o.,
‘■Noo, and the latter is at Weehawken loading oil
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.
play
I»
informs u-. the 1mlMing w a.- partially Insure.!. ed in town
for London.
hall every night during lad week, to
IOO Doses One Dollar.
Tin* Mailer II. Wilson, mentioned above does
"halier gave on. ..t his tine perfoimanees at good houses. Those who attended pronounce it a
ii"! belon;; in lldfast.
*i Hal) last week.
This troupe can always he good show.Mr. .A. AY. Hilnian, a young man
HOOD’S
SARSAPARILLA
i:e ot a)ieari
reception in Searsport hereafter. from F. Corinth, occupies a window in Dr. AVal
hold Wholesale and lletall by
Mailer* at the Insane Asylum.
lace’s
where
he
store,
ile\ t
I II i-kell will preach at Monroe village
repairs watches, clocks,
A. A. Howes 4; Co.,
Belfast, Me.
•lit
lir-t >uii.lay in \ugust ;it 2.30 r. vi. There jewelry, Ac-Prof. Foster started for Cam!.:.
The trustees ol tin Maine Insane Hospital held
1 vr31
1
on
•'
to
assist
in
it North searsport next Sunday
Saturday
pi'* ..’iii
preparing lor the Norma! a -pecial me« till*; did;. I^tli to receive and "pen pro
,itternoo!l.
encampment, which is to ne held there this week. l'osal- for remodelling and building extensions to
Ur rail for OKIHSHS and goods
....tjuite a shipment of pie -ed hay and other tin* laundry building;. Tim bids w
delivered in season for
u
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On account of work and weather,
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cuing, July noth. As this is the first meeting for
time there will, without doubt, be quite an
"**nit of business and an extended
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Friday night

Frank M. Stevens
set for the occasion in his hen

an owl which measured four feet from
tip
Lp. ||e had lieen making unlawful use of
I*rank's property....Mr. Ci. <». Allen of Chelsea,
M:,hk*•' town a few
days, Uie guest of Mrs. W.
H- Black.
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Services heM at the church—the form-

hy Rev. J. A. Savage and the latter l*y Rich
i-on
f. A. Croy had a horse badly mangled
w ck hy lteing hitched to a harlied wire fence
■I’ositc stover’s Hall....The sewing circle meets

11

roof, is well proportioned and has been
tastefully painted in color The lower -lory is or
eiipied by Mr. Atwiek grocery store, the second
a store and nOiccs, the
•-tory w ill be neeupied
third -lory for a hail and there will be society
rooms above that.
The building i- one of tin*
largest store buildings in the place and an ornament to the village....(.'apt. J.T.Counnt and daughter Mabel of ISelfasl, and Mr. and Mrs. L. It.
Pierce, of Portland, were guests and lb F. Adam’s
rural cottage last week-The Castinc Normal
.School Alumni, Osmond Finery, of liar
Harbor,
president, began a two weeks’ encampment Tuesday at Sherman's Point, celebrating their *20th anniversary. A large number is attending.
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This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
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More economical
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weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
runs.
IJov'At. P*AKIN<; I'owoMit t'o., lot; Wall St
NY.
lyr.jj

Far!, Colson, !'»• ion.
Nellie F. Cray, Piukliniu, Kuekland.
\mi:isi<

\x

loiris.
■

lieprcscntative-,
Freeman -till i-heri-lies warm regard for Maim*,

graduates
Normal School.' la.-- of ‘"7 is visiting

dm
I

\

Matthew

a

■i!

h. Jas.

OBB SI'KCI ALT V-T.i please our rustomcrs’
OBB AIM To save money for our natrons!
01'It INTENTION —To do better by you than any

-is

J

following are the transfers in real estate in
Waldo county for the week ending duly -jutli
V
I. Brown* Belfast, to Martha Patterson, Thorndike.
II. M. Blackstonc, Bridgewater■, Mass., to Daniel
A. MeManners, Thorndike. William I.. Coombs,
Waldo, to Elmer M. Coombs, same town. .1. S.
Harriinan, Belfast, to Elisha II. Conant, same
town, sally Holmes Belfast, to Henry A. Philbrick et als., same town. Estate Iteulmn R. Mathews, Liucolnville, to William If. Cutes,same town.
Edward .1. Morrison, Philbrook, M. T., power of
attorney', to S. W. Mathews, Belfast. Charles B.
Norris et als., Nebraska, to George L. Norris, Sears
port. K. 11. Nickersou, Swanville, to Ada F. Harvey, Waldo. .1. D. Oakes, Brewer, to Margaret II.
Oakes, same town. Thomas lieed, Se.arsport, to
Broomlield Reed, same town. Caroline A. Treat
et als., Fra nkfort, to Edward E. Read, same town.

NewHMPfr

Live
onr

us a

goods.

call. We
We have a

always pleased to

show

One

Goods

Styles ami Lowest Prices.

R. H. COOMBS &
Main

Street.

SON,

J.

WATERMAN, Proprietor.

Desert

has three papers, the Mount
the Bar Harbor Record and The

now

Herald,

Sherman.
i’ort Spain. Trinidad, June 2.'». Arrived selir.
Nellie K. sawyer. Arey, from i-Vrnandina, to load
for Washington, D. C.
Barker’s Bay, July In.
Arrived selir. Ldward
Johnson, Barker, from Boil Limon, to load for
North of llattcras.
Aspinwall. July !‘a. Arrived selir. Barrie 10.
Lane. I »\ er, I >arien, (.a.
si. John, N. It.. July 2u.
Bleared ship Cora, An
pleh\, Benarth Boads.
St. Johns, B. B.. .1 uly 12.
In port brig Don Jacinto, Kreneli, from New York, ar. Mb.
Copenhagen, July 21. Sailed bark John M.
< 'lerk, Bonant, Bliiladelpliia.

the

side.

sea

For sale liy all Druggists.

‘W by do you look so sail, so anxious, so careworn, old fellow? Have you lo.-t a friend, or is if
because it is Lent ?"
“Yes. You’ve struck it. Charlie; it is ht‘cause it
is lent—my last half dollar—and I am snivel ing so
from

DYSPEPSIA AND INDHiKSTION.
and I have the lleartlmrn so badlv that nothing
will help me hut a box of

Dr. Mark R,
ami they
I sutler.

ENDORSED BY
SCIENTISTS AS

CHEAPER THAN

m a urn m t:

Mestrnclilile
Over 500
Beautiful

Designs.

relieve me,

Lots No. 3 & 5, Phoenix Row,
wii.i. uk soi,i> at

rum.ic auction

Wednesday, Aug. 3, '87,

at 11 A.

U.

KDWARI) JOHNSON.
AkcdI for Kslale R. 0. Johnson.
I5elfast, July 27, 1887.—1 wUO*

Tourist.

Virgil E. Eaton, who Is now in Ireland as
representative of the Boston (Holm, is a native
of Maine, and Ills mother now lives in Brewer. His
wife was a Brewer girl.
Mr.

the

Discount

on

Taxes.

persons who wish to settle their taxes and
save the four
per rent, discount, will find the
Collector at the City Covernnicnt Rooms over XV.
o. Poor A Son’s store, until Mon flay, Aug. 151b,
that lieing the date to which the discount will be
allowed. Ofliee hours, 8 \. M. to 12 m., and I to I
J. C- t’ATKS, Collector.
l*. m.
Itelfast, July 27, 1887.—Jw.10*

VI.!,

Mr.

George E. McCann and Mr. Charles II.
Stackpole, of Auburn, have purchased the Squirrel Island Squid and will continue its publication.
Mr. McCann is a law student of lx*wiston, and Mr.

Stackpole
ward

is

Little

of the corps of Instructors at Edhigh school, Auburn.
one

Rev. W. I>. Martin, A. M., Principal. 20th year
opens Sept.,14. Terms #27.** and $2o0. Strong corps
of teachers. Special advantages In Artaud Music.
Send for circular.
10w30

I

Send for

I

Price List Jk

Circulars.

is offered the

Tablet..

or

White Bronze is not Pewter or
Sheet Zinc!

a

metal the same as EOT]) and SITVEE, day from the earth amt purified of
dross in the same manner that yold tend silrer is.

It will not Corrode,Rust,Discolor,Crack

Moss

or

Up.

HA IS ED TE'T'TEJiS. that a re /•■yib/r a/ </ yrrat tUstonee. Jt<
superiority ewr ymnite in this respect is immense. White limnzc IS Xo'T WIIII'E.
In color it is about tin same as TIE ITT E EE ) E EA XI TE.
White lironze is its trade
to distinynish it from Dark Eronze, which is a Jitfc nt artiele, a/tni/rt/oc.
eauo
'The
hare
■many factories
invreased tram ttXEto \EVEX.

A. E. CLARK & CO.

We have also
on

Stock of Marble Monuments and Tablets

Large

a

hand, anil desiyns la select from.

IIV hare

a

iji.od assort no III of

Marble Shrives and llraehets, iron eases. ISoiii/nel Holders, east Iron
Flower Receivers, in the shape of If reaths, Crosses anil Shirs. Also
Metal Wreaths, Crosses, Anehors, ,(V.,
r< si
Th"I uve untile fi'oiii f'ltCSSI-'I) YAXC, oml iioinferl
[I Veen le fives null rnlnreil tin ire vs. All of ivll ie/t uve for sole

PLKASlfl OlVK

-AT

FIRE

V, tl, .niitirii/ iin,l/n initir'n/
os t.11 II' os I he /. 11 || 7_'.s /

High St.,

P. Palmer,

Masonic Temnle. Belfast, Me-

OVERCOATS,

We have about 50 Jackets left that

Ij.

Amber
.1

CLOTHING

&

Water!

ate Sale.

Prices!H
OF

Mens, Youths, Boys & Children's

s

Top).

Light Weight Overcoats
at rciliireil prices, in onlcr In liavc room fnr
my KAI.I. STOCK. Vnn can SAVK MONKV
l>v Imvinj; of us ami fjrt Cl.KAN, STYI.ISII

-COODS-lin-.'C

KALISH,
llelf'ast.

a

Jewel.

often hear It said those never failing water-falls
of fifty feet, of one thousand horse power, located near the centre of the city of Belfast near
tide water, should he utilized for manufacturing.
From where is the capital to come for said
purpose? Is it from any of those that deposit their
money in Savings Banks, or invest in government,
state, county, city, town or other kind of bonds
that are exempt or can be placed beyond the reach
of bearing their just proportion of taxes; or from
any of those that are opposed to government coining silver dollars until the amount shall reach five
hundred million and shall have issued a corresponding amount of silver certificates; or from
any of those wanting a man from New England to
lie elected President of the United States. I think
not, for ill March, 18X<*, 1 obtained such soundings as
would be for the greatest good of the greatest number, and advertised said water-falls for sale, suiting
the decree of the fates controlling them, that no
man in New England could be elected President of
the United States until said falls were utilized to
help move the wheels of industry. Since then two
from the State of Ohio, and one from the Suite of
New York have been elected. I will here state that
while said water falls continue to pose before the
country unemployed, the fates that continue
to control, them are thoroughly posted in politics, finance and industries. Anil it is reasonable
to suppose the fates will decree within the next
sixty days how much longer said falls shall remain
unemployed. Also from which State of the Union
the next President of the United suites shall lie
selected. Interviewers need not apply.
Summit of Mt.

«ave placed on the above
goods wisi insure their immediOn,!! Early.

In order to make

VESTS,

room

for my

Belfast,

Opposite

WEEKS

2

own

prirc.

Y,

Post

Office.

Prices Lower Than Ever!
MARK ANDREWS,
*

Vine Selection at

OF-

BARGAIN,

a

H. E. PEIRCE.
Percival, July 2«, 1887.—lwttO

and

we

have

$3.00 shoe, also

-which

Hair Pins, necklaces, Scarf Pins, k,
Selling cheap. Something new. fall and

see

them,

ViigknM&My

1.20

-THK PINP.ST SKLKl'TIOS OP

—

Ladies & Gent’s

lull line of his
his

VERY
OF AMERICAN MAKE,

WcKfOtt Calf, Alligator

or

kungaroo.

These goods are made by one of the best nianufacturers and for style, lit and wear, cannot be equaled. We are having large sales of Ids goods and
every pair Is warranted genuine stoek.
-WE HAVE A-

SOMETHING

YE IF!

some

and dnrnble.

--TO HE

FOUND AT-„

SILVER WARE.
Hollow Ware

“

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

July 14,1887.—Iyr28

Gloves &. Mitts!
Yew stock just received at

B.

F.

WELLS’.

SSL

every Arserlptloi. I moke a speciality or
(Hasses ana give partlealar attention to fitting
the eye. My prlcea will be ONK-BAIK lower
than pefialcn charge ror same gouAs.

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry^
E.

at lower

and

Trades

Howes

db

ever.

Co.

\r

-NOW

selling

VIease dire Us

at

HOWES & CO.

|

F.

a

Call.

Wells.

Itclfust, June 30,1X87.—.5w2»»

-AT

N. Y.

Clocks & Silver Ware.
RICH

JEWELRY

I am
<<n.-t:intlv a'Minir tin* I.ATI-ST
ti;i:n^ <»t ail ni w ami ihimua 1:1.1:
-in my lino<

if*

:

I’AT

;;n...is

in re///v, ci.ochs .im> ./inn i in
//•»/.'/ r< i’cii r/l in (//. hi .<! mnn m r. '7

-n

THE-

STORE,

I want to place one of our NKW M«>I>KI. dim
ilAIIU<>\\ s in every school «listrict iu Now Kiitf
laiui. Where we have uoa^ent I will make special
price to first purchaser. Now is tin time to pro
pare for fall work.
.‘IpPUis
Orn'l

61 MAIN ST.

KKKD ATWOOD, Wlntrrport. Mv..
Agent for \ew Knglanri anti I'rotluffs.

Now Is the time to lmv everythin** at I.Kss
THAN COST for the NK\T TW" WKKKS.
(■rent saeritiee in priees in

a

jrreat variety of other prowls,

cost.

THE BEST LINE

shall

as soon as

positive
possible.

MEN and BOYS’ HATS «cllinpr

—op—

less than

Niec line of

MILLINERY all Marked Down to Close.
I.. K. Mm CAUTIIV.

Fancy

Crackers!

Ever offered in llrlfant by

I'elfast, July 21, 1SS7.—2w2‘.)

Howes cfc CQ;
Come

UY-

B.

GOLD AM SILVER WATCHES,

B. F. WELLS.

ly elo.se the business otit

WAY DOWN PRICES!

Medicines ALL KIR6S OF SSBCHANDISI
prices than

n

ltelfast, .Inly 21. is-7. -4\\2:»

ami

The th ird large stock Just, received

ItcHant, .Tunc 2, 18X7.

Good

0/7 '/■:/:/:

Cts.

Crockery IVarc, (Hass Ware,
llanyiny Lamps, Camp Chairs,

PARASOLS!!

McDonald.

42

Only

CLOSING OUT SALE

PARASOLS !

deanefi ana repalrea at the L0WK8T prices. In
a thorongh ana workmanlike manner.

H.

/;/7.v

heeeist.

23,1SS7.—lyrlois

Spectacles and Eye Glasses

ltd fast, July 21,18S7_4tv2!>

Patent

ADAMS,

B. F. WELLS!

ol

Francis’ Shoe Store,

An embroidered Corset,

-AND-

many have been enquiring for.
Call anil examine them.

INFANT’S MOCCASINS—very hand-

PRICES 10 DOZ. OF THE JOSIEi

LOWEST

man street,
Feb.

so

voir

BARGAINS!

Ilcrvey’s Jewelry Store.

Just received, inclmliny

Isrllm^ al llic

^JEWELERS,

^CLOCKSr^JEWELRY?J

Ladies’ Low Heel & Narrow Toe Shoe
The kind

arc

THAYER &

offered In Ibis elly at BOTTOM PBIfKS, and
cheap as you'ran buy the Imitation or American
make or peddlers. Also

ever
as

i /:/■;

8 New Styles ot Desirable Corsets

-AT-

PA III of

E. T. HARVELL’S FINE SHOES
In

Ilf all kiniis

a

WORKING SHOE!
are giving splendid satisfaction.ASK Foil A

GREAT

Corsets!

EVERY FAIR OF THE

Are

Belfast, Me.

TEMPLE,

-CONSISTING

W. L. Douglass Shoes!

2

Will close the balance oi my fire stock at

we-

Corsets!

Regular price s?l..>o.

2.50

Fairplay

purchases.

FIRE!

Jewelry i

MASONIC

Seamless (l\f«pd Ties.(1.42
Regular price $*2.oo.
Child's l’utent Foxed Button.32
Regular price 5(lc.
Child's kid lllgli Cut,15 Button Boots, (Glove

-ANu-

4S Main St.,

Fall

W. BURKETT.

CEO.

Men’s

SIDNEY

,l?e !,,ices
mentioned

our

11 Phoenix Row,

A Fow l):n-j£iiins !

-AT-

s

■

to

propose to close out

Which wdl arrive iu about

If you have any II AKI) Oil SOFT CORKS, t'ALLOUSKS
OK BUNIONS, remember the above is a M UK t'UKK.
We have already sold nearly 1(H) bottles and not
one returned.
Ask your neighbors and friends
about it. They are sure to recommend it. Sent by
mail on receipt of price, 25 cents.

DAMAGED BY-

STOCK

!■■

we

Caps,

PEAV£

Block.

Iyr4.'*nnii

MV

CHEIAI5.
n.--

SALE!

Which must hr CI.OSF.lt OFT at once. Foods at i/o-ir
ave ItOFXO TO Sicr.l. TilF.M.

Pierce’s

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

OITKU

LiOt0S>, preparatory

REMEMBER
lltliblllllLll

Belfast.

PANTS,

Furnishing Goods, Hate

X3.

pills

WILL

price.

& Summer Jackets!

Spring

Still About $5,000 Worth of Goods Remain, Consisting of

ACHE

I

the

see

at their own

OUH-

and WATER

SUITS,

Is the banc of so many I ves that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They arc strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Bold
l»y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

Reduced

securing Remnants

CAI.L.

A. E. CLAEK & Co.,

FOR-

to be sold

H,,‘

WAUsI'moIYI l

IIV hare desii/ns that for artistic merit are nnsnc/>assid. Also a sample \1onnmint that
WE i YOUTH EE ETEASEH In HAVE THE IT’HT/r EX A Ml X E.

—or-

in

-Call and

its

The letter} ny is all in

LARGE & CHOICE LIME

public

We propose to unload these goods

at a

-A-

measured, ready

MONROE

It is

-] hili'f' ft'Jilril In inil Hue of-

all

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!

oil ft

Monument

BitlDGEPOiiT. CONN.

Dwight

pills

I

AUCTION.

STONE.

MANUFACTURED BY

cali, a xu see riiear.

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
sutler from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little
valuable in po many ways that they will not nc willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

to

reported),

F

counters,

large stock and

Immense Reduction in Price!

an

BRONZE!

riot. It hi is /not a hunt
striti/i/le for the f,ist href re 1/1 nrs to onreome the jire/infiees of s/niif of 4 Xetr
fill 'jf Ho t. Lot it fois si/reei if, if.
'/'hi re is
sen reef,/ o
t/onii/if in. its hromf ilonntin
t>ni ir/iot ill some of its Cemeteries ‘foil
O'iff full! n re firesen! of in of 117////;
/» It <) X Z K either ill
r

upon our

our

from

is the jirst town in WALDO COUNTY in
fool- tt/ion the heoutits of White /ironif.
Then ft ore. trifled o SOLDI UK'S MO\l
MUN I' that is on honor to the town ond o
credit to the reft runs oho has roused it to ft
placed there.

Straw Hats.

Srb.

the I lost on Tow boat < o., and is to be converted
into a eoal barge. The S. B. M., was built at
Damariseothi, Me., in IsT.'J and registers
tons.
Tin* seliooner Kannie Hall, Captain Taplev, of
( astine, homeward bound, light, struck on
Bang
way ledge, Mussel Bulge channel, Monday, knocking oil' her forefoot and punching a hole in her.
she now lies al Owl's Head, half full of water.
Calcutta, June IS. ship Tillie K. Starhuck from
New York (before
while proceeding up
on June 7, grounded on
upper Bungafalla Buoy,
she lost both her anchors and all her chain at the
Sandheads through tin* chain stopper giving way,
which caused the chain to run out to the end and
break. As there was a strong tide running at the
time, extra strain was put on the other cable,
w hich also ran out and broke, tearing up the deck.
The Lighthouse Board gives notice that on or
about August 1st, JKS7, a fog bell struck by machinery will be established in the bell tower recently
erected at Lgg Hock Light Station, Frencliman’*s
Bav, Maine. During thick and foggy weather this
bcli will be sounded, giving two blows in quick
succession, at intervals of twenty seconds; also
that on or about the same date a fog bell, struck by
machinery, will be established in the toll tower recently creeled at Bear Island Light Station, Maine.
During thick and foggy weather this bell will be
sounded, giving one blow at intervals of lifteen
seconds.

onfj ofhi

MONUMENTAL BRONZE COMPANY.

Soft Hats,

HEAD

or

Cecil

11

throui/hout the fnifeif Stifles tinn front

matter how inurh

no

iinf

WHITE

ANY

Stiff Hats,

this annoying complaint, while they also correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
1 regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

Fire, Smoke

Velvets, Muslins! Cambrics!

MEN, BOYS & CHILDREN. [NOTWITHSTflNDINGlTHttlMWENSEXRUSH]

an

--MOT

Manager.

<tnji tmunh/r of

is rt

h<

Little lozenges to earry in your vest
poeket, always at liaml, always euro, am! eost you
only .h> rents a box (trial boxes for 2'» rents).”
hoolittlo »V Smith, ‘24 ami ‘it* Tremont St., ISoston,
will semi them by mail anywhere in the l nite«l
States on reeeipt of prire.
D. K.'S make you O* K.

SICK

misit.i.i.a.w.

Maynard Sumner (of Bockluiid. Me.), Dyer,
from
Lli/.al.elbport for Boston with eoal, ran
ashore on Hedge Kerne shoal. Vineyard Sound,
«»n
Kri.l tv night,
she remained tigiit Saturday
and was hauled oil' and proceeded to Boston *2ltii.
"hip Sumner B. Mead v.»f Boston) has been sold

jg

|

Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers,

always

Headache,yet Carter sl.ittlc* Liver Pillsarc equally
valuable iu Constipation, curing and preventing

|

F. Cr. LYFORD,

Soldiers’ Monuments At

PRACTICALLY

A MISUNDERSTANDING

-—

CURE

|

St., Belfast. K-

Then

BETTER AND

■—-

—

Coeds, Silks, Satins,

In fact Remnants from every department of

Due dollar invested m I>r. It.
Flower’s Sanative will do more toward restoring exhausted vitality than a month at

STYLISH" HATS

Kick Headache end relieve all the trouble* incident to n bilious slate of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
I’m in in the Sule, «fcc. While their inoat remarkable success has beer, shown in curing

Helena, dene 21. Bussed ship Llcwi llvn d.
Mor.se, \ ea/.ie, ( aleulta for New York.
linen..- Ayres. Arrived about dime IVtli, selir.
Nahum Chapin, A rev, Boston, (and sailed for Bo- I
ario.
in purl. June Idii, bark Augustine Kobl.e, !

Block,

Church

placed them

JVER

st.

Clothing House Dress

ay ford

Belfast.

■

-We have weeded out all the Short Lengths of

trade call at the-

A Word to You.

PljJ-S,

York.

The most-

Price, Square Dealing,

Waldo

i:(Mir IIAIJUAINS arc too numerous to mention. < ;a 11 and examine for yourself.
*»nri-l

70

li be

SUITS!

Boys’ Clothing!

good

a

large lot of

Adjustable Window Screens,
Upholstery & Drapery
Latest

For

-ever seen.

closing out at one-half first cost. !

we are

ITTkE

|

immense.

Attractive Stock of

Silk Cords and Tassels!

Fringes,
whieh

are

IMUCIS.

Nolen.

Welcome, the Sea Breeze!
Bar Harbor

IMKK'BN

In port bark Mignnn, Free
Mat:m/a-, .lulv
man. waiting: 2: l, nrri\c<i bark .1. W.
Dresser, l*arker, Biiilu'lelpliin.
Barbadoc-, .111!\
Sailed brig <ban, Bieree. New

simply

DRESS

[one else! |

CARTER’S

..

a

t;

>«

!

It IMS.

ha.- left for «.olden

I
1

.•

1

|

■

dill I S| Atjsfoltl

•'

MEN’S

UNDERSOLD.-

BE

POWDER

y.

New
>rU. July 1-'. Arrived sehr. Anui• I.. Me
Keen. Mahone; Banp.r: lhth, arrived -ehr. Annie
K. Lewis, I.* vvi-, Ban-or: A.
Iluyford. Warren,
Kuekland; cleared -ehr. Charlie Bucki, Patterson,
Jaek-onvilie Hattie Med. Buck, Putnam. Bucks
ilie.
I’"*.dulv in
( i ••.red Ini-r L.
Mr-. Tlmmas Nicker-on o| Newt -n, Mass. 1 vi.-ii
Staph-.-, Slow
er-, A le\un<'. "t, N.i.; II. C. Sihlev, iliehhoru, \sing friend- here.Mrs. Ktta Kitrguson of Salem j pinwall .l.oih -ailed JJd ; -JJd, arrived .-rhr. deo.
is spending a few weeks with her sister Mr.-. I. \
Her^ii-.n. Ferguson, K’ondout; -Join, arrived
li. Melia .M. Kenyon, Williams, Port
Johnson;
Tow 1.Mi-.- Nellie Allcnwood of Yinalhaven ;
Mark dray. I.’andall, Albany.
is visiting her -:-ter Mi-- l-.va Allcnwood ...Mr.
Ban-or. July JJ.
Arrived’ -eh. susan N. Picker
S. A. Collin was in Maegor la -t wick, tin* gue.-t of iojj. Ila-kell. Perth Amboy; JuIv JJ, arrived -eh.
Iriekawanna. Closson, Nevv York': F. < Pendleton,
Mr. .lames Mai klitV
Fieteher, Baltimore.
Passed Hell date, July •J.*’.. sell. Maine. Shaw.
( \mi»i;n.
I.. M. II. -ay-in ti..• ii».iI .b.iir
M:-I bridge, N. J. lor Bid last.
Pen-.i da. July |.;. Cleared >«*h. sallir P<»n.
nal “While in I’r«• idcncc J renewed tin* acquaint
W e.-t, eoastwise.
Freeman. to whom 1 am
ancc of llmi. Fdwnrd I
Portsmouth, July •„»:». \rrtved hrijj; Katahdin,
indebted for varioii- courtesies.
Ha v e>, smith Amboy.
\utoug the -‘its
Philadelphia, Jul> In. Arrived sehr. Prescott
of Maine* who have achieved distinction beyond
Hazoliinc, Kneeland, Bangor; JtiJh, arrived sehr.
the bonier.- of their native Man* Mr. Freeman is
Mary I.. I vters, W illiams, st. John. N. JS.; Jl-t,
entitled to a foremast place. II was a son of tin* arrived
Lizzie Carr, Brown. Frankfort.
Norlolk. July 17. Cleared hark Clara F. Mi di!
late liev. F.dward Freeman, of Camden, and his
very, for Martinique.
boyhood day.- were passed in tiiat picturesque
Baltimore. July i-.
Arrived sehr. Helen d.
Mo-elev. Hart, Boston : Jd:!i, arrived -ehr. Warren
When a young man lie h It Maine and went
tow n.
\dam-. Coleord, Baltinmre.
to |;||4Hle Islaml, where lie learned the printing
charle-io. .July JO. Arrived -ehr. John C. Smith,
tra«le. Fstaldishing a printing olli<*e in ( cutral
In--, Bangor.
Darien, da.. July JO. Cleared sehr. Welaka,CotFalis, that State, In* soon built up a piw.-perous
trell, Philadelphia JJd, arrived Mever A Muller,
business. Later lie c-tabli-hcd a successful news,
Perkin-, New York.
Fernandina, July Jo. Cleared selir. Win. K.
paper, tin- Weekly Visitor, now pubiisheil by one
Drury, sweetland, Baltimore; Jl.-t, arrived Austin
of his soils.
Another son i- also a .-.-ordated with
D. Kniirln. Drinkwater. Frankfort.
Mr. Freeman in the management of a large staSan Franeiseo, Julv Jl. < Seared ship Iroquois,
New York.
tionery store in Providence. For many years Mr. NiekeD,
(ieov-etown. S. (
July Ju. Arriv ed sehr. James
Freeman has been a prominent figure in lihode
Ponder, Kohinson, Philadelphia.
Islaml pidities and for -ixUen term- has been a
Portland, July in. Cleared hark Fred W Cat ion,
Keed, Ko-ario.
member of the >tate Fcgi.-latmc. .-cr\ing in both
Vineyard Haven, July In. Arrived selir. I). D.
branches of tin* <«cnrral \sscnildy ami al-o being
Ha-ki !l, Ila-kell, Philadi tpliia for Bo-ton and
-ailed
Jot In.
of
Mr.
flu*
lloti.-e
id'
speaker
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stopping at Troy ( ornor for -nine tiin p.i -?
H. (Mady »f Itelfa-t has rented the <II. Mieh
moved
hlaek-uiith shop and
his tamily into A. I*.
Hump- hoii-e—There are nine hiaek-suith .-Imp.(great and small in town... v.. H. liieh am!
family are at Temple Heights where they will remain through the camping -eason-Ti.e nun ii
needed rain reaehed here Saturday and continued j
until Sunday noon. There was <|iiite a large lot
j
of hay out which must he somew hat damage-1
j

how CHEAP

see

are the LEADING Clothiers in the State.
Our Clothing is
manufactured under our own supervision. Every Garment
-must be as represented or money refunded.-

in

■

1

and

a-

STYLISH, WELL MADE SUIT!

.-

-i

buy

AT

We

Indispnnsfddn

■
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come to us

can

SALE

Low.

!

eonnee

things

Ornami'iihil and

dollar,

one

-you

Stock of New Goofis !

im'i.i ium; all

Uwjut,

■

j

Fitting Clothing Selling Very

--

...

.,

But New, Fresh, Custom Made, Perfect

R H flOQMBS&p

1

1

HO DAMAGED. HO SHOPWORN GOODS!

-FURNITURE-

■

—

REMNANT

BUYING YOUR—

and get a good
seat, examine our goods, get

early

prices, and if you think it
for your interest, buy of us,
our

and not otherwise.

HOWES tfi GO.

SALESMEN WANTED
To soli
new

NURSERY STOCK.

and valuable

Full lino of

specialties, steady employment

at fixed salaries and expenses

or

commission.

Ad-

dress, giving age and references,
**

MAY BROTHERS,

Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.

SKIN

Pussy.

SCALP

s

nil.

Cleansed,

Purified and Beautified by the
Cuticura Remedies.
or cleansing the ."kin and Scalp of Disfiguring
Humors, for allay ing Itching, burning and Inflammation, for curing the first symptoms of Fczcrna,
P-oria-i-. Milk ( rust, Scaly Head, Scrofula, and
other inherited skin and blood Disease*, Ct TI<i l;\. the great "kin ( ure, and Cl Tien: \ So\p,
an
and
e\«|ui*ite skin Deantilier, externally
Ci'riel it v bi;« »i.v 1nt, the new blood Purifier,
internally, are infallible.

|

Summer) Shoes fl

must of iiorsKiioi.n ri:ts—many kinds
4 »F CATS.

The most dignified of animals, the eat, Is also
one of the most sensitive.
It is capable of
!
passing through life in the house a shy, silent

A

1
! shadow,
requiring no sympathy, showing no
j
J emotions, becoming attached to no one; but in
;
the sunshine of love and kindness it expands i
j
into a totally different being, a warm friend
|
and a most intelligent companion, even, as
science assures ns, having more brains than a
As an individual it is an interesting
dog.
study, no race of animals showing more pro-

large assortment

of
kinds
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make il the object of
of it.
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rcm.-die- .-..neorted l>\ ipm-iant pretenders to
medii’al know lei lpo ha\ e v oak. ;.« ! the confidence
tin preat majorr «*f sufferers in ::i! advertised
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Tin
im
n -l^iiod
a
life of
*v them elve- w :t!i d.uiht.'sen rather than
t 'il palliatives.
Hat t hi
will m verdo.
atarrh must l.e met al
e\ej
ith al! our mipht. In
-tape and e..nihatted
easetlxdisease
haa--anied 'Tanpcrons
many
me- and
niptoui.-. '! .it
rtilape ot the hum
the orpans i•] hearinp. of -ee.,
and of tastiup so
'll useie--. the uvula SI>
affected a- t
clonp-ated.
tlx throat -o inltaiued ami irritated a- t" prodace
a constant and
di>tre-Miip e uph.
> \M iltn's
\ i. (
ia meets e\crv phase of
» atarrh, from a simple head roid to the nx .-t loath-ome and destructive stapes.
It is local and e *n-Jitutional
In-taut in tvlievinp. penminent in
einjnp, safe, eeonoinieal and mm r lailinp.
Km h packape
intain- oni ho;tie .*| tIt** Hvi.i
1 vi. ( t It I-., one 1.1.\ (\i \ i: itli a ! -■ *!.. I in
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Imi uon 11. INil M.r.K. v. ith trenti-'
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can unis -sic
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says:
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cat
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use.
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The Mas-:iSt.:
\s<ayer, T>r.
A. \. Mayes, reniiies :
1 have made a
’■ Pills.
eareliil analy-is i>l A;
They
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he aei ive ] .,i• ip!• s <■!' wcllkn.cAii drays, -.-niated from inert matter. w hieh plan is, • h.-n n ally sp.eakinp,
"(-]'■ at inijx>rtanee to their usefulness.
Il :nsiir.-s :i■ i\ i t y, eeriainty, and uniformity of 4-f‘e. t. A\er'-. Pills contain
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irl lie- .f xeyeiahh' lvmedies ia
11n*
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Prepared

Sol11

In llliiek and Colors in curious
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use

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam.

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
Price 10c., 35 c., and 75 c.
].vi«

im»7

COCKLE’S

ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver. Pile,
cury ; contain*

Indigestion,

ete.
Free fiotn MerY.-g. table Iugredlriiia.

only Pure
Agent: i1. N. Cl* 1TTKNTON, New York,

breaking up:
are breaking up

the plowman
sowim? of seed.
as

The best for the

Complexion.
economical, it wears

The most

Hiiii^ors. KxttMision Tops.
and

a

variety of other kinds of busies. both
-open and top.-

may be

found amonir oursi-ek. Wo make a
( KI.KIJK \Ti.l» i; \\i,o|(s
season.
the \ KUN l»h>T \\ m k
men.
I >«■ the VKUY IJI-'S’I materia!, and .-ell
-at the VKItV LOWKST

Weemph.y

read\ for the market >m »NKIf TiI A
I \ V.!: Kl
!•'( )|J|We inton I to soli a 1.1 I'i I,!-. < III \ P! I{
than IN Kit 11 Id I *»I; I'. II you are in want <>| ;■
bUO|M 'arriaire and one that w ill s'f N N w ;th -a.
-iw-us a * al! w hether ym KYKK a \KN Kl; did
before.

West NearsnuHit, Mr.,

a

wafer.

llipite.

breaking up Hie idea that a mail who
works Willi liis hands lias need neither of cdueation nor of civilizing reiinements.
We are breaking up the idea that the accident
of sex puts one half id' the human race hevoud
the pale of constitutional rights.
We tire breaking up the practice of paying
woman one third the
wages paid men simple
because she is a woman.
We are breaking up the idea that man may
debauch an infant girl and shield himself from
penalty behind a law he himself has made.
We are breaking up ignorance, intemperance,
crime and oppression of whatever character
and wherever found.
\es, the Knights of Labor are breaking up,
and they will continue their appointed work of
breaking up until universal rights shall prevail,
and while they may not bring in the lflillcnnium,
they will do their part in the evolution of moral
forces that are working for the emancipation
of the race.
*' «-■ arc

Thursday.

Oil

afternoon, beginning

May -jo, iss7.

M

June

9,

!887.

(linger Bread, Pies, Cakes, Jumbles, Crackers, Pilot Bread,
and every thing usually k«*i .t in a tir-t rl:i-s Bakery.
All those in want of anything in my line will lin'd
it to their ad\ antage to give me a rail at Bakery on
< J'o.-s St. or from the Bread ( art. l’ut eards in*the
window where they ran he seen from the street.
Cards furnished bythe driver a> usual. The Cart
Mill visit Searsport every Tuesday and Saturday

for

Infants

Children.

and

‘CastAria i s so well adapted to children that
[ recommend it os superior to
any prescription
known to me.”
IL A. Archer, M.

j

D.,
Ill So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cmstorla

cures

as

AILWAY CO.
las nearly a
|«i r

gestion.

Without injurious medication.

and in fart

lieliast, June

!■'•'-7.--.hnJJ

Tax CxNTAua Company, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

VOL WILL MM) AT MY

44 Main St. 44
THE

Xon-liesitlent Taxes in the town of ISarnhain, in the County of ITafito,
for the year JSSti.
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the Town of Burnham.
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AND-

The undersigned have
where they engaged a

EXTERNAL!®.

and

Cures

tery, Chronic Diarrboea. Kidney
Troubles, and
Spinal Diseases.
We will send free.
postpaid, to all
who sand their
names, an Illus-

ever

after

thank

Pamphlet

their

lucky

stars.

trated

containing information of very
groat value.
Ev-

|

Apply

erybody should
this book
those who
send for it will
and

POZZONTShS

W. T.

ALOGUE.

Imparts a Brilliant Transparency to the Skin. Removes
Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations. For Sale by
all First-Class Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers.

tend
will

Second Call.

611121

a

..

cheap. Apply

to
J. L. SLKKl'KR,
At R. H. Coombs & Son's,

ltclfast, June 1, 1887.—22tf
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there in

anything
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find elneu’hcrc call

cannot
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BOWES A GO.

in order to exlist of names, we

Notice to Musical Feome.

repairerand tuner of ORGANS
11HKandsubscriber,
PIANOS, of Portland, is in ISelfast for
a

a

period. Any
wishing their Pianos or Organs
tuned can leave orders at the store of Ola renck
O. Poor. AH work warranted ami done at reasonable rates.
CHARLES P. GRAVES.
one

Relfast, July 20,1887.—2w2!>*
M.V FRENCH Regulation
A
I
never rail. Try them.
I A 01IFAI
|| | E K f
lilllllllVl Relievo pain, insure regularity;
ante and effectual! far aupcrlor to Tnnay,
Oxide*
or
I\»okag« ». nt securely maiM on
Prnnynnrol

rnilE subscriber hereby gives notice to all holders
1 of Brooks town orders that are now due to
present the same to him for payment at once, as
we shall pay no interest on
outstanding orders
after this date.
V. W. BltOWX, .lie.,
Treasurer of Brooks.

Brooks, July 21,1887.—5w2!»
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
July, A. D. 1887.
M.

HEAL, widow of JAMES
MARCARET
HEAL, late of Troy, in said County of Wal-

do, deceased, having presented a petition for an
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.

^poi.J

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bedfast, on the second Tuesday of July, 1887.
W. R. THOMAS, Administrator on the estate of
ELBR1DCE KNICHT, late of Searsmont, In said
County, deceased, having presented his lirst account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO

ance.

That notice thereof be given, three
in the Republican Journal,
said County, that all persons
Belfast,
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held in Belfast, on the second Tuesdav of August
next, and sho>v cause, if anv they haVe, why the
said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.
weeks

printed

successively,
at
in

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that she has been dulv appointed

THEconcerned,

and taken upon herself the trust of
trix of the estate of

Administra-

ORCHARD C. CREELY, late of Palermo,
In the
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
it* the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
ELIZA A. CREELY.
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street, formerly occupied by i»r
Stepenson. Ollice hours, 1 to I and 7 to :i P. M.,
and other hours in the day when not otherwise pro
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Farms in Minnesota and Dakota iii amounts of
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For

Spavin*, Splint*. <iirb-. Klnubonrs. and
nil Innaturul Knlanjcmel*.

Send '.’-ia
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CAPTIVATING !
I SLFI I. !
F.loquent
Discussion*. mid Diiilonmlie I’npers on ii.<•Great Public Questions of the Past mol Present,
,,y
J AMES U. III. VISE.
Einbradnghis masterly arguments «>n the ital Issues
In the Anti-Slavery Struggle, the All Inijforttint
iAlbor Question, Prohibition, Irish Home Rule, rte.,
etc. ST’A Fortune for Book Canvassers! Applications for Territory Comino in with v ltrsii 1
THE HENKY BILL PUBLISHING CO., Norwich, Ct.
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hay-fever

LEAD PIPE a=d SHfcfci LEAD.
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lull* warranted,
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Trriu..,

purchased the hacking business »f 11
Bieknell I shall give my personal attention to
hacking only. Thanking you for the past lavors I
hope to merit a liberal share of your patronage in
the future, ito Calls left at City Drug Store ami
Revere House promptly attended to.
WILLIAM McCABK.

Belfast, .lime 2, JKS7.—22tf
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ENGLISH.”

“A BOOK FOR THE PEOPLE.”
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MAINE.
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s..t.
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stre-t.

The Original and Only Gennine.
Safe and always Reliable. Ib-wan* «»f worthies* Imitations.
Auk your OruKginl for
Indispensable to LADIES.
“4'hlehe*ter’* English" anl take no o-hor, « inclose 4c.
l-;t,-r by return mull.
;jtamps) to us for part.. i-I-irs
*
Mrh
cater
PAPER.
NAME
4'hcmlcitl 4’u.,
RlTl II Jlu<IUn ‘Mjtiurc. I’hklutlu., Pa.
Aold by Druggist* every where. Ask for “f'hlciie*
tcr’a r.iifliii[in Pennyroyul 1*111*. 'lake no other.
(Jew. C. Goodwill Si
Boston, Wholesale Agts.
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^ENNYWAL
FILLS
“CHICHESTER’S

BELFAST.
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interest

per cent. Fifteen years' experience.
Send to Host on ojtiee for Pamphlet ami n f>
In-fore von invest elsewhere.
(■KOBHK WALLACE, Agent, H* M. k
Kooiu 4< >, ltuston.
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They will l»ye everythin"-. '1'ney are snldcverv
Price IHr. a package ‘in «-..|..rwhere.
I'hi v
have no equal I'm >tn ngtii. Iii gl.tms«. \motmt iii
Packages or tor fastness of ..lor. or N a. lading
Qualities. Thev do not crook or -unit. I .a -ale bv
II. II. MHOHY, Druggist.
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Farm for Sale.

•;

Ordered, That the said Margaret give notice to
.all persons interested by causinga copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv
the prayer of said petition should not*be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.

CHICAGO. ROCK ISLAND &, PACIFIC RAILWAY
j

•'

Ordered,

free.

TIIK

our

put into a box a card
bearing the name of each boy
or girl who sends for a catalogue for 1887 before
Sept. 1st, and on that date will draw out the name
of one person to whom we will
present a 135
Scholarship Certificate FKKK. Conditions—Applicants must be residents of Maine, between 15 and
25 years old, and must not have already received
the catalogue.
Juvip
THE DIRIGO BUSINESS COLLEGE,
ACIilATA. MAIM'.

^NPOWDER.
dttlon and will lie sold

of

AM) MAHBLK SHELVES !
always on hand at very low prices, in
Langworthy Building (nearly opposite Ellis &
Finn’s store) Church
St., Belfast.
Any one in want of cemetery work will do well
to give me a call, as J keep the best marble and do
as good work as ean be found in this state.
3m25

all

great bargain,
Second Hand Top Huggy. It is in good con

111 All LOTTE CHASE and MARY A. TREAT
J having presented a petition that TIMOTHY c.
PENDLETON, of Searsport, may be appointed
Administrator of tin* estate of "BENJAMIN c.
PENDLETON, late of Searsport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased.
Ordered, That the said Chase and Treat give
notice to all persons Interested by causinga
copy of
this order to be published three weeks successivein the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld
at Belfast, within and for said Count v, on the seeond Tuesday of August next, at ten*of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any thev have,
why the prayer of said petition should*not be
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Field, Register.

Healer,

Monuments,Tablets, Gravestones

COMPLEXION

a

on

Howard,

manlfach unit

MEDICATED

iirnrrforth I shall claim none of his earn
p;(\ any debts of his contracting afterthis
K. A. Ill Wl».
Winterport, July G, 1SS7.—3\v2s

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
July, A. D. 1887.

Has opened parlors at the residence of
M dliam //. Hayward, Ex*/., Thorndike, M>
Successfully treats all diseases by Mental Science.
Terms moderate. Consultation free. Instructions
given for successful healing.
f>w2S*
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located and g.I
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hail
house :;r.\ jr,, ell J.»\ 17. -tal*1«• I.• v
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II rooms thoroughly
with
tini-lu
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•
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stahle in thorough repair. ..1 .-.nlar an
ami sullieient iaml t>n gar* i» 11 purpo-i
\ j• j• 1
to
L. Merrill at the
l a
..**
l;••
i.Im ». I
Ml I; 1; 11 !
premises.
>i arsport, .1 urn-1»7.
.mb

hereby give notice that I give my son Kin, AW
W. Ill Wl),aged lb year;, his time until he is

I'.S R. PARK having presented a petition that
TIMOTHY C. PENDLETON, of Searsport,
niav be appointed Administrator of the e.-tate of
MARY A. PENDLETON, late of Searsport, in
said County of Waldo, deceased.
Ordered, That the said James R. give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast,'within and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the praver of said petition should not lie granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:— B. I*. Field, Register.

A- JONES 4 CO.

Mrs.

Coasting.

to

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, oil the seeond TtC'sd.'n of
July, A. D. 1887.

just returned from llodon,

:{w2!>
Attest:—L. II. Ml l{< II,
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Bakery!

Metaphysician

EVER KNOWN.

subscriber offers for sale, at

■>f

Claims, before Saturday evening at <; o’clock preceding the first Monday of each month, and that
the City Clerk advertise in the city papers to this

FAMILY REMEDY

lit) la»ans

>n

date.

FiltST-CLASS HAKEli,
next week will tit up their new
bakery.
ilAKI'Jl^ CA1LT

effect.

i ik i r

■;

'IM

a

j

vi
...

Tontine Policies.
llmnjht

ings

was

MOST WONDERFUL

Secoii Hanfl Top Baeo for Sale.

I

passed:
Ordered, That all persons having bills against
the City of lb'1 fast are hereby notified to bring in

THE

\

—-

I m2!)

such bills to the chairman of the Committee

it
ii

III

Endowment, Life

Freedom Notice.
I

a

who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the
money shall
bo refunded if not
abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.; G bottles. $2.00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. P. C. Box 2118. Boston, Afass.
All

1
v

hi.

Rapid Transportation

Me.

LIIV liiMirumo Aurnl,
•lime Hi, l>r>7. Jltf

.!0II>' S. BAMKTT,
l. N. Shipping Commissioner, Uockland, Me.
J nly 20, 18SG.— 30t f

I^,.»„nes,
City of Belfast.
meeting of the City Council of said city,
AT held .Inly 5, ISK7, the following order

have

ILL. ('llA^K
<<>., Nurserymen,
23 I'BMItKItTUN Sot akk,I»« »st«

For

A
will lie put upon the street
and will call at every house.
FANCY ltAKFKY
will be made a special! v.
new

Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism, 31eeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

iff>r
'atui-i;,'

/ Your. Hatter, Cft< esc, i-hj/js, ?!c<nts,
HAY, POTATOES, FISH, li.WIE, POn.TKV, Ac.
9 John and 5 Barrett Streets, Bostru
!iritr<l.
(Jorrcspnmlenee ami »am- ionium;
Boston, Atiir. Ci, |s.s<;. |

PROBATE NOTICES.

New

FOE INTERNAL

FRYE

<;KO.

SEAMEN WANTED!

[

CHER, Treasurer of

at

>

ATLAS ENGINE

A. W. FLE1

MEN

term-.

•IVY2?-

Belfast.

-s

Cutting.

TRAVEL ON A SALARY!

TO

Write for

/

|

Established 1878.

WANTED

j

|

F.

J.

ItXP'.Y, Custom Tailor,
Store, High St., Belfast.

LIVE

'ia

a1 ,.<n
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|"IU
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jf,t -hin,

All people o!' Df/.-pr/it i<‘ wav
>houM Irani t<» IrnirtlH'ii out tin ir
\\ lieu /inlii/t n/itni ltiaki
a rail.
Or ( niinti/mtinii, wore than al
.Make- liic a lumlrn, hrar inn
In T A lilt AST'S SKLTXKK
H!

Over Johnson's

■

t.

Co.,

Tuilor*madc Jackets from Fancy Nullings, ol'
which I have a line assortment.
»* Buttons Malle rruin dippings of llress hoods
nr Suillngs.-Par
:Snr2n

p
Drown, David. .Kast part of No.K— 2
.70
$100.00 $2.27
& Co. or unknown..Lassell lot, so called.
Connor, .1.
loo
22.7.00
."mm;
Dixon, Hunter and Prescott, or
unknown.North half of Nelson Hunter lot.
."oo.ou
loo
0.7.7
Drew, Kri.One-half of No. 2, Plymouth th»re.
127.no
2.si
7
.7o.no
12 Find immediate relief in ease of a BIKN, FIT,
Farrington, II. .1., or his heirs ...West part of Jesse Farrington lot.
loo
loo.oo
j.2.7
•Ia<juitli, Charles.Last half of Sam Haines' lot, so ailed.
RIUISK, RITE, STINti or SPRUN, use KEYuin
ioo.oo
Kaney, Win. Iv., or unknown. ...Part of No. I, Plymouth Core.
North part of No*. 10.
70
STONE PAIN Fl<RE.
.Northwest of I. Cooper’s.
r*o.oo
|i>)
:;. ;7
Geo. II.
2uo
looo.oo
Kamli, William, or unknown.North Sellers lot 1—2.
Dead lli^ht, so-called.
loo
c.oo.oo 27.00
LOWELL, MASS.
Lamb A Fletcher.Part of 17 mile lot in II—2.
272 2ooo.0o 22..70
I-owe, Frank.The Island lot, so-called.
loo
ooo.oo
|:;..*,o Bottles 25 and 50 rents.
lyrls
is
Marden, Alvah, or unknown.Kast end of Kassel 1 lot, so-called.
!27.no
2 s|
i'«*u s u.i. i;\
,.'i.oii
i.*;•»
Myrick, David,or unknown.Meadow lot, so-called; part of K. Collin lot.
1.7
Milliken, Klias.Kast end of .1. D. Wood’s lot, east of road.
2.7ami ]
A.
I. HOW ICS a- CO.,
.South end of lot on I-2.
.7.7
1.72.001
.obrine Tract No.|:*,:>
|.7(M)o)
.No. a. Obrine Tract.
os
os oo j
.No. 10 Obrine Tract.
-.7
s.7.oo ) nil
Milliken, Charles A.West end of Twitchell lot.
|.7o
|.7n.oo >
“.West, end of K. Dodir«* lot.
luo.oo f
ton
PORTABLE 10 to 10 II. P.
“.Part of Herald lot.
;>o
:;u no)
c.20
STATIONARY FROM 10 to 200 II. I\,
Millet!, John, or unknown.South part of Thomas Lancaster farm west
of the road.
II
27.no
..70 With Tiimnn.iN.; (*ovi-:i:miu <*k At immir
Milliken .V Holmes.West half of H—2.
loo
oo.no
|
with ISai.anckd m.in; N aomi.
Dhoades, Otis, or unknow n.Meadow lot ; part of K. < oilin farm.
:»o.imi
.07
I1..
OVER 5.000 IN USE,
Winn A: Wentworth,or unknown..One-half of South Settlers lot in I 2.
loo
.ioo.oo
A. A. Perry lot, so-called.
.70
All parts interchangeable.
ioo.oo
One lot in I—2.
loo
Ooo.oo) 1.77.7 Sold for less money than
any other Steam Kiifclne
Webb, D. A: K..Meadow'lot, or Obrine tract.
in
7.7.00
la'.o
of Equal Value.
Winn A Went worth,or unknow n.. Part of Nelson Hunter lot, so-called.
.70
77.oo
|.«;«»
ami
Hoisting
Lupines
Boilers
of every tlcserip
< olby, Mrs. Kllen, or unknown..North
1.7
lo.oo
.;mi
part of Timothy lleynolds’ farm.
lion. >teel ami Iron Wire Rope.
Cxilkey, Danvill.Formerly owned by Winn A Jewell, .‘-outh
of Kear-ned Crossing.
loo
I2.7.CHI
.1 II. 1101 FUTON, 150 Friend St.,
2>l

•..

i-opi >|.
It.-!,

K
Timm-like.

Particular attention
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Ladies’ Garment

..

\ twill

E. M. BARNEY’S, General Commission Merchants

Belfast.
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DAGGETT,

Oryann mnf
SANDY POINT.
/‘union,

FOB AS LITTIK MOXF.V AT

T. UK AD,

2. 1887,
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Machine! Suit of Clothes!
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YOU CAN GET AS GOOD A

That will jrriii'l the jniariis of your mowing ma
chine without removing them from the cutter bar,
ami make them ,as ">»o.t as new. It will pay you
to have your .JuanIs .urmiii'l, amt thus save time
ami expense in bu> inn- new ones. Also IU DIM S
<>IL for mowing machines ami other agricultural
20
implements.

'Will 1<

'int'T

N"i'Cli|*"i

daily.

l y i.*i3

IMMONS,

Sewing

think the

will shoir yon thud

1887.
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f. ( .!ir,IPi«-ki,i I
C.i.tnii.
1«M k ia \t..
opt ':md.»\ at akui.i _•
from I’.ai
tipwii arrival of |i\a,ii<
I or ''4-ai sport. I;!
I’.'i: :. Id.- 1, -p. >. \\ i, t.
o\-a
port, llaiopdon ;• i.. I I*.a n-.-r. dai I
M, (,m; v
at :d...ii; '.loVi-n 1.
vi ,..i upon aniv.-d
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|;.,H.
land.

read
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Service,

Comrr.encir.Q Saturday, July

mailed In-.
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1

M. H. Martin.

Tr.-a:!-;

driibki-'t-

Bangor

Slnamship

<

PATENT

Grinding

K following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident, owners in the town of Ditrnhnm, for the year
lssr>, in hills committed to W. I,. sJI.\ W, t olleetor of said town, on the .’.1st day of May,
has
been returned by him to me, as remaining unpaid on the ."1st day of May, ls<7, hy hisceititieate of that
• late, and
imw remain unpaid: and notire is hereby «ri\en that if the said taxes, and interest and
• liaises are not
paid in the treasury of tie* said town, \\ itliiu eighteen months from the date of the non
niitment of the said hills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be siillicicnt to pav the amount due
then lor. ineludiny interest and charges, will without further notiee bo -old at public auction at the
town hall in said tow n, on the lirsi day of December, h>i. at one o'clock in the afternoon.

rpil
1

Accidents
and how to deal with them, and other valuable
medical information, will he found in Dr. Kauf
niann’s great Medical Work; elegant colored plates
Send three 2 cent stamps to pay postage to A. B.
Ordway & Co., Boston, Mass., and receive a copy

To all who nro suffering from tho errors and
Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
decay, loss of manhood, &c.t I will send a roelpo
that will cure you, FREE OF O&ABGE. This
great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send n self-addressed envolopo to tho
Bev. Joseph T. Inman, MmUom
V, Ntm Ywrk CV%.
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The counter irritant is the woman who sails into
a dry goods store without
thinking of buying, and
wants to see all the new goods, just a!»out the time
her favorite clerk wants to go to luneli.
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Boston and
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“You girls want the earth,” said a State street
father, when one of his daughters asked him for
fora new jacket. ‘‘No, papa,” said the ingenious
new

the
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Sarsaparilla
Imparts new vigor
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1 take this method, which seems the only avail
abb* one, to ex)ire.-s my thank- for patronage shown
me in the past, and hope for a continuance in the
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STOCK

afternoons.

Colic, Constipation,

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Ei uoUviu;:*,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

:an•.•

irnwur lands

Carpeting!
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yard, l'.t yards, 1 yards, and 1
25c„ 33c. anti 38c. square yard.
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The only brand of Laundry Snap
awarded a in t class medal at the
<luar:mKew Orleans Exposition.
tccd absoluP ly pure, and for trcncnd
is
the
household purposes
very be.->t
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PAPERS!-
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follows

-WE sELL AS COOD
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NKXT THIRTY DAYS

Cloth

in widths of 1
yards. l*ri<-»*

Also

Thu Treasury Department has given the Canadian Pacific lload the privilege of shipping
goods through the I'liited States in bond, thereby handicapping the American transcontinental lines, which are subject to the restrictions of
the interstate commerce law.

earth—only

Also

With Hut White Bread every

The statements of intelligent passengers show
that the sensational accounts of misconduct of
the crew of the steamship Merrimack at the
time of her stranding and of their robbery of
baggage are untrue. Captain Crowell and'his
officers are highly praised fur their promptness
and efficiency.
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Do not suffer from Sick Headache a moment
It is not necessary. Carter’s Little Liver
Bills will cure you. Dose, one little pill. All drug
gists sell them.

asssssssssss"8

thinness of

Skin.”

\

longer.

BLEACHING BLUING

to

for the

-AND

breaks

We are breaking up the idea that a few men
may hold millions of acres of untitled land while
other men starve for an aere.
We are breaking up the practice of
puttin'?
I he labor of criminals into
•‘oinpeliiinn with
honest labor and star\ im? if to death.
W e are breaking? up the practice of
importing?
the ignorances bred of monarchies and dynamite-. in order to depreciate intelligent skilled
labor at home.
We are breaking up the praetiee of
employing little children in the factories, thus brecdiin? a race that is deformed, iiruorant and oro-

popular

—

Cooper

pairs from *4.50 lo *3.40. 4 Pairs 4.50 lo 3.1 7.
I pair 4.50 lo 3.00. 2 pairs 4.50 lo 2.25.
4
pairs 4.25 lo 3.III. 3 pairs 4.00 lo 2.1)0.
3 pairs 4.00 lo 2.75. 11 pairs 4.00 to
lo 2.115. I pair 4.00 lo 2.50. 2
pairs 3.50 to 2.00. I pair 3.50
lo 2.50. 4 pairs 3.00 to 2.50.
2 pairs 3.00 lo 2.25. 2 pairs 3.00 lo 2.00.
3
pairs 3.00 lo 1.00. 4 pairs 2.50 to 2.00. 10
pairs 2.50 to 1.75. 3 pairs 2.50 lo 1.50. II
pairs 2.IMM0 1.50. 3 pairs 2.00 lo 1.25.
40 pairs 1.25 lo 1.00. s pairs 1.25
to 75c. 3 pairs 1.25 to115c. 10
pairs 1.00 to 75r. 3 pairs

HOT WAVE COMING!

The Boston Globe finds that tincture of rhubarb
adulterated with seven different adulterations,
and it fully believes in the right of every American young’nil to kick against being dosed*.

WSTfeaffiSa!?

“A balm

II*

\\ eare break ini? up the idea that money makes
the man and not moral worth.
We are breakin<? up the idea that
mii?lil
makes ri?ht.
We are breaking? up the idea that legislation
N alone for the rr-h.
We are break ini? up the idea that the (/ongla ss ot the I nited States must be run by millionaires lorthe benefit of millionaires.

A peculiarity of Hood’s
while it purities the blood, it
every function of the body.

STARCH

of all the l.ATKST sTN KK> now in
use in N»-w Kurland.-

E.L. Bean's

i..

The magnitude of the petroleum business is
shown by the statement of the Oil City Derrick
that 53,000 well have been drilled in Pennsylvania and New York since the discovery of petroleum, at a cost of £200,000,000. These wells
have produced 310,000,000 barrels of oil. wiiieh
was sold at the wells for £500,000.000.
This represented a protit to the producers of £300,000000.
lymrm9
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up the soil for the
We are break ill!? up old traditions.
We are breakim? up hereditary rights and
planting everywhere the seed of universal
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Breaking Up.
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Severe

-continue

Prime Goods with Prices Low,

T. V. row.lt 1-1 \ lias print« d the follow| ini? in tin: .Journal of l nited Labor, in reference
[ to tin: assertion in a number of newspapers
that tin: orpin ization of tin Knights of Labor

/•'I/O M
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living prices.

styles.

ib< most attractive to tin* eye is the silver or
blue tabby, with a coat bluish or silver gray
with stripes of black. Lather small, graceful
am! quick in movement, it is one of the most
ph asing of tin* family.
The brown tabby, although one of the most
j common, i* yet distinguished for intelligence.
This is the animal most easily trained, of which
the best stories are told, and which most frequently figures as a “trick eat!* It is honest.
1 aitiifill and fond of children.
It is striped
brown and black, and should have no white.
Tin* treatment of this delightful pet is w orthy
a word, for no domestic animal is so systematically neglected as pussy. It would* hardly
seem necessary to say that an animal must be
regularly ted. yet many otherwise kind mistresses have a
notion : hat a oat can “pick up"
enough to cat, and thus actually train the poor
creature to i.i a thief, for the moment it “picks
up” anything that is wanted by others it is so
branded. !.• t no one accept that outrageous
faliaex that a cat must be kept hungry if she i'
needed to catch mice*. Like many old sayings,
tiii" i" exactly opposite the truth, for ii half
starved cat has not spirit to catch anything,
w hin a well fed one accepts that
duty as sport.
The eat should have* a good bed iu a comfortable ; lace, and never be turned out of doors
lor the night, unless, one wishes to develop a
thief and vagabond.
To make this pet altogether happy it should
have now and tlien a little catnip, and be treated occasionally to an acorn-sized scrap of butter: ::i-o when asparagus is served a l it should
always be ollen d to puss. A lit may be instantly relieved by tiler held to flie nose. Never,
never should a cat be left to shirk for itself
during the summer absence*of a family. It is
a common and most cruel outrage, and it' not
star\ed or lost, the cat Will be hopelessly corrupted by the vagrant life forced upon It*.

Pills,

T. (\
1 •:
Lowell, Mass.
by nil Dealers ii. Medicine.
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Portland•

Ladies & Gent's Low Shoes.

creature.
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WHITE

candid, unsolicited and

Jackson, Miss., April rd, 17.
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Oa.
Cli ntL nn n -1 have been an invalid
pensioner for
forty years, having contracted pulmonary and other
dt. eases in the Mexican War, but not till the 1st of
-larch, I-, i, dal I feel any symptoms of rheumatism.
On that day I was suddenly stricken with that disease in both hips and ankles. For
twenty days f
walked on crutches. Then tin-pain w.-.s less\iolenr,
] ’>t it shifted from
j« int to j. .int. For w« eks t we.iji I
no tota lly disabled.
i,
t*«.:;
-lie side of Ju v bod v or
ot.icr.
I he pain mot
it*it me a moment tor
<
.....
:..,t is
f,
yen ..earsand seven

hiring talked

to

creature.

some

nspicuous illustration
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The

the po; ul.
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Low Friers.

Extremely

KIDNEY PAINS

Once said that tlie secret of pood health
consisted in keeping the h ud cool, tho
feet warm, and the levels
Had
pen.
t his cmiin-wi j.1 in siinan i
a our day,
and kimwn ti.e nm ;s *.f Ayer's Pills
a> an aperi -at. lie would certainly liavo
re. oinnK'iidi d
s<• many of his
dist inpnishell ma-ee.-sm a: b«»in£.
The I'elel.rated ! >:
Paras.. orth, of
n.
r,
Norwich, <
Ayer’s

Shaking the

are

the moon arc
-up' I.ut the-

Ladies’ Garnet (Mori Ties, $1.00.
Kli House Slippers, .50

Next in favor is the Maltese, sometimes called the blue, and to be perfect it should be of a
rich, dark shade, free from hint or suspicion of
Amncr-colored eyes, and lips
any other line.
and soles of b'aek.are equally indispensable.
To these qualities the Maltese adds good temand brightness.
J perThe
most traetable’of it* race is said by some
IN ONK MINI TK, that weary, life!. -*.
people to be the black cat. It is certainly the
al! pone sensation .-\er piv-c;i with j best mouser.
j
liaMiig sight and hearing of re1 INL tlxi-e «>! Inllamed Kidney-. W< ak Hack
markable keemie-s.
To be perfect it should
\> iiinp IP
and H"ins.
and 'ides.
\
not show a white hair, tin* eyes should be h:tLterini' Pains, Weaklier-, an.’. Ivenation, is
z<
i
or
and
brown,
the
fur glossy.
relieved and -pccdilv eared h\ the (title lira A ill iA pure tortoise shell is not often seen.
It
I’aln Plaster, a new. oripiie i’. • lepant and infal
lihle antidote t• pain ai. ! mtlammation. At all I should be of distinct markings in black and
druppist.-. 2.V., live for sl.uu; or of Potter Jimp I deep orange yellow—or, in dealers, language,
and Chemical Co., Ho-ion.
! red—w ithout a hair of w hite. In character it
| i> brave and somewhat independent of one's
affection. It is a graceful ami strikingly hand-

A Famous Doctor

Earthquakes
Free excursions

85c.

and a tail Iik*• ;i banner complete her charms,
and in this description arc noted tile distinctions of her breed. Not all Persians are of her
color; there are se veral varieties, the preferable
beinga pu’-e white with yellow eyes. Persians
possess ah the cat virtues, including a gentle
disposition, in which latter quality they’excel
the Angor:
their rival in popularity.
Tin* Angora (or Angola) is a cat of superbly
dignified manners, but its long hair, being
closely curled, i** extremely hard to keep in
'dee order, needing, in fact, frequent washing.
It is supposd to be descended from the Siberian
wildcat, and its cries are said to be even more
uncivilized and weird than the unknown
tongue in whi* h ordinary pussies exchange
’■pinions < n the back fence. Lithcrof these
cats is ;t beautiful creature, though not so intelligent as the short-haired kinds. Persians
are often imported, but there are
places in New
York where the kittens may be sometimes
procured at a moderate price.
Of tbeshort-haired eats perhaps the greatest
favorite is white with blue eyes. If to these
attractions are added tufted ears, the animal
ranks high, and is considered worthy of a
ribbon collar and silk tassels on the tips’ of the
ears.
The points especially desired are perfect
whiteness without a colored hair, both eyes of
tin same hue. good hearing (for some arc deaf),
and manners not too languid. It must be said
that a cat of this sort, though affectionate and
exceedingly ornamental in a room, is not the
most knowing of its family.
To be a tiling of
beauty is quite satisfactory to the high bred

-oldevery where. Price,
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75c.
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NO MEDICINE LIKE THEM.
Wehave-nid y ir
iii
la Kiwihii s for the
!a-i -h years, am. no medicines on our shelves
give better -an-ta- lion.
(
F. A I'll FIM'oN. Druggi-i, Albany V Y.

to

.t

little attention that has been paid to their
eats have frequently acted as re1 was troubled with Salt Kheum fora number of ; trievers.
Put to an enemy the* cat is emphatiyear so that the skin entirely came oil' one of my ! cally a sealed book.
hand- from the linger tip- to the wrist. I tricil
of the feline race are domesvarieties
Many
remedies a ml doctors’ prescription?- to no purpose
ticated among u> from the tailless, unnaturaluntil I c •mineneed taking Cl neruA Ki..mi:i*ii:s, ;
looking eat of Japan, which makes constant
and now I am entirely cured.
war on the tails of more fortunate neighbors,
F. T. P A KKFK, ;*7.> Northampton "t.. boston.
the lop-eared puss of China, and the stiff-hairDKl HOISTS EN DOUSE THEM.
ed one of Africa, through all our own familiar
Have sold a ipianlity of your
sorts to the much-prized Angora, and lastly
utienra Kein
•■die.-. one oi mv eu-toiiieis. Mr-. Henry Ivintz. the Persian,
truly tin* queen of the tribe.
vv In* had tetter on her hands to such an extent as
in a .harming house in the upper part of
to cause the skin ipet ) otV, ami for eight years I New York
reigns one of this family. She
-he -iitiered greatly, wa- completely cur. d by the
lack' nolle of tin* well-defined “points”* of the
u-c "f y our medicines.
( .\.\YF. Druggi-t. < ant ui, (*hio.
pure Persian, and is railed Vasliti, partly from
her 'jilt« uly beauty, ami partly, as her mistress
ITCH: Mi. SCALY, PIMPLY.
owns, “because she does not come when she is
For the last year i have had a species of itching, called.”
This beauty is of an exquisite maltose color,
scaly and pimply humors on my face to which I
have applied
with long silky hair and topaz eyes. A full
great many method- ot treatment
without Mice. --, .md which was speedily and en
ruff around her neck and feathered cars and
lir. :v cured kv (
in la.
toes testify to her pure Mood.
\\

;
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for rheumatism and all l*loo<| dis-
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The writer is

1

CtKED.

has

eases,

efficacy of Swift’s Specific

emphatic testimony given by the venerable gentleman must be accepted as
convincing and conclusive.

A COMPLETE HUE.
I have su lie red all my life with skin diseases of
dillcreiit kind-, ami have never found permanent nounced characteristics or more decided tastes.
relief, until, by the adv ice of a lady friend. I u.-ed j
Contrary to the usual notion, cats will learn
ka Ki:wi nil 's
1 gave them almost
y our valuable Ct in
anything under kind and gentle treata thorough trial, using >ix bottles ot the Ci inn; \
ment.
As well as a dog, a cat will “hog,”
KI 'oi.vim, two i1 o\c- ,,f ci in
i:\ and seven i
dance, shake hands, walk on the hind fia t,
cake-ot ( I Mi
i;v "* ».\l'. and the result was just
a
bell, wipe the feet, ami. more than a
what 1 had keen told it would i>e—n ronij'htr rmu. ring
P.FI.FF \\ ADI
Ki. hmoml, \ a.
! dog, will stand up and catch in the paws anyKcferema (.. \\ I atimer, I n uggi -t. Kichmond, \'a. : thing thrown to it.
Moreover, even with the
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KNOW THYSELF.

.More Than Our .Million
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C. R. FORD, HiimUer,
E. P. WALKER & CO..
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Ins Vitality, L««t Man-*

from youthful errors, Ac., quietly l»t home. 1155
pair® Hook on All l*rivute HUphm‘» wnt free,
(le.aleil.) IVrlectly reli«l»le. 30 yoart t’xpericure
Ur. U. II. 1.0WO, WlsucJ, ( <,nu.

hood

ly’l

t opics

Sold.

Ii treats upon Nervous and Physical
Debility. PrunaDecline, Krrors of Youth, Kxlmusted \ it.1 i:ty.
Lost Manhood, lnijiaired Vigor ami Impurities >t tiV*
Itloed, aud the untold miseries consequent thereon
Contains
pages, substantial embossed binding, foil
gilt.
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
published in the Kuglish language. Price only sftI by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
11
lilstrative sample free if you send Umv.
ture
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